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Abstract
3-D video in day to day life will enhance the way we represent real-world sceneries and provide 
more natural conditions for human interaction. Therefore, 3-D video has the potential to be the 
next killer application in multimedia communications. However, the demand for resources (e.g. 
bandwidth), 3-D quality evaluations and providing error protection are challenges to be addressed. 
Thus, this thesis addresses the issues related to transmission of 3-D video over communication 
networks including compression, quality evaluations, error resilience and error concealment.
The first part of the thesis investigates encoding approaches for 3-D video in terms of 
compression efficiency and adaptability to existing communication technologies. Moreover, an 
encoding configuration is proposed for colour plus depth video coding based on scalable video 
coding principals. The proposed encoding configuration shows improved compression efficiency 
and scalability which can be utihzed to scale conventional video applications into stereoscopic 
video with a minimum increase to the bandwidth required.
Quality evaluation issues of stereoscopic video are addressed in the second part of the thesis. The 
correlations between objective and subjective quality ratings are derived for the range of 
compression ratios and packet loss rates considered. The results show high correlation between 
candidate objective measures (e.g. PSNR of colour image) and the measured 3-D perceptual 
quality attributes.
The third part of the thesis investigates efficient error resilience and concealment methods for 
backward compatible stereoscopic video transmission over wired/wireless networks. In order to 
provide enhanced error recovery, the proposed methods utilize inherent characteristics of colour 
plus depth video and their contributions towards improved perceived quality. The error resilience 
methods proposed improve 3-D perception compared to equally protected transmission of colour 
plus depth map video. Similarly, the proposed error concealment methods recover missing 
information more effectively compared to the deployment of existing 2-D error concealment 
methods.
Key words: 3-D video communications. Colour plus depth map stereoscopic video, 
Asymmetric/Mixed-resolution coding. Perceived 3-D video quality. Prioritised 3-D video 
transmission, 3-D Error concealment techniques..
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Chapter 1
1: Introduction
1.1 Preamble
Recent developments in multimedia capture, real-time media processing capabilities, 
communication technologies, and display technologies will, in the near future, facilitate rich 
multimedia applications beyond conventional 2-D video services. Immersive media applications 
are at the forefront of the next generation of multimedia applications. The candidate 3-D video 
applications will provide the sensation of “being there” and provide natural conditions for human 
interaction. Therefore, immersive applications will not only be limited to games industry or 
special cinema theatres, but also will be made available to the general public via the existing 
technological infrastructure within a foreseeable time period.
Stereoscopic video is one of the simplest forms of 3-D video. It provides the sensation of depth to 
end users through rendering of two adjacent views of the same scene. Moreover, this 3-D video 
representation has the potential to be the next step forward in the video communication market 
due to its simple scene representation and adaptability to existing audio-visual technologies. In 
order to support 3-D video services, the existing 2-D video application scenarios need to be scaled 
into a fourth dimension, called “the depth”. The availability of multimedia content in 3-D will 
enhance the overall quality of reconstructed visual information. Therefore, this technology will 
bring us one step closer to the true representation of real-world sceneries. Therefore, 3-D video 
technologies will improve our quality of life in general at home and in the work place. The main
1
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challenge of these emerging technologies is to adapt them into the existing video communication 
infrastructure in order to widely disseminate the content during the introduction phase of these 
new multimedia technologies.
The captured 3-D video content is significantly more than the content in 2-D video. For example, 
stereoscopic video can be twice the size of a conventional video stream, as it has two closely 
related camera views. As a result, 3-D video requires large storage capacity and transmission 
rates. In order to reduce the storage and bandwidth requirements, the immersive video content 
needs to be efficiently compressed. Existing video compression algorithms may or may not be 
suitable for encoding 3-D video content. Moreover, the unique characteristics of 3-D video can be 
exploited during compression in order to further reduce the storage and bitrate required for these 
applications. The transmission of these contents should be easily synchronized among different 
views during playback. In addition, backward compatibility with conventional 2-D video 
applications would be an added advantage for emerging 3-D video applications.
2-D video quality models are widely explored and used among the research community. 
However, the quality of 3-D video is still measured using a series of subjective test procedures, 
which takes a long time and requires significant effort to complete. This is mainly due to the 
unavailability of suitable 3-D objective quality metrics. 3-D quality itself is multi-dimensional in 
nature which can be described using several perceptual attributes such as depth perception, 
presence, eye strain, etc. Therefore, efficient 3-D objective quality metrics are required which 
measures the effect of processing, transmission and display technologies on multi-dimensional 
array of perceptual aspects.
The quality of transmitted video suffers from data losses when transmitted over an error prone 
channel. This problem is also common for emerging 3-D video communication applications. The 
effect of transmission errors on perceived 3-D quality is diverse in nature due to the multi­
dimensional perceptual attributes associated with 3-D viewing. Therefore, efficient error resilient 
and error concealment algorithms need to be deployed to overcome the detrimental effects that 
occur during transmission. Existing error recovery techniques for 2-D video could also be used in 
recovering corrupted frames. Moreover, error resilient/concealment techniques which are specific 
to the particular type of 3-D video could be implemented at the application level.
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The separate components of 3-D video have a weighted contribution towards the overall 
reconstructed 3-D video quality. Therefore, the transmission of immersive video content can be 
optimized based on the perceptual importance of each component of the content. For instance, the 
different elements of the 3-D video content can be prioritized over communication channels based 
on their error sensitivities. These prioritized data transmission schemes can be effectively used in 
optimizing the resource allocation and protection for immersive media content over error prone 
communication channels without any degradation to the perceived quality of the reconstructed 3- 
D replica.
This thesis investigates and proposes efficient ways of transmitting 3-D video content over 
communication channels in such a way as to offer improved compression efficiency, backward 
compatibility, efficient error recovery, perceptually prioritized data transmission and objective 
quality metrics to measure the effect of different 3-D video system parameter settings.
1.2 Objectives and Overall Project Description
The main objectives of the research are the investigation and development of efficient means of 
encoding and transmitting 3-D video content over error prone and bandwidth-limited 
communication channels. Even though 3-D video comes in different scene representations (e.g. 
Omni-directional video and Multi-view video), this research focuses on facilitating stereoscopic 
video communications, since stereoscopic video has the potential to be easily adopted into the 
existing video communication infrastructure compared to other complex representations of 3-D 
video. Moreover, the main focus of this research is the colour plus depth based stereoscopic 
video, due to its low bitrate requirements and its ability to render novel views. Unidirectional 
streaming stereoscopic video applications are the main application scenario addressed during the 
execution of this research project.
The overall project is divided into four main parts. The first part considers the investigation of 
efficient methods of encoding stereoscopic video content in order to reduce the storage and 
bandwidth requirements. Moreover, an encoding architecture for colour plus depth stereoscopic 
video is proposed based on the scalable video coding principles. Initially, the adaptability of 
existing video compression standards for encoding 3-D video content is investigated and 
compared against the proposed scalable coding architecture. The use of stereoscopic video coding
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configurations for backward compatible multimedia services is discussed. Then, 
asymmetric/multi-resolution coding for stereoscopic video is analyzed as means of reducing the 
storage and bandwidth required for stereoscopic video streaming over broadband networks. The 
proposed asymmetric coding techniques achieve good video quality at reduced bitrates.
The 3-D video quality can be described as a collection of different perceptual attributes such as 
depth perception, presence, eye strain, etc. Due to this diversity and the unavailability of accurate 
objective quality metric for 3-D video, rigorous and time consuming subjective test procedures 
are the only feasible method of measuring 3-D video quality. Thus, the second part of this project 
investigates the effect of different system parameters (e.g. encoding parameters and packet losses) 
on the perceptual attributes of stereoscopic video both subjectively and objectively. The 
relationships between the subjective and candidate objective measures are derived. Furthermore, 
the correlations between different perceptual attributes are also analyzed. This explorative study 
demonstrates the possibility of using candidate 2-D video objective models to predict the 3-D 
video quality under different system parameter settings.
One of the major problems faced by today’s multimedia communication applications is errors 
during transmission. The emerging 3-D video applications will also face the same consequences 
as conventional video services if they are not provided with effective error resilience and error 
recovery techniques. The video streams can be prioritized over erroneous conununication 
channels in order to maximize the perceived video quality under packet losses and optimize the 
overall resource utilization. In the third part of this project, data protection/prioritisation schemes 
are proposed, which exploit the inherent diversity in the subjective importance of different 
sections of compressed stereoscopic video. The compressed stereoscopic video stream is 
separated into two streams, depending on their importance to visualization and intelligibility of 
the decoded video. Subsequently, separated streams are given different protection/priority and are 
transmitted over the communication channel so as to increase the robustness of the transmitted 
information as well as to improve the perceptual quality of stereoscopic video. Thus, the 
developed technique result in unequal error protection and provide significantly improved video 
quality performances.
Error concealment mechanisms can be effectively used in concealing the errors at the decoder 
without using any additional information send by the encoder. Therefore, the final part of this 
project investigates the application level error concealment techniques for stereoscopic video 
applications. The proposed algorithms exploit the existing correlation between different
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components of 3-D video (e.g. colour video and depth map) in order to recover missing frames. 
Moreover, an object based error concealment method for colour plus depth map 3-D video is also 
proposed. The proposed techniques achieve improved stereoscopic video quality compared to the 
use of existing error concealment methods for conventional 2-D video.
1.3 Original Achievements
A number of peer-reviewed high-quality publications have been produced as a result of the 
research described in this thesis. These publications are listed in Appendix A. The research 
achievements can be summarized as:
Scalable video coding approach for colour plus depth stereoscopic video (Chapter 3). 
Investigation of efficient and backward compatible encoding configurations for 
stereoscopic video using existing compression standards of conventional 2-D video 
(Chapter 3).
Asymmetric/Multi-resolution encoding schemes for 3-D video based on inherent 
characteristics of colour and depth image sequences (Chapter 3).
Objective quality measures for stereoscopic video based on the correlation between 
subjective and objective quality measurements under different system parameter settings 
such as compression ratios and packet loss rates (Chapter 4).
An Unequal Error Protection (UEP) scheme for backward compatible stereoscopic video 
streaming over WiMAX based on unequal allocation of transmission power (Chapter 5). 
Data prioritisation scheme for backward compatible stereoscopic video distribution over 
wireless networks based on the contribution of each component of 3-D video towards 
overall perceptual quality (Chapter 5).
Frame concealment scheme for the depth maps associated with colour plus depth video 
based on the correlation between colour and depth video (Chapter 6).
Frame concealment scheme for 3-D video streaming based on motion information sharing 
between different components of binocular content (Chapter 6).
Error concealment method for 3-D video using associated shape information (Chapter 6).
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1.4 Structure of Thesis
The first chapter provides the rationale behind the research work and a brief description of the 
overall project while the final chapter, Chapter 7, summarizes the research work carried out and 
research achievements. Furthermore, it discusses the potential areas for future research in efficient 
and robust 3-D video communications. The work presented in the other chapters is summarized 
below.
1.4.1 Chapter 2
Chapter 2 describes the background to the work carried out in this research project. This describes 
the state of the art 3-D video technologies from scene capture to quality evaluation of 
reconstructed 3-D images. The chapter starts with a discussion of different scene representations 
of 3-D video. Then, existing multimedia compression technologies are described with more 
specific details about 3-D video coding techniques. In the next part of the chapter, the 
transmission aspects of 3-D video and potential application scenarios are presented. Furthermore, 
an introduction to error resilience and error concealment techniques used in multimedia 
communication is presented. The display technologies and viewing aids associated with potential 
3-D video applications are also discussed in this chapter. Finally, an explanation of measuring 3- 
D video quality subjectively and objectively is presented.
1.4.2 Chapter 3
This chapter presents a proposed stereoscopic video coding configuration based on the scalable 
extension of H.264/AVC. The performance of the proposed coding configuration is compared 
with those of the similar coding architectures based on MPEG-4 MAC and H.264/AVC. The 
coding performance of colour and depth video vs. left and right video is also analyzed with the 
proposed scalable encoding architecture. The results are presented with objective quality 
measures of colour, depth, rendered left and rendered right image sequences at different overall 
bitrates. Furthermore, two asymmetric coding methods for colour plus depth map 3-D video are 
proposed and evaluated with reference to the requirements of broadband stereoscopic video/TV 
applications. The proposed methods achieve good quality for left and right image sequences with 
a small increase of overall bitrate. The performance of coded 3-D video over IP is also analyzed 
in this chapter.
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1.4.3 Chapter 4
Currently, the quality assessment of coded 3-D video sequences can only be performed reliably 
using expensive and inconvenient subjective tests. To enable researchers to optimize 3-D video 
systems in a timely fashion, it is essential that reliable objective measures are found. This chapter 
investigates the correlation between subjective and objective evaluation of colour plus depth 
video. The investigation is conducted for different compression ratios, and different video 
sequences. Transmission over Internet Protocol (IP) is also investigated. Subjective tests are 
performed to determine the image quality and depth perception of a range of differently coded 
video sequences, with packet loss rates ranging from 0% to 20%. The subjective results are used 
to determine more accurate objective quality assessment metrics for 3-D colour plus depth video.
1.4.4 Chapter 5
This chapter presents the proposed data protection methods for backward compatible stereoscopic 
video services over wireless networks. The stereoscopic video data are prioritized based on their 
contribution towards improved perceived quality. In the first approach, the prioritized 3-D video 
streams are assigned different transmission powers and thus provide unequal protection during 
transmission. The second approach assigns different access priorities for the transmission 
medium. Thus, the prioritized video packets are delivered over the network with different packet 
loss rates and delay parameters. The reconstructed 3-D video quality with the proposed methods 
is compared with the received quality with unprioritized transmission. The results show that the 
proposed methods are improving the quality as measured with objective and subjective quality 
measures.
1.4.5 Chapter 6
This chapter presents the proposed error concealment algorithms for stereoscopic video 
transmission over IP networks. These schemes are implemented on a scalable video coding 
architecture and operate at the application layer of the ISO (International Standardization 
Organization) protocol stack. In order to recover the missing frames, the existing motion 
correlation between the colour and depth sequences is exploited by the proposed techniques. In 
addition, an object-based error concealment algorithm is also proposed using associated shape 
information. The shape information is generated utilizing the segmentation of depth map image. 
The performances of the proposed methods are compared against the existing error concealment 
methods of conventional video coding standards.
Chapter 2. 3-D Video Communications
Chapter 2
2:3-D Video Communications
This chapter provides a brief overview of recent developments in 3-D video technologies and the 
constraints and problems associated with these techniques. The different representations of 3-D 
video and capture methods are discussed in Section 2.2. Advanced video processing technologies 
which makes 3-D video bit-streams suitable for transmission over communication channels, are 
summarized in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 addresses the limitations and difficulties linked with 3-D 
video transmission over communication networks. This section also discusses the recovery of 
errors in corrupted 3-D video content. The display technologies and viewing aids associated with 
3-D viewing are elaborated in Section 2.5. The quality evaluation methodologies for 3-D video 
are presented in Section 2.6. This chapter is concluded with overall remarks provided in Section 
2.7.
2.1 Introduction
3-D video reproduces real-world sceneries as viewed by the human eyes. It provides a state of 
’being there’ or ’being immersed’ feeling to its end users. Moreover, the consumers will be more 
pleased with immersive video than the computer generated 3-D graphics. 3-D video is described
8
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in technical terms as “geometrically calibrated and temporally synchronized (group of) video data 
or image-based rendering using video input data” in [1]. According to [1] another possible 
definition is image-based rendering using video input data or video based rendering. The 
necessary technologies to realize 3-D video services over communication networks are illustrated 
in Figure 2.1. The technological advancements in 3-D video capture, representation, processing, 
transmission and display will enable the availability of more and more immersive video 
applications to the consumer market at an affordable cost. Therefore, in the future, 3-D media 
applications will not be limited to flight simulators, cyberspace applications and IMAX theaters. 
3-D video applications will enhance the quality of life in general by capturing home and office 
media applications (e.g. video conferencing, video broadcasting, broadband video, etc). A broad 
classification of 3-D video capture and potential application scenarios is given in [2].
3-D
Scene
Capture Coding
DisplayTransmission
Representation
Signal conversion
Replica of 
the 3-D
Srp.np.
Figure 2.1:3-D video chain
Even though the initial developments of 3-D video technologies are in place, there are several 
open areas to be investigated through research. For example, the storage and transport methods 
(i.e. signaling protocols, network architectures, error recovery) for 3-D video are not well 
exploited. Moreover, the addressing of these problems is complex due to the diversity of different 
3-D video representations (e.g. stereoscopic video, multi-view video). In addition, the ways and 
means of fulfilling the extensive demand for system resources (e.g. storage and transmission 
bandwidth) need to be addressed. Furthermore, the backward compatibility and scalability issues 
of these applications need to be addressed in order to facilitate the convergence/integration of 
these services with the existing 2-D video applications. The evaluation of 3-D video quality is 
important to quantify the effects of different system parameter settings (e.g. bitrate) on the 
perceived quality. However, the measurement of 3-D video quality is not straight forward as in 2- 
D video due to multi-dimensional perceptual attributes (e.g. presence, naturalness) associated with 
3-D viewing. Therefore, much more investigation needs to be carried out to simplify the quality 
evaluation of 3-D video. This thesis has addressed some of the issues mentioned above and this 
chapter provides the background related to the work carried out and 3-D video technologies in 
general.
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2.2 Acquisition and Representations of 3-D Video
3-D objects can be reconstructed from the captured real world images, which provide the user the 
impression of 3-D video. The methods of reconstruction and capture of the image sequences are 
based on the requirements of the targeted application scenario. According to the classification of 
MPEG-3DAV (Motion Picture Expert Group-3D Audio Visual), three scene representations of 3- 
D video have been identified, namely omni-directional (panoramic) video, interactive multiple- 
view video (free-viewpoint video) and stereo video [2], Omni-directional video allows the user to 
look around a scene (e.g. IMAX-Dome). This is an extension of planar 2-D image into a spherical 
or cylindrical image plane. Figure 2.2 shows some example omni-directional images generated 
with the Dodeca™ 1000 camera system and post-processed with corresponding Immersive Media 
technology [3].
iMMHCWE
tEDfeS
1
IWltRSIVt
M t 111 A
Figure 2.2: Omni-directional images from Telemmersion® video [3]
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The potential applications scenarios relevant to Omni-directional video are described in [4]. 
However, the 3-D video in this format has a limited application scope (e.g. navigation and object 
avoidance) and may not be suitable for general application scenarios like 3-D TV broadcasting. 
Multi-view video (e.g. free-viewpoint video) is the general case for all 3-D scene representations. 
It allows the user to select an arbitrary viewpoint and direction within a visual scene, generating 
an immersive environment. It generates virtual camera views through interpolation of real camera 
views. This representation can be effectively utilized in wide range of applications, including 
FTV (free-viewpoint television) and surveillance [2]. The ray space approach and 3-D model 
based approaches have been identified for real-time rendering of novel views [5]. Figure 2.3 
shows an array of cameras (i.e. 16 x 16) which can capture multiple raw video sequences and the 
captured multiple videos [6]. However, due to the high demand for system resources (e.g. 
processing power, bandwidth, and storage), the availability of multi-view video applications to 
the mass market will be further delayed till 3-D video technologies and supporting infrastructure 
get to a more mature stage than the current stage of the development process. The third approach 
is stereoscopic video which we describe in more details in the next section.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3; Multi-view camera platform; (a) Input system, (b) Captured images [6]
2.2.1 Stereoscopic Video
In order to produce a 3-D impression, stereoscopic video representation renders two adjacent 
views for each eye of the user. The left and right views are then fused in the visual cortex of the 
brain to perceive the depth of a scene (see Figure 2.4). According to 17], accurate perception of
11
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depth by human visual system can be attributed to two main categories of depth cues. The 
physiological and psychological depth cues mentioned in [7] are as follows.
Physiological depth cues
• Binocular disparity: The dissimilarity in views due to the relative location of each eye.
• Accommodation: The change in the focal length of the lens in the eye caused by muscles 
in the eye to produce a focused image on the retina.
• Convergence: The rotation of eyes to align or merge the left and right eye images into a 
single image with perceived depth.
• Motion parallax: The difference in views produced by moving the scene or the viewer. 
For example, in a movie it is possible to realize the size of an object which is speeding 
towards the viewer based on the relative change in size with time. This cue often 
differentiates the realism of a video from that of a still image.
• Chroma-stereopsis: The difference in apparent depth due to the colour of an object from 
refraction effects in the eyes.
Psychological depth cues
Image size: This is a useful hint but not sufficient to determine size or depth of objects. 
Linear perspective: This is the decrease in the apparent size of an object with increasing 
distance.
Aerial perspective: This refers to the hazy and bluish appearance of distant objects. 
Shading suggests that objects farther from the source of light are darker.
Shadowing of an object on others provides clues about position and size.
Occlusion: of objects provides a clue about their relative location.
Texture gradient provides clues regarding distance and relative location.
Brightness of an object suggests that it is closer than dimmer objects.
Stereoscopic video capturing system mainly exploits the binocular disparity cue which helps 
human visual system to perceive depth.
Stereoscopic video is one of the simplest forms of 3-D video available in the literature. Moreover, 
this representation is a subset of multiple-view video, where only two camera views are rendered 
to the user. Due to the simple representation and adaptability (e.g. simple camera arrangement.
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cost effective display systems, etc), stereoscopic video could be employed in future broadcasting 
(e.g. 3-D TV), storage and communication applications (e.g. 3-D conferencing) relatively easily 
compared to other representations of 3-D video. The existing infrastructure for audio-visual 
technologies (e.g. compression/decompression) can be adopted to send binocular content over 
communication channels. Moreover, the demand for resources (e.g. bandwidth and processing 
power) will be lower compared to the multi-view video. Therefore, in this thesis, stereoscopic 
video is considered as the main 3-D video representation and the constraints and problems 
associated with stereoscopic video communications are addressed.
Figure 2.4: Illustration of stereo vision [8]
At present, researchers are working on several 3-D video applications, which cover the whole 
application chain consisting of 3-D capture, compression, transmission, rendering of 3-D video 
and high-end display technologies [9]. The separate modules in a stereoscopic video chain are 
shown in Figure 2.5. The term “cyclopean view” in Figure 2.5 refers to the intermediate view 
between the left and right view perspectives. In order to support stereoscopic video for single-user 
or multi-user display systems all the interconnected technologies (capture, transmission) should 
work in harmony. More importantly, the sufficient stereoscopic video content should be generated 
to meet the customer demand.
13
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Figure 2.5: Separate modules in stereoscopic video chain [10]
There are several techniques to generate stereoscopic video material including dual camera 
configuration, 2-D-to-3-D conversion algorithms, 3-D/Depth-range cameras [10]. Stereoscopic 
view of a scene captured using a stereo camera pair (i.e. the left-eye and the right-eye view are 
recorded separately by two cameras taken from a slightly different perspective) is the simplest and 
most cost effective way to capture stereo video at the moment compared to other technologies 
available in the literature. The shooting parameters such as camera base distance (distance 
between the two cameras), convergence distance (distance of the cameras to the point where both 
optical axis intersect) and camera lens focal length can be utilized to scale the horizontal disparity 
and thus the degree of perceived depth. Furthermore, 3-D video with the dual camera 
configuration provides fewer burdens at the receiver side for rendering 3-D video due to the 
availability of two views. Two dual camera configurations can be distinguished, namely the 
parallel camera configuration and the toed-in camera configuration, also called converging 
cameras (see Figure 2.6). According to the study carried out in [11], the parallel camera 
configuration avoids geometrical distortions like the keystone distortion and depth plane 
curvature. As dual camera configuration generates two separate image sequences for left and right 
view, more system resources are necessary to process, store and transmit the generated content in 
comparison to the resource requirements of 2-D video. For example, a double disk space is 
needed to store the raw left and right video sequences. Moreover, the viewing angle will be 
limited with the stereo camera pair and thus no interactivity can be employed. The commercially 
available stereoscopic video cameras and 3-D add-ons for standard camcorders are listed in [12].
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Figure 2.6: Dual camera configurations; (a) Parallel cameras, (b) Toed-in cameras
The 2D-to-3D conversion algorithms can be employed to transform 2-D video into 3-D video 
sequences. For instance, existing movies can be viewed as a novel stereoscopic film [13] [14]. In 
principle, 2D-to-3D conversion algorithms derive a depth map sequence from a 2-D still image 
sequence. According to [15], the depth estimation techniques such as depth from motion and 
structure from motion will convert only a limited amount of the monoscopic video into 3-D video 
automatically. Therefore, novel 2D-to-3D conversion methods are necessary with a limited 
manual intervention in order to support off-line and real-time conversion of 2-D video into 3-D 
video. The semi-automatic methods/algorithms developed by Dynamic Digital Depth Research 
Pty Ltd and Philips to recover the depth map of a monoscopic video are presented in [15] and [16] 
respectively.
The latest addition to the 3-D capturing technology is the depth/range cameras. They 
simultaneously capture a colour image sequence and associated per-pixel depth image sequences 
of a scene. The 3-D camera utilizes a light pulse to measure the relative depth of the objects in the 
scene (see Figure 2.7 (a)). Figure 2.7 (b) shows the internal architecture of the High Definition 
(HD) three-dimensional camera developed by NHK Laboratories Japan [17]. The Zcam^”^ [18] 
and Axi-vision [19] 3-D cameras are two commerciatly available 3-D depth/range cameras, which 
are developed by 3DV systems and NHK respectively. Moreover, these products are also 
available as add-ons for existing video capturing devices.
The snapshot of a scene captured with a 3-D camera is given in Figure 2.8. The depth map 
sequence has similar spatio-temporal resolution as the colour image sequence. The depth images 
can be stored in 8 bit gray values, where gray value 0 specifies the furthest value (i.e. away from 
camera) and the gray level 255 specifies the closest value (i.e. closer to the camera). In order to
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translate this depth data representation to real, metric depth values and to support different image 
sequences with different depth characteristics, the gray levels are normalized into two main depth 
clipping plains namely;
• The near clipping plane Z„ear (gray level 255), the smallest metric depth value Z
• The far clipping plane Zfar (gray level 0), the largest metric depth value Z.
In case of linear quantization of depth, the intermediate depth values can be calculated using 
Equation 2.1.
^ 7  —7  ^near far
.  255 ^
where v specifies the respective gray level value
with V € [0,... ,255] Equation 2.1
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Figure 2.7: Depth/range camera; (a) Illustration of depth capture, (b) Internal architecture of a 3-D
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Figure 2.8: Interview sequence; (a) Colour image, (b) Per-pixel depth image. The depth images are 
normalized to a near clipping plane Z„ear and a far clipping plane Zf^ .^
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Depth-Image-Based Rendering (DIBR) can be utilized to render/synthesize two virtual views for 
the left and right eyes using the colour image sequence and the corresponding per-pixel depth 
information [20][21]. This process can be employed in two major steps;
• The reprojection of original image point into a 3-D space with the help of depth 
information
• The 3-D space points are then projected into the image plane of the virtual camera.
In Computer Graphics (CO) this concept is known as 3-D image warping. This concept is 
mathematically derived in subsection 2.2.1.1.
2.2.1.1 3-D Image Warping
Figiu'e 2.9 shows a system of two cameras and an arbitrary 3-D space point X with the projection 
X and x' in the first and second virtual views respectively. All the image points are on the image 
plane of n.
Figure 2.9: A point x in one image is transferred via the plane %toa matching point x' in the second 
image. The epipolar line through x' is obtained by joining x to the epipole e'. In symbols one may 
write X = H„x and 1' = [e']xx' = [e']x = Fx where F = [e']x H„ is the fundamental matrix [22].
Under the assumption that the world coordinate system equals the camera coordinate system of 
the first camera, the two perspective projection equations will be;
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X = AP^X Equation 2.2
x' = A'P„ H fX  Equation 2.3
Where x and x' symbolize two 2-D image points with respect to the 3-D space point X in 
homogeneous notation. The symbol = denotes the ‘equality up to a non-zero scale-factor’ 
[22] [23]. The 4 x 4  matrix Hf contains the transform matrix which converts the 3-D space point 
from world coordinate system into the camera coordinate system of the second view. The Hf 
consists of two transform components namely rotation R and translation T. the 3 x 3 matrices A 
and A' defines the intrinsic parameters of the first and second cameras respectively. The 
normalized perspective projection matrix is denoted by the 3 x 4 identity matrix
The 3-D space point X  is still dependent on its depth value Z. Hence, Equation 2.2 can be 
rearranged into;
X  =ZA  Equation 2.4
The depth dependent relationship between corresponding points in two perspective views of the
3-D scene can be derived using Equations 2.3 and 2.4 and the outcome represents the classical 
disparity equation (see Equation 2.4).
Z'fn =ZA'RA ^rh-\-A't Equation 2.5
This 3-D image warping relationship can be utilized to render arbitrary novel views with respect 
to a known reference image. This requires the virtual camera position and orientation relative to 
the reference camera to be known with the intrinsic parameters of the virtual camera. Then if the 
depth values of the corresponding 3-D space points are known for every pixel in the original 
image, novel views can be generated using Equation 2.5.
The virtual stereoscopic images can be generated through simplifying the 3-D image warping 
technique (Equation 2.5) to represent horizontal parallax of two virtual camera positions. The 
relationship will be derived based on the two stereo camera configurations as shown in Figure
19
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2.10. The both configurations can be distinguished based on how they achieve Zero-Parallax 
Setting {ZPS).
• Toed-in: The point of convergence at achieves through inward-rotation of the left 
and right cameras.
• Shift-sensor/parallel camera setup: A plane of convergence at is established through 
a shift h of the camera’s CCD (Charged-Couple Device) sensor.
Figure 2.10: Different stereoscopic camera setups a). In the “toed-in” camera setup, a point of 
convergence at is established by a joint inward-rotation of the two cameras, b). In the shift-sensor 
camera setup, a plane of convergence at is established by a shift h of the camera's CCD sensors. 
The tc refers to the inter-axial distance between two cameras [24].
The parallel camera setup is more suitable to be used with the DIBR technique, because all the 
signal processing steps going to be one-dimensional. With respect to the original view, the virtual 
cameras (i.e. left and right camera) are symmetrically displaced and their CCD sensors are shifted 
relative to the position of virtual camera lenses. This sensor shift can be mathematically 
formulated as a displacement of a camera’s principal point c [23]. Therefore, intrinsic parameters 
of the virtual cameras are considered to be having similar intrinsic parameters of the original 
camera except the horizontal shift h of the respective principal point. This also can be formulated 
into an equation as follows;
0 0 0 h
A* = 0 0^ = A + 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
Equation 2.6
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A* denotes the intrinsic parameters of either left (i.e. A') or right (i.e. A”) virtual cameras.
With the assumption that the movement of the two virtual cameras are translational with respect 
to the reference camera (i.e. Rotation R = I, where I is the 3 x 3 identity matrix) the 3-D warping 
Equation 2.5 can be further simplified using the relationship derived in Equation 2.6;
A^RA-^ = /  +
0 0 A 
0 0 0 
0 0 0
Equation 2.7
Substituting Equation 2.5 with the simplified expression in Equation 2.7 the 3-D warping 
equation can be written as;
f ~h
Z*m m + 0
\ 0 y
+ A t Equation 2.8
With tz = 0, the depth value of the 3-D space point is same in the original camera (camera 
coordinate system of the original view) and the virtual camera (coordinate system of the virtual 
camera). Therefore, Z* = Z and Equation 2.8 can be further reduced to;
^  A t  
m  =  m ^  b
~h
0 with t = 0
0 0
Equation 2.9
Then, the affine pixel positions (m ,v ) of each warped image can be calculated as;
u = M + Am and v = v Equation 2.10
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^ u + ^ ^  + h
The horizontal translational distance t^  is equal to the half of the inter-axial distance tc (i.e. the 
average eye separation of humans, approximately 64 mm). The translational distance with the 
direction of the movement is;
— ^  : Left-eye view
2 Equation 2.11
q. &_ : Right-eye view
2
The amount of sensor shift h is dependent on the chosen convergence distance Z^ . When Z - Z c  
the horizontal component u* of the simplified 3-D warping Equation 2.10 is identical for both left 
and right views, i.e. m' = m”. Therefore, Equation 2.10 can be rewritten as;
(X
h = - t^  Equation 2.12
where tx is also defined by Equation 2.11.
Equations 2.10 and 2.11 can be utilized to render the virtual camera views of the parallel 
stereoscopic camera setup. The characteristics of the rendered virtual left and right views going to 
be affected by the choice of inter-axial distance tc, the focal length/of the reference camera and 
the convergence distance Z^ . Table 2.1 shows how the 3-D perception is affected due to these 
parameter settings. These effects can be attributed to the effects of real stereoscopic camera setup 
with the adjustments to their camera positions (e.g. inter-axial distance) and intrinsic parameters 
(e.g. focal length).
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Table 2.1: Effects of different stereo camera setup parameters. Qualitative changes in screen parallax 
values, perceived depth and object size when varying the inter-axial distance the focal length f or 
the convergence distance of a “real" or “virtual" shift-sensor stereo camera setup [25].
Parameter +/— Screen parallax Perceived depth Object size
Interaxial distance tc
+ Increase Increase Constant
— Decrease Decrease Constant
Focal length f
+ Increase Increase Increase
— Decrease Decrease Decrease
Convergence distance Zc
+ Decrease Shift (forward) Constant
— Increase Shift (backward) Constant
2.2.1.2 The Advantages and Disadvantages of Colour Plus Depth Map 
Representation
The advantages of using colour plus depth map representation of stereoscopic video compared to 
the video generated with a stereo camera pair can be listed as follows.
• The 3-D reproduction can be adjusted to different stereoscopic displays (e.g. auto- 
stereoscopic displays) and projection systems as the rendering happens at the receiver 
side.
• The 2D-to-3D conversion algorithms will generate more colour plus depth stereoscopic 
video and increase the timely availability of exiting stereoscopic materials.
• Head-Motion Parallax (HMP) could be supported which provides an additional 
stereoscopic depth cue. This format also limits the viewing angle of the stereoscopic 
video camera setup.
• Due to the smoothness characteristics of the real world objects the per-pixel depth 
information doesn’t have high frequency components. Thus, the depth sequence can be 
efficiently compressed with existing compression standards [24] and will require only a 
limited space and bandwidth compared to the requirements of colour image sequence.
• The diminution of stereoscopic video sensation due to photometrical asymmetries (e.g. in 
terms of brightness, contrast or colour, between the left and the right eye) will be 
eliminated as this representation renders the virtual stereo views using the same colour 
image sequence.
• The depth reproduction can be adjusted at the receiver side based on user preferences 
(e.g. age, eye strain).
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• This representation can be effectively used in 3-D post production (e.g. augmenting 
external objects to the scene using object segmentation with the help of depth 
information).
However, the existing drawbacks of this representation, has lead to several research findings 
which can be utilized to mitigate the effects of the monoscopic video plus depth map 
representations. The disadvantages of using this representation and the solutions come across are 
listed as follows.
• The quality of the rendered stereoscopic views depends on the accuracy of the per-pixel 
depth values of the original imagery. Therefore, the effects of compression and 
transmission of depth maps (e.g. introduced artefacts) on the perceived quality need to be 
thoroughly investigated.
• The visible objects for the rendered virtual left and right views may occlude from the 
original view. This phenomenon is also known as exposure and disocclusion in Computer 
Graphics (CG) [21]. This effect can be minimized using Layered Depth Images (LDI) 
where more than one pair of colour plus depth sequences is transmitted depending on the 
requirements of the expected quality. However, this approach demands more storage and 
bandwidth to be used in communication applications. In addition, different hole-filling 
algorithms (e.g. linear interpolation of foreground and background colour, background 
colour extrapolation, mirroring of background colour information) can be utilized to 
recover the occluded areas of the original image sequence [24]. Moreover, the pre­
processing/smoothing of depth maps (e.g. use of a Gaussian filter) will avoid this 
occlusion problem. However, this approach will lead to some geographical distortions of 
the rendered 3-D video scene.
• Certain atmospheric effects (e.g. fog, smoke) and semi-transparent objects are difficult to 
handle with this approach at the moment.
• The processing overload (e.g. memory, processing power, storage requirements) at the 
receiver side is high compared to the reconstructing 2-D video stream.
The monoscopic video plus depth map representation is widely utilized in research and 
standardization activities due to its simplicity and adaptability [27-29]. The ATTEST (Advanced 
Three-Dimensional Television System Technologies) project consortium is working on 3D-TV 
broadcast technologies using colour-depth sequences as the main source of 3-D video [27]. 
Recently, ISO/IEC 23002-3 (MPEG-C part 3) finalized the standardization of video plus depth
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image representations/solutions in order to provide: interoperability of the content, flexibility 
regarding transport and compression techniques, display independence and ease of integration 
[28]. Moreover, JVT has identified multi-view video plus depth representation would be a 
potential candidate for free-view point applications [29]. Due to this wide usage in research and 
standardization activities, the research carried out in this thesis utilize the colour plus depth map 
3-D video representation. This selection would be also supported by the range of advantages 
associated with this scene representation. For example, the transmission of colour plus depth map 
would require fewer system resources (bitrate, storage) than the resource requirements for sending 
left and right views.
Four colour and depth map based stereoscopic video sequences namely Orbi, Interview, Break 
dance and Ballet are used in the experiments presented in this thesis. Figure 2.11 shows frames 
from the original scenes of these test sequences. The Orbi and Interview test video sequences are 
obtained using a depth/range camera (i.e. Zcam™ camera) are used in the experiments [30]. Orbi is 
a very complex sequence with camera motion and multiple objects, whereas Interview is a 
sequence captured with a static camera and featuring a stationary background. The resolution of 
these two sequences is 720x576 pixels which is the resolution of Standard Definition (SD) TV 
and original frame rate is 25 frames/s. The rest of the sequences (i.e. Break dance and Ballet) are 
obtained from the multi-view image sequences generated by the Interactive Visual Media group at 
Microsoft Research [31]. The fourth camera view and the corresponding depth map computed 
from stereo are utilized in this experiment [31]. Break dance sequence contains a highly dynamic 
break dancer in the foreground and a number of supporters with limited motion in the 
background. In contrast to the Break dance test sequence. Ballet occupies a stationary observer in 
the foreground and a Ballet dancer operating behind the foreground observer. Both sequences are 
captured using a stationary camera. The resolution and original frame rate of these two sequences 
are 1024x768 and 15 frames/s respectively. Due to the use of different colour and depth map 
sequences (e.g. resolution, frame rate) the results of the experiments will be applicable across 
most of the application scenarios. Moreover, the findings will be common for all colour plus 
depth map video representations regardless of the way the material are captured. The issues 
associated with compression, transmission, display and quality evaluations of this stereoscopic 
representation are discussed in the following sections.
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(d)
Figure 2.11: Original test sequences; (a) Orbi, (b) Interview, (c) Break-dance, and (d) Ballet
2.3 Stereoscopic Video Coding
This section describes the state of the art video coding approaches for 3-D video. An introduction 
to the 2-D video coding algorithms is provided. Moreover, scalable video coding approaches 
which can be utilized in scaling 2-D video applications into immersive video are discussed. Then 
the potential coding approaches for 3-D video in general and more specifically for stereoscopic 
video are discussed.
2.3.1 2-D Video Coding
The primary aim of video coding is the removal of spatial and temporal redundancies present in 
raw images captured from a video camera. Video coding allows video to be used in 
communication applications with reduced storage and bitrate requirements. The block-based 
transform coding and subband-based decomposition of images are commonly utilized as the basic 
coding principles. Video coding has been standardized (H.261 in 1990, MPEG-1 Video in 1993, 
MPEG-2 Video in 1994, H.263 in 1997, MPEG-4 Visual or part 2 in 1998, H.264/AVC in 2004), 
in order to facilitate the interoperability among different products and applications. The 
technology advances result in higher compression efficiency, different application support (video 
telephony-H.261, consumer video on CD- MPEG-1 and broadcast of Standard Definition: 
SD/High Definition: HD TV- MPEG-2) and network compliance (switched networks such as 
PSTN- H.263/MPEG-4 or ISDN- H.261 and Internet or mobile networks H.263/H.264/MPEG-4).
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Most of the video coding standards are based on hybrid video coding which employs block 
matching (i.e. Block Matching Algorithm: BMA) motion compensation and the Discrete Cosine 
Transform (DCT). The reasons for adopting hybrid video coding approach are that;
• A significant proportion of the motion trajectories found in natural video can be 
approximately described with a rigid translational motion model.
• Fewer bits are required to describe simple translational motion.
• Implementation is relatively straightforward and amenable to hardware solutions.
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Figure 2.12; Basic structure of a hybrid coder [33]
H.264/AVC is the latest video coding technology standardized by the ISO/IEC Moving Picture 
Experts Group and the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group [32]. Figure 2.12 shows the basic 
structure of a H.264/A VC coder. Similar to the most of the hybrid-video coders, this structure 
eliminates temporal and spatial redundancies through motion compensation and DCT based 
transform coding approaches respectively. The high compression efficiency and the network 
friendliness for interactive and non-interactive video applications are the main achievements in 
this latest standard [33][34]. The some of the coding features which assist H.264/AVC to gain 
superior video quality are variable block-size motion compensation with small block sizes, 
quarter-sample-accurate motion compensation, multiple reference picture motion compensation 
and in-the-loop de-blocking filter. H.264/A VC consists of two conceptual layers called Video 
Coding Layer (VCL) and Network Adaptation Layer (NAL). NAL renders a network adaptive bit­
stream using the coded bit-stream available at the VCL interface (see Figure 2.13). This close
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integration of two layers allows H.264/AVC to be used in low bitrate video communication 
applications across heterogeneous networks.
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Encoder Encoder
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Figure 2.13: H.264/AVC in a transport environment [35]
In addition to the new features used for high compression gain, it consists of several error 
resilience and concealment features in order to provide more robust and error free video over 
communication channels. For example it supports slice structure (flexible slice sizes, redundant 
slices. Flexible Macro-block Ordering-FMO and Arbitrary Slice Ordering ASO), data 
partitioning. Parameter set structure, NAL unit syntax structure and SP/SI synchronization 
pictures [33] to be used in error prone environments. The potential tools can be employed in 
wireless video communication applications and H.264/AVC coded video over best-effort IP 
networks as described in [35] and [36] respectively.
2.3.2 Scalable Video Coding
Modem video transmission and storage systems are typically characterised by a wide range of 
access network technologies and end-user terminals. Varying numbers of users, each with their 
own time varying data throughput requirements, adaptively share network resources resulting in 
dynamic connection qualities. Users possess a variety of devices with different capabilities, 
ranging from cell phones with small screens and restricted processing power, to high-end PCs 
with high-definition displays. Examples of applications include virtual collaboration system 
scenarios, as shown in Figure 2.14, where a large, high powered terminal acts as the main 
control/commanding point and serve a group of co-located users. The large terminal may be the 
headquarters of the organization and consists of communication terminals, shared desk spaces.
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displays and various user interaction devices to collaborate with remotely located partners. The 
remotely located users with a small, fixed terminal will act as the local contact and provide the 
local information. Mobile units (distribution, surveying, marketing, patrolling, etc) of the 
organization may use mobile terminals, such as mobile phones and PDAs, to collaborate with the 
headquarters.
Mobile terminal
Single rem ote 
user with a 
mobile terminal
Virtual Collaboration 
System
m
Large Terminal
Group of co-located 
u se rs  with a  large 
fixed terminal Small Terminal
Single rem ote user 
with a  small fixed 
terminal
Figure 2.14: Virtual collaboration system diagram
In order to cope with the heterogeneity of networks/terminals and diverse user preferences, the 
current video applications need to consider not only compression efficiency and quality but also 
the available bandwidth, memory, computational power and display resolutions for different 
terminals. The transcoding methods and the use of several encoders to generate different 
resolution (i.e. spatial, temporal or quality) video streams can be used to address the heterogeneity 
problem. But above mentioned methods impose additional constraints such as unacceptable 
delays and increase bandwidth requirements due to redundant data streams. Scalable video coding 
is an attractive solution for the issues posed by the heterogeneity of today’s video 
communications. Scalable coding produces a number of hierarchical descriptions that provide 
flexibility in terms of adaptation to user requirements and network/device characteristics. The 
characteristics of the scalable video coding concept can be utilized to scale the existing 2-D video 
applications into stereoscopic video. For example, colour and depth video can be coded into two 
scalable descriptors and depending on the receiver terminal capabilities, the users could either 
render stereoscopic video or shift back to conventional 2-D video [37]. This thesis investigates the 
adaptability of the scalable video coding concept into backward compatible stereoscopic video 
applications. Therefore, the background related to scalable video coding is provided.
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Scalable coding techniques
At present video production and streaming is ubiquitous as more and more devices are able to 
produce and distribute video sequences. This brings the increasingly compelling requirement of 
sending an encoded representation of a sequence that is adapted to the user, device and network 
characteristics in such a way that coding is performed only once while decoding may take place 
several times at a different resolution, frame rate and quality. Scalable video coding allows 
decoding of appropriate subsets of bitstream to generate complete pictures of size and quality 
dependent on the proportion of the total bitstream decoded. A number of existing video 
compression standards support scalable coding, such as MPEG-2 Video and MPEG-4 Visual. Due 
to reduced compression efficiency, increased decoder complexity and the characteristics of 
traditional transmission systems the above scalable profiles are rarely used in practical 
implementations. Recent approaches for scalable video coding are based on motion compensated 
3-D wavelet transform and motion-compensated temporal differential pulse code modulation 
(DPCM) together with spatial de-correlating transformations [38-41].
The wavelet transform proved to be a successful tool in the area of scalable video coding since it 
enables to decompose a video sequence into several spatio-temporal subbands. Usually the 
wavelet analysis is applied both in the temporal and spatial dimensions, hence the term 3-D 
wavelet. The decoder might receive a subset of these subbands and reconstruct the sequence at a 
reduced spatio-temporal resolution at any quality. The open-loop structure of this scheme solves 
the drift problems typical of the DPCM-based schemes whenever there is a mismatch between the 
encoder and the decoder. The scalable video coding based on 3-D wavelet transform is addressed 
in recent research activities [38][39]. The scalable video coding profiles of existing video coding 
standards are based on DCT methods. Unfortunately, due to the closed loop, these coding 
schemes have to address the problem of drift that arises whenever encoder and decoder work on 
different versions of the reconstructed sequence. This typically leads to the loss of coding 
efficiency when compared with non-scalable single layer encoding.
In 2007, the Joint Video Team (JVT) of the ITU-T VCEG and the ISO/IEC MPEG standardized a 
Scalable Video Coding (SVC) extension of the H.264/AVC standard [40]. The new SVC standard 
is capable of providing temporal, spatial, and quality scalability with base layer compatibility with
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H.264/AVC. Furthermore, this contains an improved DPCM prediction structure which allows 
greater control over the drift effect associated with closed loop video coding approaches [41].
Bit-streams with temporal scalability can be provided by using hierarchical prediction structures. 
In these structures, key pictures are coded at regular intervals by using only previous key pictures 
as references. The pictures between the key pictures are the hierarchical B pictures which are bi- 
directionally predicted from the key pictures. The base layer contains a sequence of the key 
pictures at the coarsest supported temporal resolution; while the enhancement layers consist of the 
hierarchically coded B pictures (see Figure 2.15). A low-delay coding structure is also possible by 
restricting the prediction of the enhancement layer pictures from only previous frame.
Temporal
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Figure 2.15: Prediction structure for temporal scalability.
Spatial scalability is achieved using a multi-layer coding approach in prior coding standards, 
including MPEG-2 and H.263. Figure 2.16 shows a block diagram of a spatially scalable encoder. 
In the scalable extension of H.264/AVC, the spatial scalability is achieved with an over-sampled 
pyramid approach. Each spatial layer of a picture is independently coded using motion-
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compensated prediction. Inter-layer motion, residual or intra prediction mechanisms can be used 
to improve the coding efficiency of the enhancement layers. In inter-layer motion prediction, for 
example, the up-scaled base layer motion data is employed for the spatial enhancement layer 
coding.
Quality scalability can be considered as a subset of spatial scalability where two or more layers 
are having similar spatial resolutions but different quality levels. The scalable extension of 
H.264/AVC also supports quality scalability using coarse-grain scalability (CGS) and medium- 
grain scalability (MGS). CGS is achieved using spatial scalability concepts with the exclusion of 
the corresponding up-sampling operations in the inter-layer prediction mechanisms. MGS is 
introduced to improve the flexibility of bit-stream adaptation and error robustness.
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Figure 2.16: Scalable encoder using a multi-scale pyramid with 3 levels of spatial scalability [40]
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The SVC technology is fast moving towards the deployment of practical, real-time scalable 
applications [42]. The associated technologies which support scalable applications over 
communication channels are emerging. For example, Wenger et al draft a RTF (Real-time 
Transport Protocol) payload format for SVC video [43]. This thesis investigates the possibility of 
utilizing SVC concept to deliver backward compatible stereoscopic video applications over the 
networks. Moreover, the scalability features will be employed to encode colour plus depth map 
stereoscopic video more efficiently with minimal effect for the perceived quality of 3-D video.
2.3.3 3-D Video Coding
Scenery captured from different angles/viewpoints simultaneously results a large amount of raw 
video data. For instance, stereoscopic video, which is one of the simplest forms of 3-D video, 
requires twice the size of storage capacity and double the bandwidth compared to the 
requirements of 2-D video. Thus, 3-D video coding is crucial if immersive video applications are 
to be available for the mass consumer market in the near future. The MPEG Ad-hoc group which 
worked on exploration of 3DAV (3-D Audio-Visual) application scenarios and technologies, 
identified several MPEG coding tools which are directly applicable for different representations 
of 3-D video and also identified the areas where further standardization is required [5]. The 
coding approaches for 3-D video may be diverse depending on the representation of 3-D video. 
For example, available principles of classical video coding can be utilized to compress pixel-type 
data including stereo video, multi-view video, and associated depth or disparity maps. However, 
efficient coding approaches and standardization for some 3-D representations such as multi-view 
video are yet to be discovered. The compression algorithms for 3-D mesh models have also 
reached a high level of maturity. Even though there are efficient compression algorithms for static 
geometry models, compression of dynamic 3-D geometry is still an active field of research. A 
survey of coding algorithms for different 3-D application scenarios is presented in [44]. The 
coding of image-based 3-D representations (e.g. stereoscopic video) is addressed in this thesis. 
Henceforth, the coding of image based 3-D representations is discussed in this chapter.
The 3-D coding approaches aim at exploiting inter-view statistical dependencies in addition to 
the conventional coding approach for 2-D video, which removes the redundancies in the temporal 
and spatial domains. The prediction of views utilizing the neighbouring views and the images 
from the same image sequence are shown in Figure 2.17. In general temporal prediction tends to 
be more efficient compared to inter-view prediction and combined prediction [45]. However, the 
efficiencies of these prediction methods are varied depending on the frame rate, camera distances 
and the complexity of content (e.g. motion and spatial details). Currently, JVT (Joint Video
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Team) is standardizing the multi-view extension of H.264/AVC [46]. The adopted approach is 
based on the hierarchical B-frames syntax [see Figure 2.18]. TO, T1,...T100 in Figure 2.18 
represent consecutive time instances of image capture whereas SO, 81, ...87 represent consecutive 
camera positions. Each image of the multi-view image sequence is encoded using spatial, 
temporal or inter-view predictions. This multi-view coding strategy has shown improved coding 
gain through exploiting inter-view statistical redundancies compared to encoding each view 
separately. However, the gain is significant only for dense camera settings but not for dome-type 
(i.e. cameras are set far apart) arrangements. Moreover, the proposed improvements for existing 
multi-view coding algorithms can be found in the research literature, which enhance the 
application requirements including random access, low delay and memory optimization [47]. 
8pecific coding tools for MVC such as illumination compensation, view interpolation prediction, 
inter-view direct mode are also under JVT investigation at present.
order neighbours
• T (temporal)
• 8 (inter-view)
• L/R (combined)
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Figure 2.17: Coding of multi-view video
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Figure 2.18: Multi-view coding [46]
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2.3.4 Stereoscopic Video Coding
Conventionally, stereoscopic video is captured by two cameras a small distance apart producing 
two views which differ somewhat of the same object. Therefore, stereoscopic video coding aims 
to exploit the redundancies present in two adjacent views while removing the temporal and spatial 
redundancies. For example, an extended H.264 video codec for stereoscopic video, exploiting 
spatial, temporal, disparity and world-line correlation is described in [48]. Instead of coding the 
left and right views separately, the coding of left view and the disparity compensated right image 
has been an efficient method of coding. Disparity estimation algorithms are utilized to identify 
geometric correspondence of objects in stereo pair [49]. A disparity compensated residual image 
coding scheme for 3-D multimedia applications is described in [50]. The proposed stereoscopic 
video coding algorithm in [51] employs an object-based approach in order to overcome the 
artefacts caused by block-based disparity estimation approaches. However, the disparity- 
compensated prediction approach can not be applicable to colour plus depth video as colour 
image and associated depth image have different texture information and number of objects. In 
addition, mixed-resolution video coding for the left and right views is based on the binocular 
suppression theorem which is based on the response of the human visual system for depth 
perception. H.264/AVC based stereoscopic video codec described in [52] utilizes asymmetric 
coding of the left and right images in order to improve the compression efficiency. The results in 
[52] show that stereoscopic video can be coded at a rate about 1.2 times the monoscopic video 
using spatial and temporal filtering of one image sequence. Moreover, a 3-D video system based 
on H.264/AVC view coding described in [53] examines the bounds of asymmetric stereo video 
compression. The mixed-resolution coding concept can be applied to colour plus depth video in 
different perspectives, i.e. to code the colour and depth video based on their influence towards 
better perceptual quality. For example, the depth image can be coded differently compared to the 
corresponding colour image sequence. Therefore, asymmetric coding of colour plus depth 
stereoscopic video is addressed in this thesis. Chapter 3 contains the experiments carried out with 
this coding approach.
The multi-view profile (MVP) of the MPEG-2 video coding standard can be utilized in coding 
stereoscopic video with Disparity-Compensated Prediction (DCP). This profile is defined based 
on the Temporal Scalability (TS) mode of MPEG-2 [54]. However, due to the coarser disparity 
vectors which are defined on a block-by-block basis of 16x16 pixels, the inter-view prediction 
error is larger compared to the motion compensated error [55]. Therefore, the gain obtained with 
this coding approach is not significant compared to the coding of left and right views separately. 
However, the proposed improvements (e.g. global displacement compensated prediction [56]) for
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MPEG-2 multi-view profile have shown improved picture quality at low bitrates. Due to the 
disparity estimated prediction structure of the MPEG-2 multi-view profile this approach is not 
suitable for encoding colour plus depth video.
The MPEG-4 Multiple Auxiliary Component (MAC) is a generalization of the grayscale shape 
coding [57]. This allows image sequences to be coded with a Video Object Plane (VOP) on a 
pixel-by-pixel basis which contains data related to video objects such as disparity, depth and 
additional texture. However, this approach needs to send the grayscale/alpha shape with any other 
auxiliary component (e.g. disparity) and as a result the coding efficiency is affected. Even though 
MPEG-4 MAC is suitable to encode colour plus depth video due to the presence of grayscale 
reduces the coding gain. Therefore, the performance of a modified MPEG-4 MAC coder with no 
alpha plane is analyzed in this thesis (refer Chapter 2).
The multi-view codec under development by JVT also can be utilized in stereoscopic video 
coding with inter-view disparity compensation [46]. However, this method is not applicable for 
colour plus depth stereoscopic video due to the availability of different texture information in 
each image sequence. Consequently, the amount of redundancies which can be exploited through 
inter-layer prediction is minimal. The recent interest on multi-view plus depth representation may 
suitable to encode monoscopic video plus depth information [29]. However, these approaches are 
developed for interactive multi-view applications such as free-viewpoint video and may not so 
effective towards more simple representations like stereoscopic video.
The MPEG-4 Animation Framework extension (AFX) standard ISO/IEC 14496-16 defines two 
image-based depth representations that can be used to encode colour plus depth video [58]. The 
two categories are the simple Depth Image (DI) and Layered Depth Image (LDI) representation 
which is utilized to store occluded areas of the original image. However, this approach seems very 
much computer graphics oriented and suitable for synthetic image synthesis [58]. Therefore, this 
approach is not suitable for encoding natural scenes using monoscopic video plus depth 
representations of 3-D video.
The quality of the virtual left and right views generated through DIBR is dependent on the quality 
of the colour video, associated depth map and the camera geometry. The relationship can be 
attributed to the Quantization Parameters (QPs) of each image and the virtual camera position (see 
Equation 2.13).
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Quality = /  (QPcoiour. QPdepth, Camera position) Equation 2.13
However, the effect of colour image quality is more influential with this approach than the depth 
image quality as texture information is directly viewed by the users. Therefore, effects of colour 
and depth coding on the perceptual quality needs to be studied thoroughly. This thesis investigates 
the perceptual bounds of depth map coding for stereoscopic video applications (refer to Chapters 
3 and 4). For example, spatially down-sampled depth maps would be accurate enough to generate 
good quality left and right views. Moreover, the efficient coding architectures for colour plus 
depth map coding and their suitability for communication applications are studied in Chaptere3 of 
this thesis.
Due to the characteristics of the depth image sequence (e.g. smoothness of real world objects), 
they can be efficiently compressed with the existing coding algorithms than the coding of 
corresponding monoscopic video sequence [59]. According to [59], H.264/AVC outperforms 
MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 video coding standards in depth map coding. For example, depth maps can 
be encoded with H.264/AVC at a bitrate less than 20% of the MPEG-2 coded colour image 
sequence for Standard Definition (SD) resolution image sequences. Therefore, the state of the art 
H.264/AVC coding algorithms are extensively utilized in this thesis to compress depth 
information more efficiently (refer to Chapter 3).
2.4 3-D Video Transmission
With the availability of well defined scene representations, efficient coding approaches and 
affordable 3-D displays, a need for efficient 3-D video transmission technology has become acute. 
Unlike 3-D movies, which can be traced back to 1903, 3-D broadcast and
streaming/communication applications require rate-adaptive coding approaches, transport streams 
for delivery and signalling (e.g. MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS)), control protocols and error 
resilient tools to render good quality 3-D video content to the end-users [60]. The practical 
demonstrations (e.g. 3-D video streaming) and prototype 3-D video transmission systems have 
being studied in the past [61-63]. However, the technology is not matured up to the level of 2-D 
video transmission technologies as yet. Moreover, most of the 3-D delivery techniques will be 
built on top of the existing infrastructure and tools for conventional video applications. This 
section presents the background related to potential 3-D transmission technologies and supportive
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technologies (e.g. error recovery) necessary for efficient transmission of 3-D video content over 
broadcast and communication links.
3D-TV broadcasting has been an interesting application scenario from the early ages of analogue 
TV [64] [65]. However, these services were not continued for a long time due to the low quality 
pictures visible with different viewing aids (e.g. polarized glasses) and requirements for specific 
display systems [65]. With the introduction of digital transmission technologies, the possibilities 
of broadcasting 3D-TV pictures are further studied and necessary technologies (e.g. MPEG-2 
Multi View Profile) are developed. For example, the integration of stereoscopic TV with HDTV 
is studied in [66] and [67] using separate transmission of left and right views and side-by-side 
arrangement of left and right image sequences respectively. These approaches utilize existing
infrastructure and technologies for HDTV transmission system and thus not so efficient due to the
limitations (e.g. resolution, bandwidth) imposed for 3-D video. Due to the flexibility of rendering 
interactive stereoscopic video, colour plus depth representation has been tested over broadcasting 
channels [68] [24]. The approach in [68] utilizes the “private” or “user data” of the MPEG-2 
Transport Stream to send the depth information [69], whereas the multiplexing of colour plus 
depth within the MPEG-2 Transport Stream is studied in [24]. Moreover, the latter approach is 
now standardised as an amendment ISO/lEC 13818-1 (MPEG-2 Transport Stream) [70].
The availability of voice over IP (e.g. VoIP), TV pictures over IP (e.g. IPTV) has influenced 3-D 
video services to select the IP packet network as one of the main transport mediums. The wide 
spread usage of IP to deliver video services over wired/wireless channels will enable 3-D video 
over large application space. Moreover, the flexible integration of IP transmission aspects with 
the other layers of the protocol stack allows more space for adapting different 3-D scene 
representations and optimum coding methodologies. The 3-D streaming services are classified 
into four main categories in [71] namely;
• Server unicasting to a single client
• Server multicasting to several clients
• Peer-to-peer (P2P) unicasting
• P2P multicasting.
The emerging 3-D video streaming applications would prefer RTP/DCCP/IP protocol [72] over 
conventional RTP/UDP/IP protocol due to effective video rate adaptation for streaming 
applications by DCCP (Datagram Congestion Control Protocol) to match the TCP-Friendly Rate 
Control (TFRC) [73]. The rate adaptation strategies for stereo and multi-view video offer more 
flexibility than the conventional video due to the availability of more than one view during
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transmission. For example, the rate for the stereoscopic video application can be adapted by 
choosing different resolutions for the right image sequence together with full-resolution left image 
sequence according to the binocular suppression theorem [52]. Several studies can be found for 
open loop and closed loop rate adaptation schemes for 3-D video over UDP and DCCP protocols 
[74-76]. For example, the client-driven multi-view video streaming described in [75] reduces the 
bandwidth need through selecting only a small number of views for transmission based on the 
user’s head position.
The stereoscopic video transmission over IP networks are considered in this thesis. The effective 
coding approaches are proposed for more efficient and rate adaptive transmission of colour plus 
depth stereoscopic video (refer to Chapter 3). The compatibility and ease of integration with 
existing transmission technologies are also addressed. Moreover, the performance of stereoscopic 
video over IP is evaluated and different solutions are proposed to gain good quality binocular 
views (refer to Section 3.3 of Chapter 3). The quality improvement methods are proposed for 
both wired and wireless transmissions of 3-D video (refer to Chapters 5 and 6). The error resilient 
and recovery methods for 3-D video are discussed in the following.
Video over IP often suffers from packet losses. The congestion and noise/interference/fading are 
the main causes for packet losses in wired and wireless links respectively. Therefore, effective 
error correction approaches (e.g. Automatic Repeat-reQuest (ARQ), Forward Error Correction 
(EEC)), joint source channel coding techniques and error concealment techniques are necessary to 
send 3-D services over IP networks more effectively. The performance of 3-D video transmission 
over wireless channels which is considered as bandwidth limited and error prone, can be further 
improved with Joint Source Channel Coding (JSCC) approach which is an effective method to 
overcome such challenges [77]. The study carried out in [78] proposes a JSCC scheme for colour 
plus depth stereoscopic video. The advanced channel coding approaches for 3-D video are 
addressed in several studies [79][80]. For example, in [80], stereoscopic video streaming using 
FEC techniques are investigated. The left and right image frames are classified into layers based 
on their contribution towards final reconstructed quality. Then the layers are transmitted based on 
the principal of Unequal Error Protection (UEP) using different error correction codes. 
Furthermore, Multiple Description Coding (MDC) approaches are proposed for stereoscopic 
video which allows sending video with acceptable quality bounds at bad channel conditions [81]. 
However, the use of error correction codes with 3-D video is somewhat unjustifiable due to the 
high demand for bandwidth by 3-D video content itself. Therefore, this research explores different 
perspectives to protect 3-D video over networks without sending additional data. For example.
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transmission power can be allocated unequally for 3-D video components depending on their 
contribution towards perceptual quality. In a way the adapted approaches exploit cross-layer 
design using the perceptual aspects of 3-D video. The proposed algorithms are presented in 
Chapter 5 of this thesis.
Error concealment is necessary to perform at the decoder in order to reduce the temporal error 
propagation caused by unpreventable packet losses. The conventional error concealment tools for
2-D video can be adapted in recovering the errors of corrupted 3-D video [82] [83]. Error 
concealment algorithms have been proposed for left and right view based stereoscopic video 
utilizing the additional data from the corresponding image sequence [84] [85]. Bilen et al propose 
two methods for full frame loss concealment in left and right based stereoscopic video using 
overlapped block motion and disparity compensation [86]. Moreover, in [87] an approach to 
recover the entire right frame in stereoscopic video transmission is described based on the 
relativity of prediction modes for right frames. However, the above mentioned studies are aimed 
at providing error resilience for left and right view based stereoscopic video. Therefore, error 
concealment of colour plus depth stereoscopic video is considered in this thesis. Three error 
concealment methods are proposed based on the correlation of scene characteristics (e.g. motion 
correlation) and shape concealment approaches (refer to Chapter 6).
2.5 3-D Video Display Technologies
3-D displays are the last node in the 3-D video chain and expect to produce pleasing pictures to 
end-users. The 3-D displays generate a number of physiological cues such as binocular disparity, 
motion parallax, ocular convergence and accommodation in order to produce depth sensations in 
the Human Visual System (HYS). However, conflicting clues may cause discomfort and fatigue. 
Unlike standard video displays (e.g. PC monitor), 3-D video requires special display techniques or 
additional viewing aids such as polarization glasses and shutter glasses. Furthermore, only the 
cost effective and adaptive displays will enable 3-D video in every household. For, example rather 
than having a specific 3-D display at home, a single display that can work as 2-D or 3-D display 
would get more attention from the users. A survey of 3-D display techniques is presented in [88]. 
The major types of 3-D video display techniques and the display type used in this research are 
discussed in the following.
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The 3-D display techniques can be categorized into three main types namely;
• Volumetric displays.
• Holographic displays.
• Autostereoscopic displays.
Volumetric displays form the image by projection onto a volume space. This allows the users to 
look at the scene from wide range of angles and viewpoints. However, these displays tend to have 
limited resolution. The descriptions of commercially available and prototype volumetric displays 
can be found in [89-91]. Due to the unavailability of natural scene capture for these displays, 
volumetric displays are more suitable for computer graphics than 3-D video applications. In 
holographic display techniques, the image is formed by wave-front reconstruction, and includes 
both real and virtual image reconstruction. The quality of 3-D video produced by colour 
holography is more rich in depth cues than the 3-D video reproduced by other techniques 
[88][92]. Some of the proposed display techniques using holography are detailed in [93-95]. The 
advantage of this technique is that it captures the true 3-D wavefront of a scene and the retention 
of motion parallax. However, due to the demand for high resolution recording medium and replay 
medium, this display technique is difficult to implement for natural scenes with acceptable image 
resolutions with the existing technologies. For instance, a large display of say 100 mm diagonal 
will need dramatic improvements in Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) techniques to enable a 
Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) to be manufactured with sufficient pixel resolution [88]. 
Nonetheless, holographic display technique can be deployed in reduced parallax systems (e.g. 
stereo-holography or lenticular), which reduce the demand for high-end technologies.
Autostereoscopic displays provide depth sensation to the viewers with no requirement for special 
glasses or user-mounted devices. Prior to the introduction of these displays viewers have to wear 
special viewing aids to facilitate stereoscopic viewing. The viewing methods can be classified into 
several categories depending on how they are going to render left and right image sequences to 
the user. According to [96], some of the widely used stereoscopic viewing methods are
• Optical (e.g. the stereoscope),
• Colour based (e.g. anaglyphs),
• Polarization based (e.g. polarization glasses),
• Temporal separation based (e.g. liquid crystal shutter glasses), and
• Head Mounted Displays (HMD).
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HMD in particular renders the left and right views to the user based on their head position. These 
are mostly used in interactive 3-D video applications. Even though the viewing 3-D with eye­
wears is cost effective solution, the users at home may not like to wear them due to the general 
discomfort. Moreover, these eye-wears introduce specific artefacts to the stereoscopic image 
sequences. For example, with polarization glasses each eye sees a faint version of the other eye’s 
image [96]. Therefore, autostereoscopic displays provide convenient solution for 3-D viewers and 
due to the wide popularity of this technique the cost for a display unit going to be lowered in the 
future.
These displays can be employed to produce binocular (single user), multi-view (multiple discrete 
stereoscopic views) and holoform views. Unlike other 3-D displays (e.g. volumetric display) this 
display supports limited number of viewers. Two design approaches for autostereoscopic displays 
are shown in Figure 2.19. Figure 2.19 (a) shows a lenticular array of cylindrical lens-lets placed in 
front of the pixel raster, directing the light from adjacent pixel columns to different viewing slots 
at the ideal viewing distance. Therefore, with this approach, each eye of the viewer sees light 
from only every second pixel column and thus provides stereoscopy. Figure 2.19 (b) shows a 
Parallax barrier in which a mask is placed in front of the pixel raster so that each eye sees light 
from only every second pixel column. These autostereoscopic displays divide the horizontal 
resolution of the underlying, typically liquid-crystal display device into two sets. One of the two 
visible images (e.g. left view) consists of every second column of pixels; the second image (e.g. 
right view) consists of the other columns. The two image sequences (i.e. stereoscopic video) are 
captured or generated with the DIBR method so that one is appropriate for each of the eye pair 
[97]. As this technology is still at the early age of development, there are certain issues to be 
addressed such as flipping between views and vertical binding on the image [88].
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Figure 2.19: Auto-stereoscope arrangements
Autostereoscopic displays are commercially available as PC/laptop monitors [98], and TV 
monitors [99]. Philips and Sharp Corporations have also developed Autostereoscopic displays 
which can work with both 2-D and 3-D content [98][99]. The 42” Philips multi-view 
Autostereoscopic display is used in the experiment to display the stereoscopic material. This 
exploits lenticular lens technology to separate left and right views [99]. The maximum resolution 
of the 3-D display available is 1920x1080 pixels and the optics are optimized for a viewing 
distance of 3 meters. Nine users are allowed to view 3-D video content at the same time. 
Moreover, this display supports screen parallax enabling users to look around the scene objects 
(see Figure 2.20). The input video format of this display is colour and depth map video sequences, 
which are arranged side-by-side. Therefore, the processed/original colour plus depth image 
sequences are combined to form side-by-side image sequences before fed them to the display. 
Before displaying 3-D content on the display, the supplied colour and depth image sequences are 
converted into left and right image sequences using the DIBR technique.
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Figure 2.20: Viewing of stereoscopic content using multi-view display
2.6 3-D Video Quality Evaluations
Even though the initial developments for 3-D video services are in place, the acceptance of these 
services is dependent on the user satisfaction of the reconstructed 3-D video quality. Therefore, 
extensive quality evaluations are necessary to study the effect of camera arrangement, data 
representation, coding, transmission and display techniques on the perceived quality of 3-D video. 
Some of the stereoscopic image impairments introduced by the 3-D video system are keystone 
distortion, depth-plane curvature, crosstalk, size distortions, cardboard effect, picket fence effect, 
image flipping and shear distortion. Moreover, depending on the coding approaches (e.g. DCT) 
being used, conventional coding impairments like blockiness, blur will be introduced to the 
reconstructed 3-D video. These impairments in stereoscopic video will influence multi­
dimensional perceptual attributes such as image quality, depth perception, presence, naturalness, 
etc. A detailed analysis is necessary to study how these 3-D percepts influence the overall 
perceived quality in general. For instance, the study presented in [100] concludes that excessive 
disparities can cause eye strain and therefore degrade the perceived image quality. Mostly 
psychophysical experiments are conducted to measure and quantify 3-D perceptual attributes. In 
addition to that, explorative studies can be utilized to get unbiased attitudes and views for 
emerging technologies like 3-D video. For instance, focus groups can be formed to evaluate the 
impact of new stereoscopic image systems through group discussions [101]. This method also can 
be employed to evaluate the added value of depth. Moreover, explorative studies will help better 
understanding the attributes of a multi-dimensional construct like image quality, depth perception, 
viewing experience, etc.
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Psychophysical scaling paradigms can be classified into two main categories [102], namely;
• Performance-oriented methods
• Appreciation oriented methods.
The performance oriented assessment methods are utilized to measure the effectiveness of a 
specific task whereas appreciation oriented methods measure and quantify the perceptual 
attributes of new media types and decide whether the content is pleasing or not. Appreciation 
oriented quality evaluation methodology for stereoscopic TV pictures is described in ITU-R 
BT.1439 recommendation [103]. Most of the subjective evaluation procedures in this 
recommendation are based on the ITU quality evaluation recommendation for TV pictures (i.e. 
ITU-R BT.500.11) [104]. In addition to the measurement of image quality, other 3-D perceptual 
attributes like presence, naturalness and eye strain can be measured using the same experimental 
paradigms. The main evaluation strategies mentioned in [103] are;
• Single-Stimulus-Continuous-Quality-Scale (SSCQS) method: The quality is assessed 
individually for each stereoscopic image sequence in the stimulus set.
• Stimulus comparison method: Series of stereoscopic image sequences are presented 
sequentially in time and observers are asked to assign a relation between two consecutive 
stereoscopic video sequences
• Double-Stimulus-Continuous-Quality-Scale (DSCQS) method: Alternately, an 
unimpaired stereo image sequence (reference) and an impaired stereo image sequence 
(test) are shown. The reference and test image sequences are presented twice. For both 
stereo image sequences (reference and test) observers assess the overall pictiure quality 
separately.
The presentation method of DSCQS is illustrated in Figure 2.21. The final quality rating (i.e. 
opinion score) of this method is the difference of individual scores for the reference and impaired 
image sequences. Subsequently the individual opinion scores are averaged across all the subjects 
in order to obtain the Mean Opinion Score (MGS). The confidence intervals can also be specified 
to indicate the individual differences.
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Vote
Phases o f presentation:
T1 = 10 s Test sequence A
T2 = 3 s Mid-gray
T3 = 10 s Test sequence B
T4 = 5-11 s Mid-gray
Figure 2.21: DSCQS presentation structure [104]
The DSCQS and SSCQS methods are utilized in this thesis as the main subjective evaluation 
methods as these methods are recommended by standardization bodies for stereoscopic video 
quality measurements and are in wider usage in 3-D video research [103],[105-107]. Furthermore, 
all subjects are screened for their visual acuity (using the Snellen chart), good stereo vision (using 
the TNO stereo test), and good colour vision (the Ishihara test). Moreover, the 3-D displays will 
be calibrated using the GretagMacbeth Eye-One Display 2 calibration device and test 
environments (e.g. home viewing conditions) will be set according to the specifications set by 
ITU-R BT.500.11 recommendation [104].
The perceptual quality of asymmetrically coded colour and depth map sequences are measured 
and evaluated in Chapter 4. Moreover, the effect of packet losses on the perceptual quality is also 
studied. The quality is measured across two perceptual attributes namely, image quality and depth 
perception. Furthermore, the relationships are derived among these measured perceptual 
attributes.
Subjective tests for each 3-D video system parameter (e.g. camera angle, coding) change is not an 
efficient method to evaluate the quality due to several reasons. The most prominent reasons are 
the time consumption, enormous effort necessary, and the requirements for special test
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environments (e.g. standard test laboratories). Therefore, candidate objective quality measures of
3-D video have become a compromise way of measuring the quality.
Therefore, candidate objective quality measures (i.e. PSNR) of colour image sequence and depth 
image sequence are utilized to represent the effectiveness of proposed algorithms in this thesis. 
PSNR is derived by setting the Mean Squared Error (MSE) in relation to the maximum possible 
value of the luminance (see Equations 2.14 and 2.15).
For n-bit value this is as follows.
USE =   Equation 2.14
M-N
PSNR = 20^\oz
{  2" -1  ^ Equation 2.15
Where g (i,j) is the original signal at pixel (i,j), G (i,j) is the processed signal and M x N is 
the picture size. The resultant is a single number in decibels (dB).
Even though PSNR scores of depth image are indicative, it may not represent the depth as 
perceived by the human observers. Therefore, the objective quality measures of rendered left and 
right views using the DIBR method are also used to quantify the depth perception. In order to 
obtain PSNR ratings the left and right video rendered using the impaired colour and depth image 
sequences are compared against the left and right video rendered using the original/reference 
colour and depth map sequences.
However, these objective measures may or may not strongly correlate with the quality attributes 
of 3-D video as measured by subjective tests. Thus, this thesis investigates the relationships 
between objective and subjective quality measures of 3-D video. The correlations are derived for 
a range of coding possibilities and transmission errors for colour plus depth 3-D video in Chapter 
4.
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2.7 Conclusion
3-D video has become ever closer to the users due to the technological advancement of related 
technologies. This chapter has viewed the state of the art of 3-D video technologies, ranging from 
3-D video capture to display. Different 3-D video scene representations and capturing techniques 
are presented and the advantages and disadvantages of the colour plus depth map representation, 
which is the selected representation for the experiments are discussed. Next, the compression 
techniques for stereoscopic video are described. This also elaborates on principles of classical 2-D 
video coding approaches and scalable video coding. The transmission technologies are presented 
with more focus on 3-D video over IP networks. Furthermore, this elaborates on error resilient 
and error concealments methods applicable for stereoscopic video. The viewing methods for 3-D 
video are getting popular and becoming more affordable. The state of the art 3-D video display 
techniques are discussed including latest Autostereoscopic display techniques. Finally, the quality 
issues of 3-D video are explored and formal methodologies of evaluating emerging 3-d video 
application scenarios are presented.
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Chapter 3
3: Efficient Coding Approaches for 
Stereoscopic Video
Coding aspects of colour plus depth video are addressed in this chapter. A new encoding 
configuration is proposed for stereoscopic video using scalable video coding principles. This 
section also presents a review of some of the most prominent methods for coding colour plus 
depth stereoscopic video (i.e. MPEG-4 MAC and H.264/AVC based configurations) and 
investigates their respective performance compared to the proposed coding configuration in terms 
of coding efficiency and implementation factors. In order to reduce storage and bitrate 
requirements for stereoscopic video applications, further improvements are proposed using 
asymmetric coding approaches. Performance of stereoscopic video transmission over IP network 
is also examined. The chapter is organized into two main sections. Section 3.2 presents the 
performance comparison of stereoscopic video coding configurations. The performance of colour 
plus depth video vs. left and right video is also analyzed in this section. The proposed asymmetric 
coding approaches for stereoscopic video are described and evaluated in Section 3.3. In addition, 
this section analyzes the performance of colour plus depth video over IP. Section 3.4 concludes 
this chapter.
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3.1 Introduction
In the future, immersive media will not only be limited to 3-D games and IMAX theatres. Due to 
the technological advancements, these immersive multimedia applications will also be available at 
our homes (e.g. 3-D TV, 3-D streaming, free-view point TV), workplaces (e.g. immersive 
conferencing) and leisure centres. The success of these 3-D applications heavily depends on the 
way they are integrated or adapted into the existing video communication infrastructure. For 
example, design and development of specific hardware and software infrastructure for 3-D video 
start from the beginning will not be a feasible and economical approach. Moreover, this will 
further delay the availability of these novel technologies to the consumer market. Therefore, 
efficient and cost effective approaches for adapting 3-D video technologies into the existing 
system architectures should be studied and evaluated.
The coding of 3-D video is important due to the excessive size of raw 3-D image content. For 
instance, multi-view video contains several number of 2-D image sequences captured by array of 
cameras. The coded 3-D video materials utilize reduced storage space and conununication 
bandwidth compared to the requirements of unprocessed (i.e. raw format) 3-D video. A survey of 
3-D video coding algorithms available in research literature is provided in [44]. The adaptation of 
existing video coding technologies for emerging immersive content will facilitate the timely 
availability of these technologies to the consumer market. Moreover, this will save the time of 
development rather than developing a coding standard for 3-D video from scratch. Stereoscopic 
video support in the MPEG family of standards is discussed in [7]. In addition to the removal of 
spatial and temporal redundancies, most of these techniques exploit inherent features of 3-D video 
(e.g. inter-view redundancies) to gain more compression [108] [109]. Even though the proposed 
coding algorithms/configurations achieve superior coding gains, they lack network friendly 
characteristics (e.g. single output bit-stream, scalability), which can be utilized in communication 
applications. For example, stereoscopic video can be coded with two conventional codecs running 
in parallel. But, this approach requires multiplexing/de-multiplexing stages and extra signalling to 
be deployed in communication applications. Therefore, it is important to have the right balance 
between coding efficiency and network friendly features to deploy 3-D video technologies over 
communication systems. Moreover, the gain of a codec for different types of 3-D scene 
representations (e.g. left and right view stereoscopic video vs. colour plus depth stereoscopic 
video) may not be similar. Therefore, this chapter explores the encoding architectures that can be 
employed to encode stereoscopic video content more efficiently as well as in a network friendly 
manner. Furthermore, this chapter proposes and evaluates a backward compatible encoding 
architecture using the scalable extension of H.264/AVC. A performance comparison of left and
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right 3-D video coding vs. colour plus depth stereoscopic video coding is also investigated in this 
chapter.
The bitrate requirements of 3-D video can be further reduced by exploiting their inherent 
characteristics within a certain encoding architecture. For example, certain elements of 3-D video 
content can be coarsely quantized compared to the rest without much degradation in the perceived 
3-D video quality. In the case of colour and depth map based stereoscopic video, the colour image 
sequence is the most important part of the content which is projected to the 3-D space with the 
help of the DIBR technique. For instance, if colour image quality is poor, the rendered 3-D video 
quality is going to be affected even though the depth map quality is good. Therefore, it is 
necessary to always keep colour image quality at acceptable quality levels. Then the only 
alternative available is to encode the depth map more efficiently. Due to the characteristics of 
depth image sequences, they can be efficiently compressed using latest video coding standards 
[110]. Moreover, the depth maps can be coded in different resolutions to reduce the storage and 
bandwidth requirements. For example, a spatially down-sampled depth image reduces the overall 
bitrate of the application without any degradation in the perceived 3-D video quality [111]. In this 
chapter, asymmetric coding approaches for colour plus depth map video are proposed and 
analyzed. The proposed approaches encode depth maps into different quality and temporal 
resolutions compared to colour image sequence, which remains in the original resolution. The 
performances of these methods are compared against the bitrate requirements of existing IP-TV 
applications.
The performance of video over error prone communication channels is affected by transmission 
errors. The effect of channel errors on perceived quality of 3-D video applications may not be less 
significant than the counterpart 2-D video applications. Hence, the studies aim at analyzing the 3- 
D video performance over networks, facilitating the researchers and developers to propose and 
design error recovery and error protection systems for emerging immersive video technologies. 
Moreover, unequal resource allocation and unequal error protection (UEP) schemes can be 
designed based on the error sensitivity analysis. In this chapter, stereoscopic video performance 
over an IP network is therefore also analyzed. Furthermore, the effect of depth frame losses on the 
rendered left and right video quality is also discussed.
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3.2 Exploration of Efficient Stereoscopic Video Coding Configurations
3.2.1 The Proposed Stereoscopic Video Coding Configuration Based on 
Scalable Video Coding (SVC)
The Scalable Video Coding (SVC) encodes video data in different resolutions (spatial/temporal) 
and quality (refer to the SVC section in Chapter 2), Depending on the receiver capabilities the 
users can decode the full-resolution image or sub-version of the image. Most of the SVC methods 
utilize the layered coding approaches to encode scalable image sequences. This study proposes a 
stereoscopic video coding configuration based on the layered coding architecture of SVC. The 
proposed method is implemented on the scalable extension of H.264/AVC. Scalable H.264/A VC 
is developed and standardized by JVT and supports spatial, temporal and quality scalability for 
video coding [40]. In this coding configuration, the colour and depth image sequences are coded 
at the base and enhancement layers respectively as shown in Figure 3.1. In addition, this layered 
coding architecture can also be utilized to encode left and right view based stereoscopic video. 
The coding of left and right views with this coding configuration is considered in this chapter 
during the performance comparison of colour plus depth coding vs. left and right view coding.
Depth
Colour
Enhancement
Layer.
Base Layer
H.264/
Global
Encoder Bit-stream
Figure 3.1: Stereo video coding configuration based on scalable H.264/AVC.
As the base layer of this configuration is compatible with H.264/AVC decoders, users with a 
H.264/AVC decoder will be able to decode the colour image sequence, whereas users with a SVC 
decoder and 3-D rendering hardware will be able to decode the depth map sequence and 
experience the benefits of stereoscopic video. Therefore, the backward compatibility nature of this
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scalable coding configuration can be employed to enhance or scale existing 2-D video 
applications into stereoscopic video applications. Furthermore, this configuration can be utilized 
to exploit asynunetric coding of the colour and depth map image sequence since scalable 
H.264/AVC supports a range of temporal, spatial and quality scalable layers. For instance, during 
encoding, the resolution of colour and depth image sequences can be independently changed 
based on their inherent characteristics, without affecting the perceptual qualities of 3-D video. 
The proposed asymmetric coding methods with this scalable coding configuration are presented in 
Section 3.3 of this chapter. Furthermore, inter-layer redundancies can be exploited based on the 
correlation between the colour and depth images. The results presented here make use of the 
adaptive inter-layer prediction option in the JSVM (Joint Scalable Video Model) reference 
software codec, which selects the coding mode for each MB (Macro-Block) using Rate-Distortion 
(R-D) optimization. Moreover, this coding configuration complies with the ISO/IEC 23002-3 
(MPEG-C part 3) standard, which specifies the inter-operability among applications based on 
colour plus depth/disparity sequences [28]. The output of this coding configuration is a single 
SVC bit-stream which can be partially decoded. Therefore, the transmission and synchronization 
of this content over communication channel is not difficult compared to sending colour and depth 
streams separately. Furthermore, the supportive technologies (e.g. RTF format for SVC) are 
emerging to support the delivery of SVC data streams over communication channels [43]. 
Subsection 3.2.4 discusses the coding efficiency of the proposed SVC configuration compared to 
MPEG-4 MAC and H.264/AVC based stereoscopic video coding approaches.
3.2.2 Stereoscopic Video Coding with MPEG-4 Multiple Auxiliary 
Components (MAC)
The MAC (Multiple Auxiliary Components) is added to Version 2 of the MPEG-4 Visual part 
[57] in order to describe the transparency of video objects. The MAC is defined for a video object 
plane (VOP) on a pixel-by-pixel basis and contains data related to video objects such as disparity, 
depth, and additional texture. As MPEG-4 MAC allows the encoding of auxiliary components 
(e.g. depth, disparity, shape) in addition to the Y, U and V components present in 2D video, this 
coding approach can be utilized to compress colour plus depth stereoscopic video [112] or 
disparity compensated stereoscopic video [113]. The coding of monoscopic video plus depth map 
with MPEG-4 MAC is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Even though the encoding of shape information is 
compulsory with any other auxiliary data stream (i.e. depth map), the MAC coder utilized in this 
thesis is modified to remove the shape coding requirement of MPEG-4 MAC. Consequently, this 
coding configuration is expected to present improved coding efficiency compared to the original 
MPEG-4 MAC coder [55].
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MPEG-4 MAC is a good mechanism for generating one-stream stereoscopic video coding output. 
The one-stream approach facilitates end-to-end video communication applications without a 
system level modification (avoid multiplexing and de-multiplexing stages for different streams) 
and can be in compliant to the ISO/IEC 23002-3 (MPEG-C part 3) standard. In this work, the R-D 
performance of MPEG-4 MAC coded colour plus depth stereoscopic video is compared against 
results obtained with the H.264/AVC and scalable H.264/AVC video coding standards. However, 
it should be noted that the MPEG-4 MAC utilized is based on the ISO/IEC 14496-2 standard 
(MPEG-4 Visual), rather than the AVC technology, which is ISO/IEC 14496-10.
Shape
Depth
Colour
MPEG-4
MAC
Encoder
Global MAC
Bit-Stream
MPEG-4
Encoder
Figure 3.2: Stereo video coding configuration based on MPEG-4 MAC.
3.2.3 Stereoscopic Video Coding with MPEG-4 Part 10 (H.264/AVC)
The H.264/AVC codec is the latest video coding standard which provides high compression 
efficiency, network friendliness and a wide range of error resilience features [33]. Much of the 
previous research into using H.264/AVC for stereoscopic video exploits left-right view disparity 
estimation, rather than colour and depth map coding [114]. Moreover, an extended H.264/AVC 
video codec for stereoscopic video, exploiting spatial, temporal, disparity and world-line 
correlation is described in [48]. However, the advanced coding tools available in H.264/AVC can
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also be utilized in coding colour plus depth 3-D video. The study carried out in [110] concludes 
that single plane depth image sequences can be efficiently compressed using MPEG-4 and 
H.264/AVC coding standards. Therefore, it is evident that H.264/AVC based coding algorithms 
can be effectively used in encoding colour and depth map video.
The coding of colour plus depth video using H.264/AVC can take two distinctive approaches. The 
first is to encode the respective colour and depth video sequences using two H.264/AVC codecs 
running in parallel. However, the resultant two output bit-streams from this approach is 
disadvantageous, compared to a single output bit-stream, as this affects the end-to-end 
communication chain (i.e. extra signalling is needed to accommodate the additional bit-stream). 
The second approach encodes stereoscopic video into a single video stream. Thus, this approach 
requires a source processing stage before encoding the video sequences. At the source, the colour 
and depth image sequences are combined into a single source to serve as the input for the 
H.264/AVC codec. For example, colour and depth video can be combined into a single side-by- 
side or interlaced image sequence (see Figure 3.3). But, this approach lacks backward 
compatibility and flexibility for stereoscopic video communication applications due to its inability 
to decode the colour and depth sequences separately. A study of stereoscopic video coding based 
on source processing is given in [115]. This thesis analyzes the coding efficiency of colour and 
depth image sequences using H.264/AVC, where colour and depth map sequences are combined 
to form a side-by-side image sequence. The coding configuration based on H.264/AVC is shown 
in Figure 3.3 (a).
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Side-by-side image sequence
H.264/
Encoder
H.264/AVC 
compatible bit­
stream
Colour Depth
(a)
Interlaced image sequence
H.264/
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H.264/AVC 
compatible bit­
stream
(b)
Figure 3.3: Stereo video coding confîguration based on H.264/AVC; (a) Side-by-side format (b)
Interlaced format.
3.2.4 Results and Discussion
The Orbi and Interview test sequences are utilised to obtain the R-D results. The experiments are 
carried out using GIF (Common Intermediate Format) format (352x288) image sequences in order 
to evaluate the performance of low bitrate 3-D video applications. As the original resolution of 
these sequences is 720x576, the image sequences are initially cropped (i.e. 704x576) and then 
down-sampled into GIF (352x288) format video. During the down-sampling process four nearest 
pixel values of the original format are averaged to represent the pixel value of the down-sampled 
image (see Equation 3.1).
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f d
2 ’ 2
Equation 3.1
for i = 0,2,4,..., J ~  0,2,4,...,7.SIZE
XsizE and Ys!ze are the vertical and horizontal sizes of the cropped images (i.e. 704 x 576 
resolution images) respectively.
The image sequences are encoded with the three coding configurations based on the existing 
video coding standards, MPEG-4 MAC, H.264/AVC (using the scalable H.264/AVC single layer 
coding) and the scalable extension of H.264/AVC. The base layer encoder of the scalable 
H.264/AVC (i.e. encode using the single layer configuration) is utilized to obtain H.264/AVC 
coding results as the base layer bit-stream is backward compatible for H.264/AVC, and to avoid 
differences arising from the different software implementations of H.264/AVC and the scalable 
extension of H.264/AVC. The basic encoding parameters used are shown in Table 3.1. The 
Quantisation Parameter (QP) in the configuration file is varied to obtain the bitrate range shown 
in the Rate-Distortion (R-D) curves. The same QP is used for encoding both base and 
enhancement layers of scalable H.264/AVC. The R-D curves show the image quality measured in 
PSNR against the resulting average bitrate. Experiment 1 compares the coding performance of the 
stereoscopic video coding architectures. The coding performance of colour and depth video vs. 
left and right video with the proposed SVC coding configuration is discussed in Experiment 2.
Table 3.1: Encoding parameters
Encoding Parameter Value
Test sequences Orbi, Interview
No. of frames 300
Sequence format IPPP...
Reference frames 1
Search range 16 pixels
Entropy coding VLC (Variable Length Coding)
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3.2.4.1 Experiment 1: Comparison of Stereoscopic Video Encoding Configurations
The R-D performance of Orbi and Interview colour and depth sequences using MPEG-4-MAC, 
H.264/AVC and scalable H.264/AVC coding configurations are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 
respectively. All of the results are plotted against the overall bitrate (output bitrate of the SVC 
codec), which includes all of the overhead, texture, colour, motion vector bits of both colour and 
depth map video. In order to highlight the R-D performance at a range of bitrates, the final bitrate 
is shown from 0 Kbits/s to 2Mbits/s. The H.264/AVC coded stereoscopic video sequences (i.e. 
side-by-side images) are separated into colour and depth map video in order to calculate the 
PSNR with respect to their original colour and depth image sequences.
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Figure 3.4: R-D curves for Orbi sequence (a) Colour image sequence (b) Depth image sequence.
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Figure 3.5: R-D curves for Interview sequence (a) Colour image sequence (b) Depth image sequence.
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The R-D curves for both Orbi and Interview sequences show that the proposed configuration with 
scalable H.264/AVC performs similar to the H.264/AVC configuration, and outperforms the 
MPEG-4 MAC based configuration at all bitrates. The SVC configuration has not outperformed 
the H.264/AVC configuration due to the negligible usage of inter-layer prediction between the 
base and enhancement layers and extended header data associated with SVC. Even though, 
common object boundaries are present in colour and depth map sequences, the depth image 
sequence has different texture information, and less number of objects and high frequency 
components compared to the colour video. Consequently, the number of inter-layer coding modes 
used is very small during the encoding process. In addition, the R-D performance of the scalable 
H.264/AVC configuration is slightly affected due to the overhead bits added to the SVC bit­
stream to recognize enhancement layer data. However, the flexibility of the SVC configuration in 
stereoscopic video coding, such as asymmetric coding support (temporal, spatial and quality 
scalability for depth image sequences), single bit-stream output, and backward compatibility, 
facilitates end-to-end stereoscopic video communication chain to a greater extent. The flexible 
macro-block (MB) sizes and skipped MB features available in H.264/AVC standard have helped 
to achieve better coding performance with the H.264/AVC and scalable H.264/AVC based 
configurations compared to the MPEG-4 MAC configuration at all bitrates. Furthermore, it can be 
observed that the configurations based on H.264/AVC provide reasonable image quality at very 
low overall bitrates compared to the MPEG-4 MAC configuration.
The H.264/AVC and scalable H.264/AVC configurations outperform the MPEG-4 MAC 
configuration by a considerable margin for depth image quality at all overall bitrates (see Figure 
3.4 (b) and 3.5 (b)). The fewer number of objects and unavailability of high frequency 
components help to achieve superior depth map quality for H.264/AVC based configurations. 
These smooth depth images can be highly compressed using flexible MB sizes and skipped MB 
modes available in H.264/AVC [110] compared to other MPEG video coding standards. The gain 
is more visible in the Interview sequence, which has less motion and stationary background.
The subjective image qualities of the Orbi colour and depth map sequences are illustrated in 
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. The image sequences are obtained at an overall bitrate of 150 
Kbits/s, utilizing the coding configurations based on scalable H.264/AVC and MPEG-4 MAC. 
According to Figure 3.6, subjective quality of the SVC coded colour image is better compared to 
that of the MPEG-4 MAC coded colour image. This is more visible in the depth image sequences 
as shown in Figure 3.7. The scalable H.264/AVC coded depth image demonstrates a sharp and
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better image quality compared to that of the MPEG-4 MAC coded depth image sequence at the 
given low bitrate of 150 Kbits/s
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Subjective image quality of the Orbi colour sequence at an overall bitrate of 150 Kbits/s 
(a) Scalable H.264/AVC configuration (b) MPEG-4 MAC configuration.
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Figure 3.7: Subjective image quality of the Orbi depth sequence at an overall bitrate of 150 Kbits/s 
(a) Scalable H.264/AVC configuration (b) MPEG-4 MAC configuration.
Table 3.2 shows the image quality of both sequences at an overall bitrate of 200 Kbits/s. This 
shows that the proposed stereoscopic video coding configuration based on scalable H.264/AVC 
provides superior quality compared to the MPEG-4 MAC configuration at overall bitrates as low 
as 200Kbits/s. The high performance and flexible features (backward compatibility and temporal, 
spatial and quality scalability) associated with the SVC architecture can be employed to scale low 
bitrate conventional video applications into stereoscopic video applications. Furthermore, at an 
overall bitrate of 200Kbits/s the Orbi depth image sequence can be coded at 49% of the Orbi 
colour image bitrate using the proposed configuration based on scalable H.264/AVC. The depth
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image bitrate requirements could be further reduced by using a high QP value or reduced 
temporal or spatial scalability at the enhancement layer (depth image) encoder without affecting 
the perceptual quality of the stereoscopic video application. The reduction of depth bitrate using 
asymmetric coding approaches is addressed in Section 3.3. Moreover, the occlusion problems 
associated with the DIBR method can also be resolved using this proposed SVC configuration 
with the use of several pairs of colour plus depth images, which is known as Layered Depth 
Images (LDl).
Table 3.2: Image quality at an overall bitrate of 200 Kbits/s
Encoding
configuration
Orbi 
Y-PSNR (dB)
Interview 
Y-PSNR (dB)
Colour Depth Colour Depth
Proposed (Scalable 
H.264/AVC)
34.74 38.31 34.22 39.29
MPEG-4 MAC 33.05 34.68 32.25 35.52
H.264/AVC 35.01 38.33 34.41 39.41
3.2.4.2 Experiment 2: Colour Plus Depth Coding vs. Left and Right View Coding
This experiment compares the R-D performance of colour and depth image sequences vs. left and 
right image sequences using the proposed scalable H.264/AVC configuration. In order to produce 
left and right image sequences, the Orbi and Interview sequences are projected into virtual left 
and right image sequences using Equation 3.2 and coded as the base and enhancement layers with 
the SVC coding configuration. The rendered left and right image sequences can be considered as 
stereoscopic video captured using a stereo camera pair. Then, the coded colour and depth image 
sequences at the base and enhancement layers (i.e. using the scalable H.264/AVC) are also 
converted to virtual left and right video to be compared with the coded left and right video.
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Equation 3.2
Where, Npu and Xb are the number of horizontal pixels of the display and eye separation 
respectively. The depth value of the image is represented by the N-bit value m. knear and k/ar 
specify the range of the depth information behind and in front of the picture, relative to the screen 
width NpBc respectively. The viewing distance is represented by the parameter value D.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the R-D performance of Orbi and Interview sequences respectively at 
low bitrates up to an overall bitrate of 500 Kbits/s. Both Orbi and Interview sequences 
demonstrate better performance for colour and depth image coding than coding projected left and 
right view video with scalable H.264/AVC. Due to the characteristics of depth image sequences, 
they can be highly compressed using H.264/AVC coding tools [110]. As a result the coded depth 
content requires less average bitrate compared to its corresponding colour image sequence. The 
coded colour and depth content can be squeezed into a given target bitrate with less degradation in 
colour and depth image quality, which is vital to render two high quality left and right sequences 
using DIBR method. In case of left and right view coding with scalable H.264/AVC, both image 
sequences require considerable amount of bitrate due to the availability of similar texture 
information in both images. Furthermore, the amount of disparity between the projected left and 
right images has hindered the use of adaptive inter-layer prediction more effectively between the 
base and enhancement layers of the proposed SVC configuration. Consequently, left and right 
view coding has failed to achieve improved quaUty at low bitrates. However, at higher bitrates left 
and light video coding may achieve better performance due to the possibility of squeezing good 
quality left and right sequences into a given bitrate.
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Figure 3.8: R-D curves for Orb! (using colour and depth sequences and projected left and right
sequences).
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Figure 3.9: R-D curves for Interview (using colour and depth sequences and projected left and right
sequences).
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3.3 Asymmetric Coding of Stereoscopic Video and Performance over 
IF Networks
3.3.1 Asymmetric Coding o f Colour Plus Depth Map Stereoscopic Video
Recently TV transmission over packet networks (i.e. IP networks) has drawn much attention from 
the research community [116]. Moreover, the possibilities and potential technologies for 3-D 
video transmission over IP networks are also under discussion. For example, the study presented 
in [71] elaborates on prospective technologies for distribution of a variety of 3-D video and 3-D 
TV services over IP networks. Video/TV over broadband is hindered by bandwidth limitations 
and signal degradation over distance [117]. Hence efficient compression techniques need to be 
deployed in order to overcome the bandwidth limitation as well as to accommodate more 
video/TV channels over the same communication link [118]. The necessity of efficient 
compression algorithms for emerging 3-D broadband applications is far greater as immersive 
video requires larger bandwidth in general compared to conventional video. The effective usage 
of asymmetric coding for colour plus depth map video is discussed in the following.
The asymmetric coding results mixed-resolution video sequences, which meet limitations 
imposed by the user terminals, applications and the underlying network. Mixed-resolution video 
coding for the left and right views are based on the response of the human visual system for depth 
perception [119]. According to [119] the high quality view is dominating the stereoscopic video 
quality without any degradation in depth perception. Stelmach et al show in [120] that the spatial 
filtering of one channel of a stereo video-sequence may be an effective means of reducing 
transmission bandwidth. The H.264/AVC based stereoscopic video coder described in [52] uses 
an asynunetric combination of temporal and spatial formats to increase the compression 
efficiency. Moreover, this concept has also been extended for multi-view video coding. For 
instance, the study presented in [47] proposes a bitrate adaptive down-sampling approach for 
multi-view video coding. However, asymmetric coding of colour and depth image sequences is 
not well exploited in research.
Due to the characteristics of the depth map (e.g. smooth images with less high frequency 
components) the depth images can be efficiently compressed with latest video coding standards 
compared to the corresponding colour video (refer to Section 3.2). This bitrate gain can be further 
extended with the use of reduced resolution depth map sequences. However, asymmetric coding 
approaches for colour and depth video should not be allowed to degrade the perceived quality of
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stereoscopic video as accurate depth information is required to render the virtual views with 
DIBR method. The reduced resolution depth image coding for wireless networks and scalable 3-D 
video coding for 3-D video compression is studied in [111] and [121] respectively. These 
analyses are based on spatially down-sampled depth image sequences and show better 
performance at low bitrates compared to full resolution depth maps. This study exploits 
asymmetric coding with different quality and temporal levels for the colour and depth map image 
sequences in order to reduce the bitrate requirements for broadband stereoscopic video 
applications. The texture information (i.e. colour video sequence) is directly viewed by the users. 
Thus any change to colour image sequence will affect the overall perceived quality. On the other 
hand, the depth perception variation caused by changes to depth pixel values may not be that 
significant. Therefore in this study, the colour image sequence is assigned the full resolution 
whilst the depth image is subjected to coarser quantization and reduced temporal resolutions 
during coding. Moreover, this coding approach can be utilised to control the rate of stereoscopic 
streaming applications. The proposed asymmetric coding methods are implemented on the 
scalable coding configuration described in Subsection 3.2.1 (see Figure 3.1). The temporal and 
quality scalability features of the scalable extension of H.264/AVC are utilized to encode the 
depth sequences in scalable manner. In addition to the advantages offered by this scalable video 
coding configuration (e.g. backward compatibility), this will be further benefitted by the advanced 
coding tools available with H.264/AVC. For example, MPEG-2 requires double the bandwidth of 
H.264 to transmit broadcast quality digital video [122]. Moreover, the emerging 
broadcasting/broadband applications and standards prefer H.264/AVC compared to MPEG-2 due 
to its superior coding gain [117]. An application of real-time SVC for TV resolution image 
sequences is presented in [123]. Subsections 3.3.1.1 and 3.3.1.2 present the performance of 
proposed asymmetric coding methods with different quality and temporal levels respectively.
3.3.1.1 Coarsely Quantized Depth Map Sequences
Quality scalability, such as Coarse Grain Scalability (CGS) and Medium Grain Scalability 
(MGS), is one of the prominent tools in the proposed scalable extension of H.264/AVC [40]. 
Quality scalability generates enhancement layers with different quality levels utilizing different 
QP values during encoding. In this study, the quality scalability is applied for colour and depth 
video in order to reduce the overall bitrate requirements for stereoscopic video applications. The 
colour and depth information are unequally quantized (i.e. colour images are quantized using 
lower QP values compared to the QP values used for depth maps) based on their contributions 
towards the overall quality of the reconstructed stereoscopic video (see Figure 3.10). Moreover, 
the high compression achieved with MPEG family of coding standards (e.g. H.264/AVC [110]) 
for depth information at given bitrate will allow depth images to be coarsely quantized without
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much visible degradation to the perceived 3-D video quality. The experimental setup used to 
implement asymmetric coding and results and discussion are presented in the following.
SV C  E n cod er
Depth
Colour
Enhancement layer
Encoder
(Q P e)
QPe >QPfi
Base layer 
Encoder 
(QPb)
Global SVC 
bit-stream
Figure 3.10: Asymmetric coding with coarsely quantized depth maps (QPeî Enhancement layer QP
& QPg: Base layer QP)
The video sequences are encoded using the proposed SVC configuration in Section 3.2.1 (see 
Figure 3.10). The basic encoding parameters used are shown in Table 3.3. During depth image 
coding at the enhancement layer, five QP modes are used as shown in Table 3.4. A similar set of 
QP values are employed to obtain R-D performance for the colour image coding at the base layer. 
With this arrangement R-D performance of colour image coding is kept constant for all QP modes 
whereas different R-D performances are expected for depth image coding modes. R-D curves 
show the image quality measured in PSNR against the resulting overall bitrate. The output bitrate 
of the JSVM reference software is considered as the overall bitrate. R-D performance for all QP 
modes is shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 for Orbi and Interview sequences respectively. In order 
to highlight the performance at medium bitrates, the overall bitrate is shown from 0Kbps to 
2.5Mbps.
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Table 3.3: Encoding parameters
Encoding Parameter Value
Encoder JSVM reference software codec Version 8.13
Test sequences Orbi, Interview
Resolution 720 X 576
No. of frames 125
Sequence format IFF?...IFF?...
Reference frames 1
I frames frequency For every 75 frames
Entropy coding CAVLC (Content Adaptive Variable Length Coding)
Table 3.4: Tbe QP values used of the base and enhancement layers for each encoding mode
Type of video QP
Colour 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
1
Mode 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Mode 2 7 12 17 22 27 32 37 42 47
Mode 3 9 14 19 24 29 34 39 44 49
Mode 4 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51
Mode 5 13 18 23 28 33 38 43 48 51
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Figure 3.11: R-D performance of SVC coded Orbi
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Figure 3.12: R-D performance of SVC coded Interview
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According to Figures 3.11 and 3.12, both colour and depth map video achieve good PSNR values 
for all modes above an overall bitrate of 500Kbps. These high PSNR values are achieved at very 
low overall bitrates, compared to the bitrate requirement of IP-TV video stream for Standard 
Definition (SD) TV, which are 3.5Mbps and 1.5Mbps using MPEG-2 and H.264/AVC 
respectively [124]. For example Table 3.5 shows the image quality for all the asymmetric coding 
modes at an overall bitrate of 1 Mbps. According to Table 3.5, average image quality of Orbi is at 
least 37.01dB and 36.24dB for colour and depth map video respectively. The colour and depth 
video coding methodology based on MPEG-4 MAC is analyzed in [112]. According to [112], 
Orbi sequence achieves PSNR values 34.06dB and 34.92dB for colour and depth video 
respectively at overall bitrate of 1Mbps, which is lower than the image quality achieved with the 
QP mode 5 of this study. This coding gain of the proposed asymmetric coding method is due to 
the advance coding modes and algorithms (e.g. flexible MB sizes and improved skipped MB 
features) deployed in H.264/AVC coding standard compared to the coding tools developed in part 
2 of MPEG-4 coding standard (i.e. MPEG-4 MAC). Thus, stereoscopic TV content can be 
efficiently compressed with the proposed asymmetric coding method at comparably low overall 
bitrates compared to the bandwidth requirements of existing IP-TV applications, whilst achieving 
good image quality for both colour and depth video.
Furthermore, the proposed asymmetric coding of colour and depth video reduces the overall 
bitrate requirement for broadband stereoscopic TV with a minimum degradation to depth map 
quality. For instance. Tables 3.6 and 3.7 show the image quality of rendered left and right video 
and the bitrate requirement for the depth map sequence as a percentage of colour video bitrate for 
Orbi and Interview sequences respectively, at an overall bitrate of 1Mbps. The decoded colour 
and depth videos are rendered into virtual left and right image sequence using the DIBR method 
described in Equation 3.2. In order to obtain image quality in PSNR, the rendered left and right 
video are compared with the reconstructed left and right image sequences utilizing the original 
colour and depth map video. In this experiment, the PSNR measurements of the rendered left and 
right view is considered as a candidate measure for perceived 3-D video quality. At an overall 
bitrate of 1Mbps, both left and right image sequences of Orbi and Interview sequence achieve 
image quality above 36dB for all asymmetric coding modes (see Tables 3.6 and 3.7). Moreover, 
the image quality of the rendered left and right videos is almost similar for all the asymmetric 
modes. Thus, varying depth quality achieved with the proposed asymmetric coding method has 
minimal effect to the quality of the reconstructed stereoscopic video. Furthermore, the depth 
bitrate percentage is reducing with the use of higher QP modes. For example, with QP mode 5, 
the depth bitrate requirement as a percentage of colour video bitrate is 14% and 17% for Orbi and 
Interview respectively. At this reduced bitrate, the image quality of the rendered left and right
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image sequences of Orbi is high as 36.8IdB and 36.87dB respectively. Thus, the proposed 
method based on SVC can be employed to scale existing IP-TV applications into stereoscopic 
video with a minimum increase of bitrate requirements whilst guaranteeing high quality depth 
perception. However, the quality of the rendered left and right video may not represent the true 
depth perception as perceived by users. Therefore, Chapter 4 presents a comprehensive evaluation 
of asymmetrically coded colour and depth map video quahty using subjective tests and other 
candidate objective measures such as PSNR. Furthermore, this estimates the correlation between 
subjective and objective quality ratings for asymmetrically coded monoscopic video plus depth 
video (refer to Chapter 4).
Table 3.5: Image quality of Orbi and Interview sequences at an overall bitrate of 1Mbps using five 
different QP modes.
Image Sequence
Y-PSNR (dB)
Orbi Interview
Colour 37.01 37.48
Depth using Mode 1 39.25 42.64
Depth using Mode 2 38.77 41.62
Depth using Mode 3 38.08 40.64
Depth using Mode 4 37.15 39.53
Depth using Mode 5 36.24 38.44
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Table 3.6: Orbi sequence: Image quality and the depth bitrate as a percentage of colour bitrate at an 
overall bitrate of 1Mbps.
Asymmetric
Mode
Image Quality: 
Y-PSNR (dB)
t i *Left Right
Mode 1 36.30 36.32 0.40
Mode 2 36.70 36.74 0.31
Mode 3 36.90 36.95 0.24
Mode 4 36.87 36.94 0.18
Mode 5 36.81 36.87 0.14
Table 3.7: Interview sequence: Image quality and the depth bitrate as a percentage of colour bitrate 
at an overall bitrate of 1Mbps.
Asymmetric
Mode
Image Quality: 
Y-PSNR (dB) i t
1
£
Left Right
Mode 1 36.70 36.76 0.41
Mode 2 36.86 36.87 0.34
Mode 3 36.99 37.07 0.28
Mode 4 37.14 37.19 0.22
Mode 5 36.98 37.11 0.17
3.3.1.2 Reduced Temporal Resolution depth Map Sequences
The proposed scalable extension of H.264/A VC supports temporal scalability with the use of 
hierarchical prediction structure [40]. The image sequence can be coded into several temporal 
resolutions based on the chosen Group of Picture (GOP) size. The reduced temporal resolutions 
can be adaptively extracted from the SVC global bit-stream based on the terminal (e.g. display 
resolution) and network characteristics (e.g. bandwidth variations). In this experiment, the
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asymmetric coding is exploited through assigning different temporal resolutions (i.e. temporal 
scalability) for the colour and depth map video during coding. Therefore, in this analysis, the 
depth map sequence is tested with reduced temporal resolutions compared to the temporal 
resolution of colour image sequence as a method of reducing the overall bitrate requirements for 
stereoscopic video applications (see Figure 3.13). The depth sequence can be later restored to the 
original temporal resolution in order to avoid the quality degradation over time (i.e. due to 
temporally down-sampled depth images). Therefore, this approach expects a small degradation to 
the perceived quality of 3-D video at the user end due to the use of restoration mechanisms to 
recover the intermediate depth frames. In this study, the depth image sequence is restored to its 
original temporal resolution by means of frame interpolation and frame copying techniques. 
Pixel-domain interpolation is used to obtain the intermediate frame for frame interpolation, 
whereas the previously decoded frame is copied to the current position in the frame copying 
technique. The frame copying technique may not perform better with high motion sequences as 
the restored frames are not aligned temporally. However, the use of advanced interpolation 
techniques (e.g. motion interpolation methods) generates more accurate intermediate frames 
compared to the methods used in this study. The temporally up-sampled depth map together with 
the decoded colour image can be employed to render virtual left and right view sequences. The 
proposed SVC configuration described in Section 3.2 is utilized to evaluate the R-D performance 
of the proposed asymmetric coding method for colour and depth map 3-D video. The 
experimental setup used to test the proposed asymmetric coding method, results and discussion 
are presented in the following.
Depth
Colour
SVC Encoder
Enhancement layer
Encoder 
(12.5 frames/s)
Base layer 
Encoder 
(25 frames/s)
Global SVC 
bit-stream
Figure 3.13: Asymmetric coding with temporally down-sampled depth maps
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The video sequences are encoded using the SVC configuration as shown in Figure 3.13). The 
used basic encoding parameters are shown in Table 3.8. The QP values shown in Table 3.9 are 
utilized to obtain R-D results. The output bitrates of colour and depth map video are set to 
25frames/s and 12.5frames/s respectively. R-D curves show the image quality measured in PSNR 
against the resulting overall bitrate (i.e. output bitrate of the JSVM reference software codec). The 
PSNR measurements are taken after up-sampling the depth maps to its original temporal 
resolution using the frame interpolation and frame copying techniques. R-D performance of the 
original and reduced temporal sequences is shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 for Orbi and Interview 
sequences respectively. In order to highlight the performance at medium bitrates, the overall 
bitrate is shown from 0Kbps to 2.5Mbps.
Table 3.8: Encoding parameters
Encoding Parameter Value
Encoder JSVM reference software codec Version 8.13
Test sequences Orbi, Interview
Resolution 720 X 576
No. of frames 125
Sequence format IPPP...IPPP...
GOP size 2
Reference frames 1
I frame frequency For every 75 frames
Entropy coding CAVLC (Content Adaptive Variable Length Coding)
According to Figures 3.14 and 3.15, the temporally down-sampled depth map sequences achieve 
acceptable PSNR ratings (i.e. above 35dB) at overall bitrates above 500Kbps. However, PSNR 
gap between the full resolution and reduced resolution depth images is widening with the increase 
of overall bitrate. The depth quality with frame interpolation outperforms the quality achieved 
with frame copying techniques for both video sequences. This is due to the use of average pixel
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values to reconstruct the missing pixel value in the frame interpolation technique. The 
performance of the two techniques are comparable for the Interview sequence as frame copying 
performs better due to the static background and limited motion of the scene.
Even though the depth image quality achieved with temporally down-sampled depth images are in 
reasonably good quality at all bitrates, the effect of down-sampled sequences on the perceived 3- 
D video quality should be measured. Therefore, the quahty of the rendered left and right image 
sequences, which are generated using the colour and reconstructed depth map sequences are 
considered. The DIBR method (see Equation 3.2) is utihzed to render the left and right video 
sequences. The quality of the rendered left image sequences are shown in Figures 3.16 and 3.17 
for Orbi and Interview sequences respectively. The R-D performance of temporally down- 
sampled depth image sequences is comparable to the performance of the full resolution colour and 
depth map sequences. The quahty of the rendered left and right video is slightly affected at higher 
bitrates. Therefore, it is evident that temporally down-sampled depth sequences have not 
significantly influenced the quahty of rendered stereoscopic video. Moreover, Tables 3.10 and 
3.11 show the image quahty of rendered left and right video and the bitrate requirement for the 
depth map sequence as a percentage of colour video bitrate for Orbi and Interview sequences 
respectively, at an overall bitrate of 1Mbps. For instance, the bitrate savings are about 11% and 
19% for Orbi and Interview sequence at 1Mbps. This bitrate gain is achieved without degradation 
to the quahty of rendered stereoscopic video. Thus, the proposed asymmetric coding of colour and 
depth image sequences with temporally down-sampled depth map sequences allows us to reduce 
the overhead required for depth map sequences whilst achieving good quahty stereoscopic video.
Table 3.9: The used QP values of the base and enhancement layers for each encoding mode.
Type of video QP
Colour 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Depth 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
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Figure 3.14: R-D performance of SVC coded Orbi with reduced temporal resolution for depth video
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Table 3.10: Orbi sequence: Image quality and the depth bitrate as a percentage of colour bitrate at 
an overall bitrate of 1Mbps.
Asymmetric Mode
Image Quahty: 
Y-PSNR (dB) f t - :Left Right
Original Depth 36.55 36.57 58.05
Depth using Frame 
interpolation
36.64 36.71
46.46
Depth using Frame copy 36.54 36.54 46.46
Table 3.11: Interview sequence: Image quahty and tbe depth bitrate as a percentage of colour bitrate 
at an overall bitrate of 1Mbps.
Asymmetric Mode
Image Quahty: 
Y-PSNR (dB) ft*Left Right
Original Depth 37.41 37.49 64.72
Depth using Frame 
interpolation
37.44 37.57 45.78
Depth using Frame copy 37.36 37.49 45.78
3.3.2 Stereoscopic Video/TV Performance over IP
Real-time media communications over IP are affected by packet losses due to congestion and 
unacceptable delay. Therefore, performance analysis of emerging multimedia technologies (e.g. 
stereoscopic TV over IP) is important in order to take necessary precaution before deploying these 
technologies to the consumer market. The error sensitivities of different components of immersive 
media may be diverse in nature. The loss of one part of the bit-stream may be severely affecting 
the perceived quality. For example, the losses in colour image sequence may have greater impact
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on the perceived quality than the damage caused by a corrupted depth image sequence. On the 
other hand, the packet losses occurred in the depth image sequence may be easier to conceal than 
the losses in the colour image sequence. Moreover, the error performance analysis can be utilized 
to propose novel unequal resource allocation (e.g. Unequal Power Allocation (UPA)) and 
Unequal Error Protection (UEP) mechanisms for 3-D video communication applications. 
Therefore, this section analyzes the performance of the coded stereoscopic TV content over an IP 
network.
In a stereoscopic video transmission scenario, both colour and depth video packets are subjected 
to similar channel conditions. Therefore, the quality of both colour and depth sequences will be 
degraded and as a result, quality of the rendered 3-D video will be poor. The first experiment is 
performed to analyze the quality of rendered stereoscopic video, when both image sequences are 
subjected to channel errors. Furthermore, this test scenario simulates conventional 3-D video 
transmission case where there is not any prioritization of data takes place. In this experiment, both 
colour and depth video packets are subjected to the same IP Packet Loss Rate (PER), which 
ranges from 0% to 20%. In a backward compatible stereoscopic TV transmission scenario, the 
users are able to experience conventional TV pictures by discarding the corrupted depth 
information. Hence it is important that the colour video packets are received error free compared 
to depth map packets. This can be achieved with data prioritisation schemes (e.g. Diff-Serve) over 
IP networks, where the colour bit-stream has higher priority than the depth bit-stream packets 
within the IP network. Thus, the next experiment is carried-out to investigate the effect of depth 
packet losses for the reconstructed stereoscopic video quality where the colour video is not 
affected by packet losses.
The colour and depth image sequences are coded with the SVC coding architecture proposed in 
Section 3.2. The encoding parameters are similar as the parameters used in Subsection 3.3.1.1. 
The bit-streams generated with QP 30 for both base and enhancement layers are utilized for the 
experiments. The network simulation parameters used are shown in Table 3.12. During the 
simulation of channel conditions, both colour and depth video packets are corrupted based on the 
channel error traces. However, for error free transmission of colour video packets, the base layer 
packets are not subjected to channel errors. The corrupted bit-streams are then decoded using the 
JSVM decoder. The decoded colour and depth videos are employed to generate virtual left and 
right images using the DIBR method described in Equation 3.2. In order to obtain the PSNR, the 
reconstructed left and right video under packet losses are compared with the rendered left and 
right video utilizing the original colour and depth image sequences.
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Table 3.12: Network simulation parameters
Network Simulation Parameter Value
No. of frames 1250
NAL units per video frame 1
NAL Unit fragment size 1400 Bytes
Error pattern IP Core network error patterns [125]
Decoder error concealment JSVM-FC (JSVM-Frame Copying)
The image quality of the rendered left and right image sequences is shown in Figures 3.18 and 
3.19 for Orbi and Interview sequences respectively. When the packets of both colour and depth 
video are subjected to the equal PLR, image quality of the rendered left and right video degrades 
rapidly as expected with increasing PLR. This is more visible in complex Orbi sequence than 
Interview sequence. This is due to the fact that JSVM-FC has efficiently concealed lost frames of 
Interview sequence which has static background and limited motion. However, with error free 
transmission of colour video packets, the reconstructed left and right image sequences achieve 
superior image quality even at higher PLRs (see Figures 3.18 and 3.19). Table 3.13 shows the 
rendered image quality at 20% PLR. According to this table, with lossless colour video packets, 
Orbi achieves lOdB quality gain compared to the case where all video packets are subjected to the 
same PLRs. The achieved gain is 5dB for the Interview sequence. This gain difference is due to 
the scene characteristics. Hence, it is evident that the rendered quality of stereoscopic video has 
not been greatly affected by the corrupted depth information. Chapter 4 provides a complete 
evaluation of quality objectively and subjectively in a range of packet error rates. This further 
derives relationships between objective (e.g. PSNR of rendered left and right view) and subjective 
quality measures (refer to Chapter 4). In addition, due to the characteristics (e.g. smooth image 
objects) of depth image sequences, the lost depth frames are easier to conceal than the missing 
colour video frames. Hence, it can be concluded that the image quality of the rendered left and 
right video over IP can be vastly improved by prioritizing the colour video packets (base layer 
packets) ahead of depth video packets (enhancement layer packets). Moreover, prioritized 
stereoscopic video transmission system, which supports backward compatibility, generates more 
pleasing TV pictures for conventional TV users. The findings of this study are utilized in Chapter
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5 to design error protection schemes for colour plus depth video transmission over packet 
networks.
" Lem image 
Right Image
—^ ^ L e l t  Image with lossless base layer packets 
—O —  Right Image with lossless base layer packets
16
Packet loss-rate (%)
Figure 3.18: The performance of Orbi over IP
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Figure 3.19: The performance of Interview over IP
Table 3.13: Stereoscopic image quality at 20% PLR
Loss condition
Orbi 
Y-PSNR (dB)
Interview 
Y-PSNR (dB)
Left Right Left Right
With equally corrupted 
video packets
23.94 23.92 28.25 28.34
With error free colour 
video packets
34.86 34.95 33.98 34.41
3.4 Conclusion
The initial developments of 3-D video technologies have to utilize the available hardware and 
software infrastructure for multimedia communications. Otherwise, the deployment of these 3-D 
video services is not going to be economically feasible. Therefore, the existing techniques for 2-D
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video processing, delivery and display need to be adapted for emerging multimedia contents. The 
coding of immersive video is a must due to the size of its raw data. The effective coding methods 
can reduce the storage and transmission bandwidth required for 3-D video applications. Thus, this 
chapter has investigated the coding aspects of stereoscopic video. Moreover, the performance of 
colour plus depth 3-D video over IP is also analyzed.
The performance of stereoscopic video coding with MPEG-4 MAC, H.264/AVC and scalable 
H.264/AVC has been analyzed. The evaluation is based on the compression efficiency and the 
network friendliness of the encoding configuration. The investigation includes the proposed 
backward compatible stereoscopic video coding configuration based on the SVC architecture. The 
proposed 3-D video coding configuration based on scalable H.264/AVC outperforms MPEG-4 
MAC based configuration and achieves similar performance as H.264/AVC based configuration 
at all bitrates in terms of objective and subjective quality. Furthermore, the depth image quality at 
a given overall bitrate is higher with H.264/AVC configurations. However, several features (e.g. 
scalability and backward compatibility) of the SVC architecture can be exploited to support more 
efficient and synchronized transmission of 3-D video content. For example, this configuration can 
be employed to scale existing 2-D video applications into 3-D video with the help of the 
backward compatibility nature of the SVC encoding architecture. In order to eliminate the 
occlusion problem associated with DIBR method, the occluded areas of the original colour 
information can be transmitted as side information with the proposed coding approach. In 
addition, the coding performance of colour plus depth video vs. left and right video is also 
investigated with the proposed SVC configuration. The results show that coding of colour and 
depth video is more efficient than coding left and right video at low bitrates. This is mainly due to 
the possibility of encoding depth map sequences more efficiently than encoding an additional 
view (i.e. left or right) which has detailed texture information with high frequency components.
The asymmetric coding of colour and depth map video is investigated as a method of reducing the 
overhead required for depth maps whilst achieving perceptually good stereoscopic video quality. 
Two asymmetric coding methods for colour and depth video are proposed and evaluated. The 
proposed methods exploit the characteristics of colour and depth map video and their contribution 
towards reconstructed 3-D video quality. These mixed-resolution coding schemes are 
implemented using the quality and temporal scalability features of scalable H.264/AVC. 
According to the results, both coarsely quantized and temporally down-sampled depth images 
achieve comparable results compared to the 3-D video constructed using full resolution depth 
maps. Furthermore, the proposed mechanisms greatly reduce the bitrate requirements of the
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stereoscopic video application. The performance is compared against the bitrate requirements of 
IP-TV applications. Thus, the proposed asymmetric coding mechanisms based on SVC 
architecture can be utilized in scaling 2-D video applications into stereoscopic video with a slight 
increase in application bitrate. Moreover, the proposed coding approaches can be utilized to 
control the rate requirements for stereoscopic streaming applications adaptively. Even though 3-D 
quality is represented through the quality of left and right image sequences, the subjective 
evaluation tests will be the gold standard to measure the depth perception with the proposed 
asymmetric coding methods. Therefore, the quality of asymmetrically coded colour and depth 
sequences are evaluated objectively and subjectively in Chapter 4.
The error sensitivity analysis of new media formats can be utilized in sending the data more 
effectively and securely. Thus, the performance of SVC coded stereoscopic video content over IP 
network is also evaluated in this chapter. The quality of both colour and depth video degrades 
with the increase of channel error rate. As colour video is the only texture information viewed by 
the users (i.e. depth information is utilized to project colour information to the 3-D space) it may 
be prioritized ahead of depth map sequences. The outcome of the study shows that good quality 
left and right videos can be created with error free colour video packets and corrupted depth 
information. The loss of depth video packets during transmission has slightly affected the 
reconstructed quality of 3-D video. Thus, it can be stated that, the quality of rendered stereoscopic 
video can be improved through prioritizing colour video packets ahead of depth video packets 
over IP. The proposed error protection mechanisms for 3-D video transmission in Chapter 5 are 
based on the outcome of this performance evaluation study.
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Chapter 4
4: Objective Quality Measures for 
Stereoscopic Video
This chapter investigates the quality of asymmetrically coded colour and depth video objectively 
and subjectively. 3-D video quality under transmission errors is also investigated. The correlations 
between subjective and objective quality evaluation methods are derived for range of compression 
ratios and packet loss rates. Section 4.2 of this chapter presents the background related to this 
explorative study and the objective and subjective quality evaluation methodologies which can be 
used in measuring 3-D video quality. Moreover, the test procedures and experiments carried out 
to measure the effect of different asymmetric/symmetric coding of colour and depth video and 
packet losses over communication networks on the perceived 3-D video quality are also discussed 
in this section. Section 4.3 concludes this chapter.
4.1 Introduction
The effect of emerging 3-D video technologies on the perceived 3-D quality has to be measured 
using objective/subjective quality methods. However, it is currently difficult to evaluate the 
perceptual quality of such 3-D video applications without resorting to full subjective evaluation
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tests. These subjective evaluation tests which measure 3-D video quality using human observers 
take longer time and effort than 2-D quality evaluations. This has negative effects on the 
development and advancement of 3-D video technologies and commercial products. Even though 
there are 2-D objective quality models which are highly correlated with Human Visual System 
(HYS), a very little work has been carried out to find objective quality measurement techniques 
for 3-D video. This chapter aims on developing an objective quality model for 3-D video which 
can take the place of time consuming and rigorous subjective evaluation tests.
The effect of different artefacts introduced by image capture, pre-processing, coding, delivery and 
display methods on the perceived quality of video are diverse in nature. The statistical quality 
measurements like Mean Average Difference (MAD) and PSNR may not reflect the true 
perception of image quality as perceived by human eyes. Hence, image quality models which 
incorporate different dimensions of HYS have emerged to provide more realistic quality 
measurements. These image quality models (e.g. YQM (Video Quality Metric)) define the 
relationship between the physical parameter (e.g. coding and delivery method) of the system and 
the perceived image quality. Unlike conventional 2-D video quality, the perceived 3-D video 
quality is multi-dimensional in nature. The 3-D video quality can be considered as a combination 
of number of perceptual attributes such as image quality, naturalness, presence, stereo 
impairments, comfort and perceived depth. The existing 2-D objective quality measures of 
individual views (e.g. multi-view video captures by cluster of cameras) may not represent the true 
3-D image quality as perceived by the human viewers. Moreover, the limitations of existing 
statistical image quality measures like PSNR are also going to influence the assessment of 3-D 
video quality. In addition, these individual quality measures (e.g. PSNR of each view-point 
camera) does not give any information about depth perception. Therefore, explorative studies 
based on appreciation oriented methods are employed to obtain a true understanding of 3-D 
perception. Subjective assessments use a human being as the measuring instrument to determine 
the quality of a 3-D system. These evaluation methodologies are often viewed as inferior 
measurement methods compared to objective quality methods (physical measures). This may be 
true from a precision or accuracy point of view, but it misses the fundamental point that humans 
are the customers of the 3-D imaging systems, so their view on image quality is the most accurate 
quality rating. However, these lengthy subjective evaluation tests are time consuming and hinder 
the timely availability of 3-D products to the consumer market. The availability of a more general 
3-D objective quality models will speed-up the development cycle of 3-D video applications. The 
multi-dimensional attributes (e.g. blocking and noise) associated with 2-D video can not be used 
in measuring the perceptually important qualities of 3-D video such as overall image quality, 
viewing experience, sharpness, naturalness and depth perception. Therefore, 3-D quality models
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which account for depth reproduction in immersive video are required. However, the development 
of quality models for 3-D video is a challenge as there are a number of perceptual attributes 
associated with 3-D perception. For instance, some attributes will have a positive contribution to 
the overall image quality (e.g. increased depth sensation, or increased sharpness), whereas others 
may have a limiting or negative effect (e.g. visual discomfort due to exaggerated disparities, or 
image distortions).
There are proposed 3-D video quality models in the research literature. The added value of depth 
needs to be incorporated in a 3-D visual experience model, especially when 2-D image quality is 
utilized as reference [126]. The multi-dimensional attributes of 3-D video quality (i.e. Viewing 
experience, naturalness and crosstalk of 3-D images) are discussed in [127] [128]. The study 
carried out in [105] analyzes the effects of symmetric and asymmetric JPEG coding and camera 
separation on the perceived quality of compressed stereoscopic images. However, most of the 
quality evaluations are carried out for stereo image pairs or left and right view stereoscopic video. 
The study elaborated in this chapter investigates the effect of symmetric/asymmetric coding of 
colour and depth map sequences and transmission errors on perceptual attributes (i.e. overall 
image quality and depth perception) of 3-D video quality. Furthermore the relationships between 
the measured attributes are discussed. More importantly, the measured subjective quality for 
investigated scenarios is predicted with candidate objective quality measures of 2-D video.
4.2 Prediction of Stereoscopic Video Quality using 2-D Video Quality 
Models
The existing 2-D objective quality measures of individual colour and depth map sequences/left 
and right image sequences may not represent the true image quality as perceived by human 
viewers. Although some researchers currently use Peak Signal-to -Noise Ratio (PSNR) for 
assessing 3-D video, the limitations of PSNR for 2-D video have been demonstrated in tests by 
the Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) [129]. These limitations are likely to be similar for the 
assessment of image quality in 3-D video. In addition, PSNR does not give any information about 
depth perception. Therefore, explorative studies (e.g. focus groups) and direct-scaling paradigms 
(e.g. double-stimulus method, single-stimulus method and stimulus comparison method) are 
required to obtain a true understanding of 3-D perception. The image impairments (e.g. blocking 
and noise) associated with 2-D video may not be suitable to describe the perceptually important
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qualities of 3-D video, such as overall image quality, presence, sharpness, naturalness and depth 
perception. Therefore, it is important to have efficient and effective 3-D quality models which 
account for depth reproduction, in order to support the rapid deployment of 3-D video 
applications.
In this chapter subjective testing using human viewers is used to measure the effect of 
compression artefacts and frame losses on the perceived quality of the reconstructed stereoscopic 
video. The perceptual attributes, namely overall image quality and depth perception, are used to 
measure the response from human observers. The relationship between the perceived overall 
image quality and the perceived depth are also discussed. Finally, the perceived attributes of 
reconstructed stereoscopic video are predicted using different objective quality models. The 
results help to answer important questions concerning the correlation between objective and 
subjective measurements of 3-D video quality, and also concerning the best methods for 
measuring the quality of 3-D video objectively, for error free and error prone channels.
This study is split into five Subsections. In the introduction section (i.e. Subsection 4.2.1), 
measuring the quality of colour plus depth 3-D video is discussed. Subsection 4.2.2 presents the 
methods of carrying out subjective tests for both symmetric/asymmetric coding configurations 
and different packet loss scenarios. The subjective test procedure and results are analyzed in 
Subsections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 for the effects of compression artefacts and transmission errors 
respectively.
4.2.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 3, efficient compression techniques are needed for bandwidth-limited 
communication channels. Regardless of the coding methods used, the rendered 3-D video quality 
is affected through the artefacts introduced to the colour and depth sequences during compression. 
The 3-D video quality is described as a collection of several perceptual attributes such as depth 
perception, presence, eye strain, etc. Therefore, the impairments (e.g. blockiness, noise) 
introduced through image compression, enforce more 3-D quality artefacts (e.g. cross-talk, 
discomfort) in the reconstructed 3-D image sequences. This chapter investigates the effect of 
symmetric/asymmetric coding (refer to Section 3.3 of Chapter 3) on the perception of 
reconstructed 3-D video. The compression artefacts of both colour and depth maps will affect the 
overall image quality and depth perception. Hence, this study enables us to find the perceptual 
bounds of symmetric/asymmetric coding combinations of colour and depth video.
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A further issue for 3-D video quality assessment is the effects introduced during transmission over 
communication networks. Stereoscopic video streaming over networks (e.g. IP core network) may 
lead to degraded quality due to packet losses as discussed in Section 3.3. These random packet 
losses may result in losing the entire frame at the receiver/intermediate network node. The effect 
of frame losses on the perceived quality of reconstructed stereoscopic video may be worse 
compared to that of conventional video (i.e. 2-D video) applications. Hence, this chapter also 
explores the image quality of reconstructed binocular video over IP core network using objective 
and subjective quality measures. In addition, several objective quality models are employed to 
predict the perceived image quality and depth perception of stereoscopic video delivered over IP.
4.2.1.1 3-D Quality Measurements
The effects of different artefacts introduced by image capmre, coding and delivery methods on the 
perceived quality of video are diverse in nature. The objective measures of rendered left and right 
views may not account for the perceptual factors such as depth reproduction, stereoscopic 
impairments, and visual comfort. Therefore, subjective evaluations which incorporate human 
observers need to be carried out to get a true representation of human 3-D perception. Subjective 
evaluation methods are widely used in assessing the perceptual attributes of conventional 2-D 
video and stereoscopic video [130][131]. The appreciation oriented psychophysical scaling 
paradigms can be employed in assessing emerging 3-D technologies such as stereoscopic TV and 
stereoscopic video streaming [10]. ITU-Recommendation BT.1438 [103] describes the 
methodology of carrying out appreciation oriented subjective evaluation tests for stereoscopic 
television applications. In the explorative study described in this chapter, subjective tests are 
performed in order to obtain user feedback on the effect of different combinations of 
symmetric/asymmetric coding levels and different packet loss rates (PLRs). The feedback 
provides information on the perceived quality of colour and depth map based stereoscopic video. 
The perceived quality of the reconstructed binocular video is measured using two image 
attributes, namely perceived overall image quality and depth.
The image quality models define the relationship between the physical parameter (e.g. coding and 
delivery method) of the system and the perceived quality of 3-D video. The objective quality 
metrics which incorporate perceptual attributes for conventional 2-D video are well exploited in 
research [130], [132] [133]. However, the development of quality models for 3-D video may be 
difficult as there are a number of perceptual attributes (e.g. naturalness, presence, viewing 
experience, stereo impairments, comfort, perceived depth, etc.) associated with 3-D perception. 
Seuntiens et al describe in [107] that JPEG coding of stereoscopic video has an effect on overall 
image quality, but no effect on perceived depth. Similarly in [134] the added value of depth is not
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taken into account when assessing the perceived image quality of MPEG-2 coded stereo 
sequences. However, a positive relationship between depth and perceived image quality for 
uncompressed stereoscopic images is discussed in [135]. The research described in [136] 
proposes an objective quality metric for free-view point video production.
Objective measures, such as Mean Average Difference (MAD) and PSNR, are widely used in 
measuring 2-D video quality. But the use of 2-D quality metrics in measuring stereoscopic video 
quality may not be straightforward, because the perceptual attributes (e.g. perceived depth) of 3-D 
are different compared to conventional 2D-video. However, the objective measures of individual 
left and right views (i.e. generated using a stereo camera pair) could be used as a candidate 
measure of perceived stereoscopic video quality. In the case of colour and depth map video, it 
may be accurate enough to take individual objective measures of colour and depth map video as a 
measure of perceived stereoscopic video quality as depth map together with its texture video 
renders two left and right views at the display. On the other hand, the objective measures of the 
rendered left and right views using the DIBR technique can be utilized as a candidate measure of 
3-D scene perception (i.e. the rendered left and right views using the coded colour and depth map 
video will be compared against the synthesized left and right video utilizing original colour and 
depth map sequences.). Therefore, in this investigation the objective measures of colour, depth, 
and rendered left and right sequences are employed to predict the perceived image quality and 
depth perception of stereoscopic video.
In this study, in addition to the PSNR quality metric, two other objective measures, 
namely SSIM and Video Quality Metric (VQM) are used. The SSIM is based on the fact 
that the Human Visual System (HVS) is capable of extracting structural information from 
a scene [137]. This measure accounts for structural degradation of a scene (see Equation 
4.1).
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I f  X = {xi I i = 1 , 2 , is the original signal and y = {yi I i = 1 , 2 , is the distorted 
signal the structural similarity index can be calculated as follows.
SSIM = — —  Equation 4.1+qx(<+(f+q)
In this equation x, y, are the estimates of the mean of x, mean of y, the variance of
X, the variance of y and the covariance of x  and y. Ci and C2 are constants. The value of SSIM is 
between -1 and 1 and gets the best value of 1 if x, = y, for all values of i. The quality index is 
applied to every image using a sliding window with 11x11 circular-symmetric Gaussian 
weighting functions for which the quality index is calculated and the total index of the image is 
the average of all the quality indexes of the image.
In order to derive a relationship between the structural information of individual colour/depth map 
sequences and the perception of depth, the SSIM ratings are used as an objective measure. 
Existing objective measures do not necessarily model perceptual quality accurately due to their 
lack of correlations with the HVS characteristics [138]. A number of objective quality models, 
which are highly correlated to subjective measures, can be found in the literature, such as VQM 
[132] and Moving Picture Quality Metric (MPQM) [133]. In this investigation, the VQM, 
developed by the Institute of Telecommunication Sciences (ITS) and American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI), is employed to find a relationship between the objective measures (i.e. 
VQM scores) of the colour video/rendered left and right views and the perceived quality attributes 
of stereoscopic video. VQM measures the perceptual effects of video impairments including 
blurring, jerky/unnatural motion, global noise, block distortion and colour distortion, and 
combines them in to a single metric. This model for estimating video quality and its associated 
calibration techniques are independently evaluated by the Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) 
and has proved to have high correlation with subjective quality assessment [129]. More 
information on the VQM calibrations and quality evaluation techniques can be found in 
[139][140].
4.2.2 M ethod
This section describes the methodology employed in carrying out the subjective tests using colour 
and depth map sequences, and the process of mapping subjective quality to objective quality 
metrics. A detailed description of the SVC coding parameters, 3-D display equipment and display
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calibration parameters, the simulated stereoscopic video transmission system over IP, and the 
objective/subjective score mappings are presented.
4.2.2.1 Stereoscopic Video Coding
The encoding parameters used are listed in Table 4.1. However, during the evaluation of 
stereoscopic video performance over IP network, IPPP...IPPP... sequence format is utilized 
instead of IPPP... sequence format to minimize error propagation caused by frame losses. Hence, 
I-frames are included during the coding of colour and depth image sequences every 5 seconds in 
the video (i.e. an I-frame is coded every 125 frames of Orbi and Interview sequences, whereas an 
I-frame is inserted every 75 frames when coding Break dance and Ballet sequences).
Table 4.1: Encoding parameters
Encoding Parameter Value
Encoder
JSVM (Joint Scalable Video Model) reference 
software codec Version 9.4
Test sequences Orbi, Interview, Breakdance, Ballet
Resolution
720 X 576 (Orbi and Interview), 1024 x  768 
(Breakdance and Ballet),
Sequence length 10s
Sequence format IPPP...
Reference frames 1
Entropy coding CABAC (Content Adaptive Binary Arithmatic Coding)
The Quantization Parameters (QPs) of the base and enhancement layer encoders are varied to 
obtain symmetrically/asymmetrically coded colour and depth image sequences. Highly 
compressed video is obtained using higher QP values whereas lower QP values are used to obtain 
good quality video at higher bitrates. In symmetric coding the same QP value is utilized at the 
base and enhancement layers to obtain symmetrically compressed colour and depth video 
sequences. On the other hand in asymmetric coding, two different QP values are applied to 
encode colour and depth video sequences (i.e. incrementing the QP value of either colour or depth
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video while coding the other sequence with a constant QP value). In order to highlight the 
visibility of coding artefacts, the QP sizes 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 are selected for both colour and 
depth image sequences. However, in the performance analysis of stereoscopic video over IP, the 
QP value of 30 is used in encoding both colour and depth image sequences as the reconstructed 
quality achieved with QP 30 is at acceptable levels.
For all encoding configurations, the average bitrate requirements and resultant PSNR of 
individual colour and depth map sequences are shown in Table 4.2. The PSNR of individual 
components (i.e. colour and depth map) encoded using QP 30 for both colour and depth image 
sequences show good image qualities at average bitrates of 1054 Kbps, 736 Kbps, 1243 Kbps, and 
739 Kbps for Orbi, Interview, Break dance, and Ballet sequences respectively. As this chapter 
investigates the quality of stereoscopic video applications at moderate bitrates, the colour and 
depth image sequences coded with a QP value 30 is considered as the benchmark of this 
experiment.
Table 4.2: Image quality and bitrate of SVC coded colour and depth video using the QP value 30
Video Sequence Orbi Interview Break dance Ballet
Colour/Y-PSNR (dB) 37.709 37.112 38.149 39.310
Depth/Y-PSNR (dB) 40.006 42.314 44.389 44.840
Average Bitrate (Kbps) 1054.9 736.95 1243.2 739.03
4.2.2.2 Equipment
The 42” Philips multi-view auto-stereoscopic display is used in the experiment to display the 
stereoscopic material. The optics of this display are optimized for a viewing distance of 3m. 
Hence, the viewing distance for the observers is set to 3m. This viewing distance is in compliance 
with the Preferred Viewing Distance (PVD) of the ITU-R BT.500-11 recommendation [104], 
which specifies the methodology for subjective assessment of the quality of television pictures. 
The 3-D display is calibrated using a GretagMacbeth Eye-One Display 2 calibration device. Peak 
luminance of the display is 200 cd/m .^ The measured environmental illumination is 180 lux, 
which is slightly below the ITU-R BT.500-11 recommended value for home environments (i.e. 
200 lux) [104]. The background luminance of the wall behind the monitor is 20 lux. The ratio of 
luminance of inactive screen to peak luminance is less than 0.02. These environmental luminance
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measures remained the same for all test sessions, as the lighting conditions of the test room are 
kept constant.
The original, SVC coded colour and depth image sequences are initially combined into side-by- 
side video sequences. These side-by-side image sequences are then input to the 3-D display to 
allow subjects to evaluate the overall image quality and depth perception.
4.2.2.3 Stereoscopic Video Streaming over IP
The network simulation parameters used are shown in Table 4.3. The first fragment contains the 
important header data of the frame NAL unit. Hence, if the first fragment of a frame is lost, it is 
assumed that the whole frame is lost, as the header data is unrecoverable without adding 
redundant information. Furthermore, it is assumed that the sequence headers and the first I frame 
of both colour and depth image sequences are received uncorrupted. The corrupted bit-streams are 
later decoded using the JSVM decoder. In order to simulate random error occurrence, , the 
objective image quality metrics (i.e. PSNR) are averaged over 3000 frames using different 
starting positions in the error traces. For the subjective evaluation test, the clips are selected that 
feature PSNR values close to the calculated average PSNR for that test condition for both colour 
and depth sequences.
Table 4.3: Network simulation parameters
Network Simulation Parameter Value
No. of frames 3000
NAL units per video frame 1
NAL Unit fragment size 1400 Bytes
Error pattern IP Core network error patterns [125]
Decoder error concealment JSVM-FC (JSVM-Frame Copying)
4.2.2.4 Subjective/Objective Quality Measures
During the subjective evaluation tests, observers are asked to rate the video sequences according 
to the DSCQS method, as described [104]. The perceived overall image quality and perceived
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depth are rated on a quality categorical scale from 0 to 5 corresponding with 0 for bad image 
quality/depth perception and 5 for excellent image quality/depth perception. Furthermore, the 
scale is labelled with the adjective terms namely [bad], [poor], [fair], [good], and [excellent] 
according to the ITU-R BT.500-11 recommendations [104].
During the analysis of results, the difference in subjective ratings for the impaired image sequence 
and the original image sequence is calculated. Then the difference is scaled into a linear opinion 
score scale, which ranges from 0 (excellent) to 100 (bad). 0 represents the perceived image 
quality same as the original image sequence and 100 represents the worst perceived image quality 
compared to the original video sequence. Then the mean opinion score (MOS) for each test 
sequence is obtained after averaging the opinion scores over all subjects.
The PSNR, SSIM, and VQM are utilized as objective quality metrics. Each metric is applied 
using three different methods:
• Application to the colour video only (e.g. Y-PSNR of just the colour video);
• Application to the depth video only;
• Application to the left and right views rendered using the DIBR technique.
The DIBR technique uses Equation 4.2 to render the stereoscopic left and right views:
Pix B
ÏÏI
n e a r ^ f a r ' )  far255
Equation 4.2
Where, is the horizontal shift of the original image in pixels. A/p^  and Xg are the number of 
horizontal pixels of the display and eye separation respectively. The depth value of the image is 
represented by the V-bit value m. kmar and kfar specify the range of the depth information 
respectively behind and in front of the picture, relative to the screen width Np^. The viewing 
distance is represented by the parameter value D.
The VQM, developed by the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences (ITS), is utilized to obtain 
the VQM ratings for the colour and rendered left and right views of the video sequences [132].
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The VQM ratings are also mapped to a DSCQS based MOS scale, which ranges from 0 
(excellent) to 100 (bad).
The relationship between the perceived quality (i.e. MOS) and other objective measures of 
distortion is approximated by a symmetrical logistic function, as described in ITU-R BT.500-11 
[104]. The symmetrical logistic function is applied because all the distortion parameters are 
measured in related units (e.g. Y-PSNR/dB). The normalization of opinion scores and the 
symmetrical logistic function are given in Equations 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.
P — ip ~ ^mirù ! i^max ~ ^min) EqUUtlOll 4.3
with:
p  : normalized opinion score
Ü : mean scores
Umin : minimum score available on the n-scale for the worst quality 
Umax : maximum score available on the «-scale for the best quality.
p = 1 / [1 + exp (D  - Dm ) G]  E q u a tio n 4.4
where, p  is the normalized opinion score, D is the distortion parameter. Dm and G are constants 
and G may be positive or negative.
4.2.3 Experiment 1: Perceived 3-D Video Quality vs. Compression Artefacts
The perceptual quality of symmetrically/asymmetrically coded stereoscopic video content is 
analyzed in this section. The relationships between different perceptual attributes and between 
subjective and objective quality measurements of SVC coded colour plus depth video is also 
presented. First, the methods for carrying out subjective tests and coding combinations are 
presented. Finally the results are analyzed and conclusions are drawn.
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4.2.3.1 Method 
Design
The experiment has a within subjects design with image sequences (four test sequences) and 
encoding combinations (thirteen symmetric/asymmetric coding combinations) as independent 
variables and overall image quality and depth perception as dependent variables.
Observers
Thirty two non-expert observers (ten female observers and twenty two male observers) 
volunteered to participate in the experiment. They are divided into two groups in order to assess 
one attribute per group. The attributes assessed in this experiment are perceived image quality and 
perceived depth. The observers are mostly research students and staff with a technical 
background. Their ages range from 20 to 40. Fourteen observers have prior experience with 3-D 
video content using different viewing aids such as shutter glasses and red-blue anaglyph glasses. 
All participants have a visual acuity of > 1 (as tested with the Snellen chart), good stereo vision < 
60 seconds of arc (as tested with the TNO stereo test), and good colour vision (as tested with the 
Ishihara test).
Stimuli
The stimulus set contains thirteen SVC coded video sequences and the original uncompressed 
version of each scene is used as the reference in the evaluation test. Stereo image pairs are 
obtained by symmetric or asymmetric coding of colour and depth image sequences. The coding 
combinations utilized to reduce the average bitrate requirements are 30_30, 30_35, 30_40, 30_45, 
30_50, 35_35, 40_40, 45_45, 50_50, 35_30, 40_30, 45_30, and 50_30. The first and second 
numbers respectively refer to the colour and depth map QPs used during SVC encoding. All 
combinations of SVC coded colour and depth video sequences are presented twice. Therefore, in 
total four test sequences, one repetition and 13 coding combinations are used. This resulted in a 
stimulus set of 4 X 2 X 13 = 104 video sequences.
4.2.3.2 Procedure
A set of 104 stereoscopic video sequences is randomized and presented sequentially. The overall 
image quality and depth perception are rated by a different group of 16 observers and each 
observer rates one attribute. The stimulus set is judged for each attribute in two sub-sessions (i.e. 
52 stimuli for each sub-session) with a small break in between. Each sub-session lasts 
approximately 25 minutes. In order to evaluate the negative effects of 3-D viewing for a long
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period of time, a symptom (i.e. general discomfort, fatigue, headache, eye strain, difficulty 
focusing and blurred vision) check list is maintained for each subject. Each symptom is rated as 
none, slight, moderate and severe by all subjects before and after completing a session. Before 
starting the test observers are asked to read the instructions explaining the test procedure and the 
attributes they have to rate. Thereafter, a trial session is conducted before the actual test in order 
to get acquainted with the 3-D display and the range of compression levels associated with the 
stimulus set.
4.2.3.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 4.1 shows the MOS scores for the perceived overall image quality, depth perception, the 
colour image sequence measured using VQM, and the average of the rendered left and right video 
measured with VQM. The x-axis represents the SVC QP parameters for the symmetric and 
asymmetric coding combination of colour and depth video sequences in increasing bitrate to the 
right. The y-axis represents the MOS scores from 0 (excellent) to 100 (bad). Furthermore, 
Standard Errors (SE) for perceived image quality/depth and 5% error margin for VQM scores are 
also presented.
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Figure 4.1: The MOS scores for the perceived overall image quality (Subj. Q), depth perception 
(Subj. D), colour video measured using VQM, and the average of the rendered left and right views 
measured using VQM: (a) Orbi; (b) Interview; (c) Break dance; (d) Ballet.
The subjective quality scores for image quality (i.e. MOS) increase with increasing bitrates for all 
of the sequences. But there are visible quality dips when the coding configuration contains high 
QP values for the colour video component (e.g. 50_50, 45_45, 50_30, and 45_30). These quality 
dips prevent the formation of a straightforward relationship between perceived overall image 
quality and average bitrates. However, medium QP values (i.e. 35 and 40) for colour video coding 
together with any QP value for depth video can be effectively employed in reducing the 
bandwidth while achieving good perception of overall image quality and depth.
The VQM score of the colour video and average VQM score of the rendered left and right video 
using SVC coded colour and depth map sequences demonstrate similar trends compared to the 
perceptual image quality scores for all the sequences, but with an offset in terms of the MOS 
score. This indicates that viewing the video in 3-D has increased the perception of image quality 
for the SVC coded stereoscopic video, compared to 2-D video quality predicted by VQM. In
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addition to that, the VQM ratings of the colour and individual left and right video sequences could 
be used as a good model for prediction of the perceived image quality and depth.
The depth perception shows a similar trend to image quality perception, but on average has lower 
MOS scores compared to the overall image quality results. Therefore, depth perception is not 
significantly affected by using different QP values for depth map coding. However, the artefacts 
(i.e. blocking, blurring) introduced to the colour video during image coding heavily influences 
depth perception (e.g. the depth perception is low for the 35_30, 40_30,45_30, and 50_30 coding 
combinations where depth is coded using a constant QP and colour with different QPs). 
Furthermore, it can be deduced from Figure 4.1 that there is high correlation between the overall 
image quality and the depth perception. Figure 4.2 shows the scatter plot for perceived image 
quality and depth perception attributes for each coding combination. The relationship between 
these two attributes (i.e. perceived overall image quality and depth) is approximated by a first 
order linear function. According to Figure 4.2 the correlation coefficient of determination between 
perceived image quality and depth is 0.92. Thus, the perception of depth is positively influenced 
by the perceived image quality for SVC coded colour and depth sequences.
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Figure 4.2: Scatter plot showing the correlation between image quality and depth perception
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Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the perceived overall image quality and depth perception respectively 
for different coding configurations with fixed QP for colour image coding. The coding 
configurations which have a constant QP for the colour image, feature good image quality, 
irrespective of the QP value for the depth. The x-axis represents the asymmetric coding 
combination of colour and depth video sequences in increasing bitrate to the right. According to 
Figure 4.3 depth map coding using different QPs does not have much effect on perceived overall 
image quality at all bitrates. On the other hand there is a slight improvement in depth perception 
with the increase of overall average bitrates (see Figure 4.4). Thus, the average bitrate 
requirements for stereoscopic video applications can be reduced using high QPs in depth map 
coding without affecting the perception of overall image quality, even though there is a slight 
degradation in depth perception. These results again prove the possibility of using highly 
compressed depth images (refer to the proposed asymmetric coding approaches in Section 3.3 of 
Chapter 3) to reduce storage and bandwidth needs of stereoscopic video applications without 
much affecting the depth perception.
—^  — Interview 
•i f —  B reak  d a n ce  
—0 “  Ballet
30  45 30  35 30  3030  50 30  40
SV C Coding C om bination
Figure 4.3: The perceived overall image quality (MOS) for Orbi, Interview, Break dance, and Ballet 
sequences using difierent QPs for depth map coding and fixed QP for colour coding.
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Figure 4.4: The perceived depth (MOS) for Orbi, Interview, Break dance, and Ballet sequences using 
different QPs for depth map coding and fîxed QP for colour coding.
The relationships between the perceived quality (i.e. MOS) and other objective measures of 
distortion are important in optimizing the video system (e.g. encoding algorithm and media 
delivery method) for a given condition, without having to conduct any subjective evaluation tests. 
Hence, the relationships between the objective quality models and perceived 3-D quality 
attributes for SVC coded colour and depth sequences are analyzed. The quality assessment 
models used for prediction are PSNR/SSIM/VQM scores of the coded colour video, PSNR/SSIM 
of the coded depth map sequence, and the average PSNR/SSIM/V QM of the rendered left and 
right views. The relationship is approximated by a symmetrical logistic function, as described in 
Equation 4.4.
Figure 4.5 shows the scatter plot of perceived quality (MOS) versus model prediction for each 
model. Each plot of Figure 4.5 contains model predictions for both perceived overall image 
quality and perceived depth. This demonstrates that most of the image quality models perform 
significantly better than the objective metrics associated with the depth map sequence in 
predicting the perceived quality of SVC coded stereoscopic video. The quantitative measures for 
each prediction model are presented in Table 4.4. This shows that the VQM scores of the colour 
video sequence is a good model for predicting the perceived image quality. Whereas the average
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VQM of the rendered left and right view shows high correlation to the perceived depth of SVC 
coded stereoscopic image sequences. The PSNR/SSIM scores of depth map sequences have failed 
in predicting the perceived image quality and depth of SVC coded stereoscopic video due to the 
influence of the coded colour image quality in perceiving depth. This is further reflected by the 
high correlation of objective quality models based on colour video on depth perception. The 
PSNR of rendered left and right image sequences are more correlated to depth perception than 
overall image quality. This further justifies the use of rendered left and right image sequences to 
measure the quality of the proposed asymmetric coding approaches in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.5: Scatter plots of subjective MOS (i.e. MOS for image quality and depth perception) versus 
model prediction. Each sample point represents one test image sequence, (a) Colour PSNR, (b) Depth 
PSNR, (c) Average PSNR of the rendered left and right video, (d) Colour VQM, (e) Average VQM of 
the rendered left and right video, (f) Colour SSIM, (g) Depth SSIM, and (h) Average SSIM of the
rendered left and right video
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Table 4.4: Performance of Image Quality Assessment Models. CC: Correlation Coefficient; RMSE: 
Route Mean Squared Error; SSE: Sum of Squares due to Error
Objective Quality Model
Overall Image Quality Depth Perception
CC RMSE SSE CC RMSE SSE
Colour PSNR 0.8100 0.0924 0.4265 0.8192 0.0529 0.1401
Depth PSNR 0.0043 0.1242 0.7714 0 .0 0 0 0 1 0.2119 0.8450
Average PSNR of the Rendered 
Left and Right views
0.7356 0.1090 0.5936 0.7768 0.0588 0.1729
Colour VQM 0.8904 0.0701 0.2460 0.8421 0.0490 0.1224
Average VQM of the Rendered 
Left and Right
0.8764 0.0745 0.2774 0.8432 0.0493 0.1215
Colour SSIM 0.7618 0.1034 0.5347 0.7274 0.0650 0 . 2 1 1 2
Depth SSIM 0.0015 0.2117 0.7810 0.0188 0.1233 0.7602
Average SSIM of the Rendered 
Left and Right Views
0.7528 0.1054 0.5550 0.7195 0.0659 0.2173
4.2.4 Experiment 2: Perceived 3-D Video Quality vs. Transmission Errors
The effect of channel errors (i.e. frame losses) on perceived quality of stereoscopic video is 
analyzed in this section. The SVC coded colour plus depth map video is corrupted using the error 
patterns representing an IP core network. The resultant quality of the synthesized binocular video 
is rated by subjects for perceived overall image quality and depth. Furthermore, the relationship 
between the perceived quality over IP network and objective quality measures such as PSNR and 
SSIM are also discussed.
4.2.4.1 Method 
Design
The experiment has a mixed design with test sequences (four colour and depth video sequences) 
and transmission losses (five packet loss rates) as within subject factors, and the two different 
evaluation concepts (overall image quality and depth perception) are tested between subjects.
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Observers
Thirty non-expert observers (eleven female observers and nineteen male observers) volunteered to 
participate in the experiment. The observers are mostly research students and staff with a 
technical background. Their ages range from 20 to 35. Nine observers have prior experience with 
different formats of 3-D video content. All participants have a visual acuity of > 1 (as tested with 
the Snellen chart), good stereo vision < 60 seconds of arc (as tested with the TNO stereo test), and 
good colour vision (as tested with the Ishihara test). The attributes, namely perceived overall 
image quality and perceived depth are assessed using two groups (i.e. 15 observers for each 
group) of observers and each observer rates only one attribute.
Stimuli
Four colour and depth map based stereoscopic video sequences namely Orbi, Interview, Break 
dance and Ballet are used in this experiment. The stimulus set contains five scene versions which 
are decoded after corrupting the SVC bit-streams using five different error patterns (i.e. 0%, 3%, 
5%, 10%, and 20% PLRs). The original, uncompressed version of each scene is used as the 
reference in the evaluation test. The symmetric coding configuration 30_30 (i.e. both colour and 
depth map are coded with QP 30) is utilized to encode each test sequence. The average bitrates of 
the coded sequences are 1073 kbps, 763 kbps, 1251 kbps, and 748 kbps, for Orbi, Interview, 
Break dance, and Ballet sequences respectively.
All combinations of corrupted, SVC coded colour and depth video sequences are presented twice 
to the viewer. Therefore, in total four test sequences, one repetition and five PLRs are used. This 
resulted in stimulus set of 4 x 2 x 5 = 40 video sequences.
4.2.4.2 Procedure
A set of 40 stereoscopic video sequences is randomized and presented sequentially. The 
subjective test for each attribute lasts for approximately 20 minutes. Before starting, the test 
observers are asked to read the instructions explaining the test procedure and the attributes they 
had to rate. Thereafter, a trial session is conducted before the actual test in order to get acquainted 
with the 3-D display and the range of different PLRs associated with the stimulus set.
4.2.4.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 4.6 shows the MOS scores for perceived overall image quality, depth perception, the 
colour image sequence using VQM, and the average of the rendered left and right video using 
VQM, with different packet loss rates. The Standard Errors (SE) for perceived image
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quality/depth and 5% confidence interval for VQM scores are also presented. The x-axis and y- 
axis respectively represent different PLRs applied for SVC coded colour and depth sequences and 
MOS scores from 0 (excellent) to 100 (bad).
As expected, the perception of image quality and depth degrades with increasing PLRs for all test 
sequences. However, the MOS scores for depth perception are better compared to the perceived 
image quality at all bitrates. Therefore, the loss of colour and depth frames has significantly 
affected the perceived overall image quality, whereas depth perception is not severely affected. 
This may be due to the possibility of rendering better stereoscopic video even with impaired depth 
images. Moreover, it is easier to conceal the depth map errors than the corrupted colour images 
due to the smoothness of depth map objects. The VQM ratings of the corrupted colour image 
sequence and the rendered left and right video using corrupted colour and depth video sequences 
follow the same trend as the subjective ratings for image quality and depth. But, both VQM 
ratings are higher (i.e. relatively poor quality) compared to the MOS of the overall image quality. 
This shows that viewing the video in 3-D (i.e. the added value of depth in 3-D viewing) improves 
the perceived image quality at all PLRs, compared to 2-D video quality predicted with VQM. 
Nevertheless, the results indicate that both VQM ratings can be employed to predict the user 
perception of overall image quality and depth with reasonable accuracy.
According to Figure 4.6, both perceived image quality and depth follows the same trend at all 
PLRs. This suggests that there is a strong relationship between overall image quality and depth 
perception. Figure 4.7 shows the scatter plot between perceived image quality and depth 
perception for all the test sequences at different PLRs. The correlation coefficient of 
determination is 0.88 when approximated by a first order linear polynomial. This high correlation 
is due to the improved depth perception caused by the availability of better quality colour images. 
The depth cues provided by the colour image sequence (i.e. Psychological depth cues such as 
linear perspective and occlusion) increase overall depth perception in a scenario where colour 
plus depth video is transmitted over a packet loss network.
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Figure 4.6: The MOS scores for the perceived overall image quality, perceived depth, the colour video 
measured with VQM, and the average of the rendered left and right views measured with VQM 
under different packet loss rates: (a) Orbi, (b) Interview, (c) Break dance, and (d) Ballet sequences.
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Figure 4.7: Scatter plot between Image quality and depth perception
The objective quality measures could be used in predicting the perceived attributes of 
stereoscopic video over packet loss networks. Hence, the relationships between the subjective 
ratings and objective quality metrics (i.e. colour PSNR/SSIM/VQM and the average 
PSNR/SSIM/VQM of the rendered left and right video using the corrupted SVC bitstream) are 
derived. As depth perception is hindered by the perceived image quality (see Figure 4.7) the 
individual objective measures of depth image sequence are not used for model prediction. Figure 
4.8 shows the relationships between the perceived image quality/depth and different image quality 
models. Each data point on the scatter plots in this figure represents one corrupted/uncorrupted 
image sequence. The relationship is mapped using the symmetrical logistic function described in 
Equation 4.4. According to Figure 4.8, all considered objective models except the SSIM metric 
demonstrate good model prediction for overall image quality and depth perception of stereoscopic 
video over IP. The structural consistency measure using SSIM has not performed well under the 
given conditions. This may be due to the frame concealment technique (i.e. dropped frames are 
concealed using the previously decoded frames) used in this experiment to prevent error 
propagation. The quantitative measures on the performance of the quality assessment models are 
shown in Table 4,5. The average PSNR of the rendered left and right video shows good model 
prediction for both image quality and depth perception. This further justifies the use of PSNR 
ratings of rendered left and right sequences to assess the 3-D video performance over IP networks
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in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3. The colour PSNR performance is the same as the prediction level 
achieved by the average PSNR of the rendered left and right video. Furthermore, both VQM 
ratings show high correlation for image perception but less correlation for depth perception. 
However, the prediction for depth perception is better with the average VQM of the rendered left 
and right views compared to colour VQM.
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Figure 4.8: Scatter plots of subjective MOS (i.e. MOS for image quality and depth perception) versus 
model prediction. Each sample point represents one test image sequence, (a) Colour PSNR, (h) 
Average PSNR of the rendered left and right video, (c) Colour VQM, (d) Average VQM of the 
rendered left and right views, (e) Colour SSIM, and (f) Average SSIM of the rendered left and right
video.
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Table 4.5: Performance of Image Quality Assessment Models. CC: Correlation Coefficient; RMSE: 
Route Mean Squared Error; SSE: Sum of Squares due to Error
Objective Quality Model
Overall Image Quality Depth Perception
CC RMSE SSE CC RMSE SSE
Colour PSNR 0.7992 0.0802 0.1158 0.8854 0.0496 0.04426
Average PSNR of Rendered Left and 
Right views
0.8054 0.07890 0.1123 0.8884 0.0489 0.04310
Colour VQM 0.7848 0.0830 0.1241 0.7918 0.0668 0.08039
Average VQM of Rendered Left and 
Right
0.8045 0.0792 0.1128 0.8303 0.0603 0.06554
Colour SSIM 0.4926 0.1275 0.2927 0.6183 0.0905 0.1474
Average SSIM of Rendered Left and 
Right Views
0.5099 0.1253 0.2827 0.6310 0.0890 0.14250
4.3 Conclusion
This chapter has addressed the lack of good 3-D video quality assessment metrics, which could 
hinder the development and introduction of new 3-D video services. Subjective results have been 
analyzed to demonstrate the most effective metrics for determining the quality of compressed 3-D 
colour plus depth map video. Further tests are carried out to establish the effectiveness of the 
metrics in packet loss scenarios.
The results show that the output from the VQM objective metric can be mapped so that it 
correlates strongly with both the overall viewer perception of image quality and depth perception. 
It is noted that the raw MOS scores from VQM are consistently worse than viewer ratings. This 
suggests that the addition of the depth increases viewer satisfaction significantly, masking the 
effects of compression artefacts in the colour video. A further important result is that assessing the 
quality of the depth component on its own, using any objective metric, provides no useful 
information on viewer ratings of image quality or depth perception. The artefacts introduced to 
the colour video hinder the depth perception of stereoscopic video sequences. Hence, there is a 
high correlation between perceived image quality and perceived depth.
1 2 2
Chapter 4. Objective Quality Measures fo r Stereoscopic Video
In packet loss simulations, it can be seen that depth perception is unaffected by frame losses in 
most cases. Moreover, the existing high correlation between overall image quality and depth 
perception under packet loss scenarios suggests that the depth perception will be hindered if the 
overall image quality of the 3-D video sequence is low. Therefore, the proposed error protection 
mechanisms in Chapter 5 assign more protection/priority for colour image sequence than the 
depth map sequence. Furthermore, it is also clear the PSNR objective metric can be mapped to 
provide a good prediction of viewer MOS scores for image quality and depth perception.
Overall, the results show that the predicted image quality of the colour video and the DIBR 
rendered left and right views using VQM is a good model prediction for both the perceived 
overall image quality and depth of 3-D video. This is true for both error free and packet loss 
scenarios. This technique correlates strongly with viewer subjective tests, and is certainly no 
worse a metric than PSNR for 2-D video. This suggests that, while subjective test results should 
remain the “gold standard”, the use of objective quality assessment metrics as described in this 
chapter is an acceptable compromise for the 3-D video research community.
Further work is suggested to extend the results reported in this chapter. In particular, it would be 
interesting to carry out the same tests using different 3-D displays to fully determine the effect of 
the displays on viewer MOS scores for image quality and depth perception.
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Chapter 5
5: Efficient Transmission Strategies for 
Backward Compatible Stereoscopic Video 
Applications
This chapter presents proposed transmission strategies for backward compatible 3-D video 
services over time-varying and unreliable communication channels. The contributions of colour 
and depth map sequences towards the reconstructed 3-D video quality are not similar. As the 
colour image sequence is directly viewed by 2-D/3-D video users its quality influences overall 
perception more than the depth image sequence. Therefore, the proposed transmission schemes 
allocate higher protection/priority for coded colour video stream than for the depth map stream in 
order to improve the perceived quality of 2-D/3-D video. The proposed UEP and prioritization 
schemes are designed for WiMAX and IEEE 802.11e. The subjective and objective results show 
improved perception for 2-D/3-D viewers with no reduction to depth perception. This chapter is 
organized into two main sections. Section 5.2 presents the proposed UEP scheme for backward 
compatible 3-D video transmission over WiMAX. The proposed prioritization scheme for 
stereoscopic video distribution in home environments using WLAN is described and evaluated in 
Section 5.3. Section 5.4 concludes this chapter.
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5.1 Introduction
Multimedia transmissions over communication networks are prone to transmission errors in the 
forms of packet losses, bit errors, or burst errors. Therefore, the reconstructed video frames at the 
receiving end may differ from the original transmitted video content. Furthermore, these errors on 
reconstructed video propagate from one frame to another due to the prediction mechanism used in 
conventional video compression algorithms. This in turn degrades the perceived quality of the 
reconstructed video at the receiver. Similarly, the emerging immersive video communication 
applications will be affected by channel error conditions. However, the effect of transmission 
errors on the perceived quality of 3-D video applications is tolerable compared to conventional 2- 
D video applications (refer to Chapter 4). Nonetheless, the 3-D quality will be degraded due to 
channel errors in comparison to the error free transmission of 3-D video.
In order to minimize the effect of error propagation, error resilience mechanisms are employed in 
video communication systems to minimize the effect of error propagation. According to [141], 
error resilience tools are of four types based on the functional characteristics. These are;
• Localization (removal of the temporal dependency between the frames)
• Data partitioning (the frames are grouped or fragmented according to relative 
importance)
• Redundant coding (redundant information is encapsulated in the encoded sequence to 
enable robust decoding), and
• Concealment techniques (measures are taken to conceal the errors present in the 
decoded stream).
These tools can be employed to recover the errors in the transmitted bit-stream. The selection of 
the proper tool depends on the application scenario.
Unequal Error Protection (UEP) is one of the most effective techniques for addressing the quality 
degradation caused by channel errors. This technique focuses on providing added protection for 
the most important components of the coded data. The UEP schemes which exploit the 
characteristics of 2-D video are common in research literature. For example, Hannuksela et a l 
propose an UEP scheme based on Region Of Interest (ROI) coding [142]. The proposed UEP 
schemes for scalable video streaming over wireless communication channels [143] [144] take the 
error sensitivity of each coded layer into consideration to provide unbalanced protection. UEP
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schemes using the perceptual importance of 3-D video have not been thoroughly investigated to 
date. A prioritized left-and-right view stereoscopic video streaming with estimated distortion and 
UEP is discussed in [145]. Moreover, the study described in [146] proposes an UEP scheme for 
progressively transmitted 3-D models based on their importance to the decoded model quality. An 
UEP scheme using redundant motion information (i.e. more protection for the motion information 
of the coded data) for colour and depth map stereoscopic video streaming is described in [147]. 
Most of the UEP schemes are implemented with the use of channel coding. However, this 
introduces more overhead to the encoded bit-stream. The amount of redundant data (i.e. channel 
coding) added to the encoded 3-D video bit-stream will be much higher than for conventional 2-D 
video due to the availability of more than one video bit-stream in coded 3-D video. Moreover, this 
will place more demand on system resources such as storage and bandwidth. Therefore, error 
protection techniques, which do not impose much overhead to already resource demanding 3-D 
video applications, are necessary to transmit 3-D video more efficiently. The transmission system 
parameters (e.g. Modulation Coding Scheme (MCS), transmission power) can be utilized to 
prioritize different video components based on their importance towards improved perceptual 
quality. In the case of prioritized transmission, based on allocated system parameters, each video 
component may face different channel conditions (e.g. packet loss probabilities), and the most 
important parts of the video stream will be given more protection than less important parts. For 
example, the study described in [148] allocates different transmission powers to individual bits 
according to their bit error sensitivities. The transmission power and medium access priorities are 
varied to obtain different channels conditions and improved 3-D quality in the proposed 
approaches described in this chapter.
The initial deployment of 3-D video services should ideally be backward compatible with 2-D 
video applications, as most consumers only have 2-D video receivers [27]. In the case of 
backward compatible 3-D video applications, conventional 2-D video users may receive poor 
quality video if the components of 3-D video are equally protected. For example, equally 
protected colour and depth map video transmission may introduce more errors to the colour video, 
which is viewed by the larger percentage of consumers. Therefore, the protection levels can be 
unequally allocated, giving more priority to the important data. The methods proposed in this 
chapter allocate different protection/prioritization based on the perceptual importance of coded 3- 
D video components.
With colour plus depth 3-D video representation, colour video is the only texture information that 
is directly viewed by the users. Therefore, the loss of colour video packets will be more noticeable
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to users (i.e. both 2-D and 3-D viewers) than the loss of depth video packets. Furthermore, the 
colour video itself provides certain depth cues (e.g. identification of objects in the foreground and 
background) during 2-D viewing. Therefore, the colour video stream should be allocated more 
protection compared to the depth map stream in general.
Accurate depth maps are required to generate good quality stereoscopic video using the DIBR 
technique. However, the quality of the depth map does not need to be very high to deliver good 
quality 3-D video. For example, the effect of depth map compression on depth perception is not 
significant according to the quality evaluation presented in Section 4.2 of Chapter 4. Furthermore, 
the effect of depth map transmission errors on the quality of reconstructed 3-D video is 
insignificant compared to the quality degradation due to the loss of colour video packets 
according to the performance evaluation carried out in Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3. This also 
highlights the importance of prioritizing colour video data ahead of depth map information in 
order to improve the perceived 3-D video quality. The quality evaluation carried out in Section 
4.3 of Chapter 4 also shows that the effect of packet losses on depth perception is lower compared 
to the effect of packet losses on overall image quality. In addition, the corrupted depth images are 
easier to conceal than the corrupted colour images due to the smoothness of depth objects. 
Furthermore, depth maps can be concealed using the information from its surrounding blocks as 
well as using the information (e.g. motion) from the corresponding colour image sequence (refer 
to Chapter 6 ). The proposed schemes in this chapter therefore allocate higher protection/priority 
for the colour image stream than for the depth map stream in order to improve the quality of 
received 2-D/3-D video.
5.2 Unequal Error Protection for Backward Compatible 3-D video 
Transmission over WiMAX
In this section, the proposed UEP scheme for the transmission of 3-D video over WiMAX is 
presented. The UEP method allocates more protection to the colour video packets than the depth 
map packets in order to provide good quality 2-D/3-D video perception. The protection levels are 
assigned through allocating differentiated transmission powers for colour and depth map video 
packets during transmission. With this approach, the 3-D video packets with more power are more
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likely to survive than the packets with less power. On-the-fly power allocation is based on the 
estimated distortion of the colour image sequence.
5.2.1 M ethod
The proposed UEP scheme is shown in Figure 5.1. The colour plus depth stereoscopic video is 
backward compatibly coded using the proposed SVC configuration in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. 
The extractor module separates the colour and depth packets into two packet streams before 
feeding them into the WiMAX transmission system. The Unequal Power Allocation (UPA) 
module, shown in Figure 5.1, allocates different power levels to the colour and depth bit-streams. 
The functionality of the UPA module is described in Subsection 5.2.1.1.
Colour video
Packets
3-D video
input
Depth video
Packets
FeedbackPower control
Decoder
Module
UPA
Extractor
Module
3-D Video
based on
Encoder
SVC
Transmission
WiMAX
System
Figure 5.1: The proposed UEP scheme based on UPA
5.2.1.1 Prioritization of 3-D Video Packets
The UPA module in Figure 5.1 receives channel feedback information from the WiMAX 
transmission system. It is assumed that the scheme is to operate on pre-encoded video, and 
therefore the packet loss rate mainly depends upon the transmission rate, transmission power, 
interference from other users, and losses in the channel. However, power ‘p’ is the dominant 
factor, and the distortion is denoted by D(r,p), where r denotes the rate information. The problem 
statement to minimize this distortion due to channel characteristics can be defined as:
iiin D ( r , p )  subject to  ^ A r ^  - Equation 5.1
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where Pst and Rst are the total power and rate budget for a user, and N is the number of 
subchannels allocated for a user.
A suboptimal solution to this problem is proposed below for fast implementation. N numbers of 
subcarriers need to be distributed among L video layers for m users. The transmitter has 
information about the channel conditions, which is updated periodically via feedback channels. 
First, N subchannels are distributed among M users, based upon rate, starting with distribution of 
equal power to all users, such that:
Equation 5.2
where Pm,„ the power of an m* user’s n* subchannel. The rate assigned to a user is given by:
A \G n ,f
R. =Ziog2 ( i + C  Equation 5.3
where G^ m,n is the n* channel gain of the m* user with a noise density of No. The overall available 
bandwidth is given by B, and Rm is the transmission rate of the user m. For M users, the 
optimization of the power can be expressed as:
^ " Equation 5.4
The solution of Equation 5.4 may be found using the methods given in [149]. The first step of the 
algorithm is the initialization of power levels, and then determination of the number of 
subchannels for each user in the cell.
1. Initialize the set of users, A = {1,2,3,. ..M], and Rm = 0
2. For m=l to M {
Find n satisfying Gm,n > Gmj for all j e A
Calculate Rm and A with the n (Rm using Equation 5.3)}
3. While A 9^ 0
Find m so that Rm < Ri for all i < M
For above m, find n satisfying Gm,n > Gm.j for all j e A 
Update Rm and A with the m and n (Rm using Equation 5.3)
The above algorithm is known as water-filling algorithm in the literature [149]. Using an iterative
process, this algorithm assigns subcarriers to each user in the cell, in proportion with the user’s
channel gain (i.e. G^ m,n) and rate requirement (Rm).
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5.2.1.2 Distribution of Subcarriers of a User among 3-D Video Layers
Once all users have been assigned subcarriers, each user has a power budget and a rate budget. 
Assume Nm,s subchannels are available to the m* user for transmission of data. An extractor in the 
base station analyzes the importance of the data packet. Colour packets in the base layer are given 
priority over depth information in the enhancement layer. Based upon feedback about the packet 
loss ratio, the UPA algorithm calculates power for the subchannels with the help of a lookup table 
as shown in Table 5.1. This table translates the packet loss rate information into distortion levels, 
which in turn is used to distribute the power among L video layers for that particular user. In this 
study we have used only 2 layers (i.e. colour and depth bit-streams). The objective of the UPA 
algorithm at this stage is to minimize the received distortion:
min Distortion ( p „ , )  subject to"^ ^ P „ j < P „  s E q u a t l o n  5 . 5
where Pm,s is the total power budget for user m. We assume all subcarriers assigned to a user have 
equal power. This means allocation of two subcarriers to a particular layer doubles the power, and 
so forth. Hence, the power increment is available in fixed step increments of AP*. The UPA 
algorithm is provided with information about the number of layers being transmitted to the user, 
the condition of the subcarrier channels Nm,s, and the number of subcarriers available. The 
algorithm for distribution of power to video layers is as follows:
1. Initialize power for all subchannels Nm,s to Pm,s/Nm,s
2. Distribute video layers equally among subchannels Nm,s
3. At each feedback interval, distribute the power among layers based upon feedback 
information of estimated distortion. If Destimated < Dreqwred:
Increment Nm,s,b according to Table 5.1
Decrement Nm,s,e according to Table 5.1
where Nm.s,b is the number of subchannels assigned to base layer, and Nm,s,e is the number of 
subchannels assigned to enhancement layer.
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Table 5.1: Lookup table for MCS5 with AP* =0.55
SNR 
Level (dB)
PLR BER BL:EL“
Destimated
(dB)
8.30 0.0453449 0.2806538 2.13 21.44
8.85 0.0273837 0.1768291 2.02 22.00
9.40 0.0153232 0.1038376 1.97 23.01
9.95 0.0077446 0.0553034 1.76 24.32
10.50 0.0034710 0.0260556 1.59 26.26
11.05 0.0014022 0.0109829 1.51 28.30
11.60 0.0005203 0.0042650 1.47 33.30
12.15 0.0001747 0.0014701 1.25 36.40
12.70 0.0000615 0.0005000 1.07 36.80
13.25 0.0000243 0.0002094 1.00 36.80
a. BL:EL = Base Layer : Enhancement Layer Power Ratio
5.2.2 Experimental setup and Discussion
This section describes the experimental procedure and the simulation environment for evaluation 
of the proposed UPA scheme for backward compatible 3-D video.
5.2.2.1 Parameter settings
The encoder/decoder parameters used are shown in Table 5.2. The bit-stream extractor module of 
JSVM is utilized to extract base and enhancement layers and to analyze the transmission 
bandwidth requirement.
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Table 5.2: Encoder/Decoder parameters
Encoder/Decoder Parameter Value
Encoder/Decoder JSVM reference software codec Version 8.9
Average encoder bitrate 1Mbps
Test sequences Orbi, Interview
No. of frames 2 0 0 0
Resolution 720 X 576
Sequence length 8s
Sequence format IPPP...
Reference frames 1
Entropy coding CAB AC (Content Adaptive Binary Arithmatic Coding)
Decoder error concealment JSVM-FC (JSVM-Frame Copying)
WiMAX baseband simulator developed under SUIT (Scalable, Ultra-fast and Interoperable 
Interactive Television) FP6 project [150] is utilized to obtain the results with and without the 
proposed UEP method. This simulator models a time varying channel including the effect of 
multipath for the ITU Vehicular A scenario. This baseband simulator is employed to generate 
error traces for a range of SNR levels, with the parameters given in Table 5.3. System level 
simulations are performed to analyze the effects of Unequal Power Allocation (UPA) on 
prioritized colour plus depth 3-D video. The total received power can be mapped to an SNR 
value, and the pre-simulated error trace that has the closest SNR is utilized to corrupt the video 
stream transmitted through the simulator. The power distribution among layers is adjusted based 
on the feedback about the received video distortion according to the lookup table as shown in 
Table 5.1. This table is obtained experimentally (i.e. built for pre-encoded Orbi and Interview 
sequences), and describes the best distribution of power amongst the base and enhancement 
layers. Initially, distortion (i.e. PSNR) of the colour image sequence is measured under different 
channel conditions using the WiMAX baseband simulator [150]. The optimum power allocation
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ratio between colour and depth map streams is also calculated for a given channel condition using 
an iterative process. The simulations are run ten times to obtain stable results.
Table 5.3: Simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Length of Trace 10s
Bandwidth lOMHz
Permutation PUSC
MCS5 16 QAM 1/2
Channel Coding CTC
5.22.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 5.2 presents the overall performance with and without the proposed UEP scheme for the 
Orbi and Interview sequences respectively. The colour image sequence achieves improved image 
quality with the proposed UEP scheme for all error conditions. This is mainly due to the 
allocation of more power (more subcarriers) to colour video packets than depth video packets. 
Consequently, more colour bit-stream packets have survived under error conditions than depth 
bit-stream packets. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show sample frames obtained with and without the 
proposed UEP scheme for Orbi and Interview sequences respectively. These graphical 
illustrations show that the colour image quality is vastly improved with the proposed UEP 
scheme. However, with the proposed UEP scheme, the depth quality degrades rapidly as channel 
errors increase (see Figure 5.2 and graphical illustrations in Figures 5.3 and 5.4). In order to 
evaluate the effect of impaired depth images on the perceived quality subjective evaluation tests 
are conducted using expert viewers. SSCQS method described in ITU-R BT.1438 is utilized to 
obtain each subject’s opinion [103]. With this method, MOS 5 represents excellent quality 
whereas MOS 0 represents worst quality. Subjects rate the test sequences for two 3-D perceptual 
attributes namely, overall image quality and depth perception. The Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) 
are calculated for each test sequence after averaging the opinion scores across all subjects. Figures 
5.5 and 5.6 show the subjective quality ratings for 3-D video transmission with and without the 
proposed UEP method.
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Figure 5.2: Orb! (a) and interview (b) with and without UEP scheme for MCS5
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Figure 5.3: Sample frames from Orhi with and without UEP at 11.6 dB SNR
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Without UEP With UEP
Without UEP With UEP
Figure 5.4: Sample frames from Interview with and without UEP at 11.6 dB SNR
According to Figures 5.5 and 5.6, overall image perception has improved with the proposed UEP 
method. The quality improvement is significant at moderate channel conditions. Due to the high 
motion characteristics of the Orbi sequence, the amount of gain achieved with the proposed 
method is higher compared to that of the Interview sequence. The subjective results show no 
significant effect to depth perception from the resultant depth images with the proposed scheme 
(see Figures 5.5 and 5.6). The depth perception of Orbi sequence has slightly affected with the 
proposed method at good channel conditions. However, at moderate channel conditions, the depth 
perception has improved due to the availability of improved texture information. The MOSs for 
image and depth perception is very low at poor channel conditions and the achieved quality 
improvements are less compared to that of at moderate channel conditions.
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Figure 5.5: Subjective test results for Orbi
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Figure 5.6: Subjective test results for Interview
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5.3 Prioritized 3-D Video Transmission over IEEE 802.11e
The advancement of 3-D capture and processing technologies, and the availability of affordable 3- 
D displays will enable 3-D home studios [151]. Moreover, the industry leaders recently formed an 
alliance to speed the commercialization of 3-D into homes [152]. Immersive video content can be 
delivered within a home using wireless links such as WiFi. However, the distribution of 3-D 
video at home would be affected due to the availability of other demanding services such as 
voice, video streaming, web browsing, etc. Therefore, this study proposes a prioritization scheme 
for 3-D video distribution in the home environment using IEEE 802.11e technology. The 
proposed prioritization scheme is designed for IEEE 802.11e, which supports different traffic 
classes with various priority levels for improved Quality of Service (QoS). Based on the allocated 
priorities, data streams have to face diverse access opportunities to the wireless medium which 
differ in terms of packet losses and latency.
5.3.1 Method
The contributions of colour and depth map sequences towards the reconstructed 3-D video quality 
are not similar. As the colour image sequence is directly viewed by 2-D/3-D users its quality 
influences overall perception more than the depth image sequence. Thus, the proposed 
prioritization scheme allocates higher priority for coded colour video packets than for the depth 
map packets in order to improve the perceived quality of 2-D/3-D video.
The proposed prioritization scheme is shown in Figure 5.7. The extractor module separates the 
received 3-D video stream into two colour and depth packet streams. The prioritization module, 
shown in Figure 5.7, maps colour and depth bit-streams to different access priority levels. The 
functionality of the prioritization module is described in Subsection 5.3.1.1.
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Figure 5.7: The block diagram of the proposed prioritization scheme
5.3.1.1 Prioritization of 3-D Video Packets with IEEE 802.11e
IEEE 802.11, developed with the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), is an easy to 
implement and robust Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol for best effort services in the 
wireless medium [153]. However, with DCF, a station might have to wait an arbitrarily long time 
to send a frame, so that real-time applications such as voice and video may suffer [154]. The 
IEEE 802.11 working group has developed a new standard known as IEEE 802.11e [155] to 
provide QoS support for demanding multimedia applications with stringent requirements. IEEE 
802.11e defines a single coordination function, called the Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF), 
which comprises two medium access mechanisms, namely, contention-based channel access and 
controlled channel access. In particular, the content-based channel access is referred to as 
Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA), which is an extension to legacy DCF and 
provides the MAC layer with per-class service differentiation. The QoS support is realized with 
the introduction of Traffic Categories (TCs) or Access Classes (ACs). With this approach, frames 
are delivered through multiple backoff instances within one station. These multiple backoff 
instances can be assigned to different Traffic Classes (TC). Consequently these traffic classes get 
prioritized accesses to the wireless medium since they start transmitting at different time instances 
[155]. The implementation of legacy DCF and EDCA with different traffic classes and 
independent transmission queues are shown in Figure 5.8. The priority levels for each TC can be 
differentiated based on the parameters selected for Contention Window (CW) size (e.g. CW^in, 
CWmax)» Arbitrary Inter Frame Space (AIFS) number and retransmitting limit [155]. Depending 
on the traffic class being assigned, the particular traffic will undergo different packet-dropping 
probabilities and delay constraints. Therefore, the proposed transmission solutions with IEEE 
802.11e assigns higher priority for the most important parts of the video bit-stream whereas less 
important components are assigned a lower priority traffic class [156][157].
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Figure 5.8: Virtual backoff of Traffic Categories (TCs) with DCF (left) and EDCA (right) methods.
In general, all video streams are assigned the same access priority. For example, in case of 3-D 
video transmission, both colour and depth sequences should be mapped to the video traffic class. 
However, with increased traffic in one access class will again degrade the quality of all of the 
video streams (e.g. 3-D video stream, 2-D video stream) as all are transmitted with the same 
backoff time parameters. For instance, the number of lost colour video packets may be higher 
compared to the number of lost packets from the depth image sequence. As a solution, the packet- 
streams within the same traffic class can be assigned a lower priority based on their importance in 
order to increase the robustness of the most important video streams. Thus, in this study the 
colour image stream is mapped to the highest priority traffic class whereas the depth map stream 
is mapped to a lower traffic class. Even though the quality of the colour image sequence is going 
to be improved with the proposed method, the depth quality will be degraded. Moreover, the 
depth stream has to face larger delay characteristics compared to the colour video stream.
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Therefore, the selection of priority levels should be performed after considering the network load 
of the home environment and other contextual information such as user preferences.
5.3.2 Experimental Setup, Results and Discussion
5.3.2.1 Parameter Settings
The test sequences are encoded using the layered encoding configuration described in Subsection 
3.2,1. The encoder/decoder parameters used are shown in Table 5.4. The slices are introduced to 
facilitate packet video transmission. The bit-stream extractor module of JSVM is utilized to 
extract base and enhancement layer packets at the WLAN Transmitter (i.e. home gateway).
Table 5.4: Encoder/Decoder parameters
Encoder/Decoder Parameter Value
Encoder/Decoder JSVM reference software codec Version 9.8
Test sequences Orbi, Interview, Breakdance, Ballet
No. of frames 2000
Resolution
720 X 576 (Orbi and Interview), 1024 x  768 
(Breakdance and Ballet)
Sequence length 4s
Sequence format IPPP...
Size of a slice 200Bytes
Reference frames 1
Entropy coding CABAC (Content Adaptive Binary Arithmatic Coding)
Decoder error concealment JSVM-Slice Copying
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The proposed scheme has been tested for performance over a simulated WLAN environment 
using the Network Simulator 2 (NS-2) platform. NS-2 is a widely used open source discrete event 
simulation tool for network performance evaluations developed at the UC Berkeley. The specific 
version used for these experiments has been built upon Version 2.28 with a 802.11e EDCA 
extension model implemented by the Planète project-team at the INRIA Sophia Antipolis, France 
[158][159].
A wireless scenario with seven nodes is considered. Four different Access Classes (ACs), namely 
AC_VO, AC_VI, AC_BE, and AC_BK are employed for voice, video, best-effort and 
background traffic respectively. The AC_VO has the highest access priority whereas AC_BK 
class traffic has the least access priority. 3-D video streaming (i.e. colour and depth video 
streams) is simulated as flowing from the Access Point (AP) to a node (i.e. Node 2) in the 
wireless network. When no prioritization takes place, both colour and depth video streams are 
allocated to the video access class, as shown in Table 5.5. In order to check the performance of 
the proposed prioritization scheme the depth video stream is mapped first to best-effort (i.e. 
AC_BE) and then to background (i.e. AC_BK) access classes. The services used by each node 
and their access classes are listed in Table 5.4. Different prioritization levels for each access class 
are obtained by changing the CW parameters (i.e. CW i^n, CW^ax and CWoffset) of each station. A 
total simulation time of 30s is considered. This simulation is run for 20 times to obtain average 
results.
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Table 5.5: Simulated Data streams over WLAN
Stream Service
Access Class 
(AC)
1 Voice (flows from AP to Node 1) AC_VO
2
Colour video stream of 3-D video with 200 bytes MTUs (flows 
from AP to Node 2 over UDP)
AC_VI
3
Depth map stream of 3-D video with, 200 bytes MTUs (flows 
from AP to Node 2 over UDP)
AC_VI
4
2-D video streaming with 1024 bytes MTUs (flows from AP to 
Node 3 over UDP)
AC_VI
5
FTP stream with 1500 bytes MTUs (flows from Node 4 to Node 
5 over TCP)
AC_BE
6
FTP stream with 256 bytes MTUs (flows from Node 5 to Node 
6 over UDP)
AC_BE
7
FTP stream with 256 bytes MTUs (flows from Node 6 to Node 
7 over UDP)
AC_BK
S.3.2.2 Results and Discussion
Table 5.6 shows the average packet loss rates and delay characteristics with and without 
prioritization. The packet loss rate is reduced for the colour stream when the depth stream is 
mapped to a lower prioritization class. However, due to other traffic in low priority access classes, 
the depth stream faces comparably higher average packet loss rates. The delay characteristics are 
improved for the colour stream, when the depth is mapped to a lower prioritization class. 
According to Table 5.6, the depth stream is subjected to longer delays, when it is assigned to a 
lower prioritization class. However, depth stream delay characteristics are at acceptable levels 
compared to the delay requirements of real-time multimedia applications.
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Table 5.6: Average packet loss rate and delay characteristics with and without prioritization
Depth
Priority
Average Packet 
Loss Rate (%)
Delay Characteristics (ms)
Colour
Stream
Depth
Stream
Colour Stream Depth Stream
Min Max Mean Min Max Mean
Depth @ 
AC_VI
3.2 3.2 0.12 55.21 39.72 0.30 55.96 39.94
Depth®
AC_BE
0 5.22 0.12 7.91 0.91 0.12 101.22 76.07
Depth®
AC_BK
0 8.74 0.12 7.95 1.03 0.12 249.39 168.82
The reconstructed image quality under these conditions is shown in Table 5.7. The proposed 
method allows the colour image to be reconstructed with better quality compared to the depth 
map sequence. Figure 5.9 illustrates sample frames from each test sequence with and without the 
use of proposed prioritization scheme. This figure also shows improved colour image quality, 
achieved with the proposed method compared to the un-prioritized transmission of 3-D video. 
Sample depth frames with the proposed system are shown in Figure 5.10. Due to low priority 
access to the medium, depth stream has subjected to higher packet loss probabilities than the 
colour image stream. Therefore, the depth image quality has degraded with the proposed system. 
Moreover, according to Table 5.7, the depth quality degradation is significant for high motion 
activity sequences such as Orbi and Ballet.
Table 5.7: Image quality with and without prioritization
Depth Priority
Orbi PSNR 
(dB)
Interview 
PSNR (dB)
Breakdance 
PSNR (dB)
Ballet 
PSNR (dB)
Colour Depth Colour Depth Colour Depth Colour Depth
Depth® AC_VI 31.88 34.82 35.24 38.60 34.70 34.67 35.61 33.30
Depth® AC_BE 37.95 31.32 37.15 35.92 38.14 31.61 39.23 29.68
Depth® AC_BK 37.95 29.53 37.15 33.89 38.14 29.52 39.23 27.59
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Without prioritization With prioritization
Without prioritization With prioritization
Without prioritization With prioritization
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Without prioritization With prioritization
Figure 5.9: Sample colour frames with and without the proposed prioritization scheme (both colour
and depth streams @ AC_VI).
Original Depth Depth @ AC_VI
Depth @ AC_BE Depth @ AC_BK
Figure 5.10: Sample depth frames with and without the proposed prioritization scheme.
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However, subjective tests are conducted to evaluate the effect of these impaired depth images on 
the perception of 3-D. The test sequences are displayed on Philips multi-view autostereoscopic 
display and SSCQS method is utilized to obtain each subject’s feedback. With this method, MOS 
5 represents excellent quality whereas MOS 0 represents worst quality. Subjects rate the test 
sequences for two 3-D perceptual attributes namely, overall image quality and depth perception. 
The Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) are calculated for each test sequence after averaging the 
opinion scores across all subjects. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show MOSs for overall image quality 
and depth perception. The test points A,B,C, and D in x-axis refer to the error free condition, 
depth @ AC_VI, depth @ AC_BE, and depth @ AC_BK respectively. When the depth stream is 
mapped to the same access class as colour stream (i.e. AC_VI) both image and depth perception 
has degraded rapidly (see test point B of Figures 5.11 and 5.12). The overall perception of image 
quality has improved with the proposed prioritization scheme (see test points C and D of Figures 
5.11 and 5.12). However, perceived image quality is not good as that of the error free conditions 
when the depth stream is mapped to the best-effort (AC_BE) and background (AC_BK) access 
classes. This suggests that overall image quality has been slightly influenced by highly corrupted 
depth map sequences. Furthermore, the amount of degradation in perceptual quality is not 
significant when depth is mapped to background traffic class (AC_BK) from best-effort traffic 
class (AC_BE). The depth perception of 3-D video is not affected due to the resultant impaired 
depth images with the proposed prioritization scheme. The improved colour image quality 
achieved with the proposed method has positively influenced depth perception. Furthermore, the 
resultant good quality colour images have also provided additional depth cues to keep the depth 
perception at acceptable levels.
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Figure 5.11: Subjective quality for the Orbi and Interview sequences with and without prioritization
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Figure 5.12: Subjective quality for the Breakdance and Ballet sequences with and without
prioritization
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5.4 Conclusion
Quality improvements for backward compatible 3-D video services over wireless networks have 
addressed. The proposed methods utilize differentiated transmission power and medium access 
priorities to provide unequal error protection for coded 3-D video content based on their 
contributions towards improved 3-D video perception.
The colour and depth streams have different usage and importance towards the reconstructed 
content and perceptual quality. As colour image sequences are directly viewed by 2-D/3-D users, 
they are protected ahead of depth map sequences in the proposed schemes. Moreover, due to the 
possibility of rendering good quality stereoscopic video even with impaired depth map sequences, 
the depth stream is assigned lower protection compared to the associated colour stream.
In the first method, the transmission power for colour and depth bit-streams is varied to obtain 
better perceptual quality over error prone wireless channel conditions. The necessary power levels 
are decided on-the-fiy based on the calculated distortion at the encoder. The objective and 
subjective results show that the colour image sequence achieves superior image quality under a 
range of channel error conditions. Even though the depth quality is reduced with the proposed 
UEP scheme, the effect on the perceived quality of reconstructed stereoscopic video is 
insignificant. Although quality has been optimized in this study, it should also be possible to 
optimize the power to achieve energy efficient video transmission.
The demand for wireless network resources in modem homes is high due to the availability of 
rich multimedia content. Hence, efficient distribution strategies should be in place to deliver 
future multimedia content with better quality. Perceptual importance of 3-D video components 
can be utilized to provide efficient video service to the users at home. In order to achieve good 
image perception for both 2-D and 3-D video users, the colour and depth streams are mapped to 
different access priority levels of the wireless medium in the second method. This scheme is 
implemented using the different priority levels (traffic classes) defined in IEEE 802.11e MAC 
protocol. The objective and subjective results show that the overall perception of image quality 
and depth is improved with the proposed prioritization scheme. Even though the depth quality is
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affected with the proposed scheme, the effect on the perceived image quality and depth of 
reconstructed stereoscopic video is insignificant.
The proposed methods improve overall perception of image quality while providing improved 
depth perception. Therefore, these mechanisms can be effectively employed over wireless 
channels to distribute backward compatible stereoscopic video applications more efficiently.
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Chapter 6
6: Error Concealment Techniques for 3-D 
Video
This chapter presents application level error concealment algorithms for stereoscopic video 
transmission over IP networks. Solutions are proposed for both frame-based and block-based 
error recovery. The proposed frame-based error concealment algorithms exploit the existing 
motion correlation between the colour and depth sequences to recover the missing frames. In 
addition, an error concealment algorithm using object based shape concealment is also proposed 
and evaluated. The performances of these algorithms are compared against the existing error 
recovery methods of conventional video coding standards. Section 6.2 of this chapter elaborates 
on a novel frame concealment method for depth maps using corresponding colour motion vectors 
whereas Section 6.3 presents an error concealment scheme for stereoscopic video utilizing the 
shared motion information sent from the encoder. The proposed shape concealment based error 
recovery method is described in Section 6.4. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes this chapter.
6.1 Introduction
The data losses that occur during transmission affect the reconstructed quality of 3-D video. 
Unlike 2-D video quality under transmission errors, the effect of transmission losses on perceptual
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quality of 3-D video will influence several perceptual attributes such as naturalness, presence, 
depth perception, eye strain, viewing experience, etc. Therefore, the corrupted 3-D video content 
needs to be concealed to render good quality immersive video content.
The error concealment methods recover the errors which are not protected by the error resilient 
methods. These methods utilize the uncorrupted data around the error block to recover the 
missing information [82] [83]. The conventional error concealment tools for 2-D video can be 
adapted for recovering errors in corrupted 3-D video. In addition, the inherent characteristics of 3- 
D video can be exploited, in order to recover the transmission errors. For instance, left and right 
view based stereoscopic video transmitted over error prone channels could be concealed using the 
redundant information available in the left and right camera views. Concealment of stereoscopic 
image sequences utilizing the information from the adjacent view has been investigated in several 
researches [84-87]. However, these studies are aimed at providing error concealment for left and 
right view based stereoscopic video. Colour plus depth map video has not been thoroughly 
examined in error concealment studies. The error concealment research carried out in this chapter 
considers colour and depth map based video as the main source of stereoscopic video content. The 
motion correlation between colour and depth map sequences is utilized to conceal the missing 
frames of transmitted stereoscopic video content (refer to Sections 6.2 and 6.3). The shape 
information associated with image objects can be utilized to describe the quality degradation in 
image sequences. The proposed error concealment method in Section 6.4 therefore conceals the 
missing image blocks of 3-D video based on shape concealment principals.
6.2 A Novel Frame Concealment Method for Depth Maps Using 
Corresponding Colour Motion Vectors
6.2.1 Introduction
Stereoscopic video streaming over IP networks may lead to degraded quality due to packet losses. 
The packet losses may lead to the whole frame being dropped. The effect of frame losses on the 
perceived quality of reconstructed 3-D video has been not thoroughly studied to date. However, 
efficient frame concealment algorithms are required to improve the reconstructed quality of 
streamed stereoscopic video. Studies aimed at providing frame concealment for colour and depth 
map based 3-D video using information from the corresponding view are not available in the
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research literature. This study proposes a novel frame concealment algorithm for depth maps 
associated with colour plus depth format stereoscopic video. The proposed method exploits the 
motion correlation of colour and depth map image sequences. The missing depth frames are 
concealed using the motion information of the correctly received colour video frame.
Depth sequences typically have the same spatial resolution as colour video (see Figure 6.1) and 
only contain a single plane of luminance data. The per-pixel depth value determines the position 
of the associated colour texture in the 3-D space. DIBR method is used to synthesize the desired 
binocular viewpoint image [160]. The reconstructed quality of 3-D video using this method is 
heavily dependent on the availability of accurate depth maps for rendering novel views. 
Therefore, this work proposes a novel depth frame concealment method for colour plus depth 
video in order to overcome the depth frame losses. Even though the pixel values (texture 
information) of colour and depth sequences are different, they have several characteristics in 
common. For example, boundaries of the objects in the scene are coincided and motion directions 
of objects are almost similar. As the motion of colour video and corresponding depth maps is 
highly correlated, the colour motion information can thus be used as candidate motion 
information for the depth video. The analysis of motion correlation of colour plus depth 
sequences and a motion vector (MV) sharing scheme based on MPEG-2 and H.264/AVC are 
described in [161] and [162], respectively. The average motion difference of a frame in the Orbi 
sequence is large compared to Interview sequence due to the relative camera motion as described 
in [162]. Moreover, this motion vector sharing scheme based on H.264/AVC has reduced the 
complexity up to 60% in comparison to a scheme where colour and depth video are coded 
separately (i.e. with separate motion estimation process). In addition to that, the method gains up 
to IdB in quality at low bitrates compared to parallel coding architecture. These developments are 
mainly focused on reducing the bandwidth requirements, complexity and encoding time of the 
stereoscopic video encoder. The study presented in this section, exploits the correlation of motion 
to conceal depth frame losses that occur during transmission of 3-D video content.
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2 5 5
128
1^far
Figure 6.1: Interview sequence: (a) Colour image, (b) Per-pixel depth map image. The depth map 
images are normalized to a near clipping plane Z„«ar and a far clipping plane Zfar.
The study is presented as follows. Subsection 6.2.2 elaborates on the proposed depth frame 
concealment algorithm. The experimental setup, results obtained and discussion of the results are 
given in Subsection 6.2.3.
6.2.2 Method
The proposed depth frame concealment scheme is implemented on the layered encoding 
architecture, introduced in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. The used SVC encoding configuration is 
shown in Figure 6.2. The bit-streams generated with colour and depth information encoded at the 
base and enhancement layers, respectively are considered.
SVC Encoder
Depth
Enhancement
layer
Colour
Base layer 
Encoder
Global SVC  
bit-stream
Figure 6.2: The stereoscopic video coding architecture based on SVC
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Two encoding modes are employed to perform R-D optimization during the coding process at 
each layer, namely ‘Macro-Block (MB) Skip’ and ‘Motion Estimation’. The ‘Motion Estimation’ 
mode generates one MV for each MB using the motion estimation process (i.e. 16x16 MB mode 
of H.264/AVC). In order to improve the compression efficiency at uniform texture areas of the 
sequence, the ‘MB Skip’ mode is also used. This mode is more effective in depth map coding 
than in colour image coding as large numbers of MBs in the depth image sequence have a 
uniform texture without high frequency components. Finally, an R-D optimized encoding mode is 
selected to encode the MBs of both colour and depth map sequences. Hence, the global SVC bit­
stream consists of both base and enhancement layer units, which include headers, MVs and coded 
residual texture data.
In order to implement bandwidth friendly stereoscopic video applications, the overhead added due 
to the depth information needs to be kept at a smaller percentage of its corresponding colour 
video. Good quality depth maps can be obtained by adjusting the depth information percentage 
below a reasonable percentage of colour bitrate. Thus, in this study the average depth bitrate is 
kept below 25% of its corresponding colour video bitrate. This depth bitrate percentage is selected 
experimentally to obtain good quality colour and depth map sequences, for given encoding modes 
and configurations.
Lost frame
Depth frame n Depth le n+1
Colour frame n Colour frame n+1
Figure 6.3: Frame concealment using colour MVs
The proposed frame concealment scheme using motion information sharing is shown in Figure 
6.3. This scheme is implemented on the decoder module of the proposed scalable extension of 
H.264/AVC. If a depth video frame is missing due to packet losses during transmission, the MVs 
of the correctly received corresponding colour video frame are used as the candidate MVs for the
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current depth map frame. The recovered MVs from the corresponding colour frame are employed 
to predict the missing depth frame at the enhancement layer decoder with reference to the 
previously decoded depth frame. The proposed method recovers the missing frame with accurate 
motion information of the scene. Furthermore, this minimizes the error propagation as the motion 
is intact in the reconstructed depth image sequence. The accurate depth map recovery with this 
proposed method will ultimately improve the perception of depth in ‘colour plus depth’ based 
binocular video applications.
However, the quality of the reconstructed depth maps with the proposed method will be affected 
due to the loss of corresponding colour video frames. If the corresponding colour video frame is 
also lost, then a conventional frame concealment method needs to be used to recover the missing 
depth map frame or efficient frame concealment method need to be utilized to recover the missing 
motion information of the corresponding colour image sequence. Furthermore, the performance of 
the proposed method will be degraded due to the areas of uncorrelated motion. The motion is not 
highly correlated when the scene objects are moving along the depth axis. In addition to that, the 
proposed method is expected to perform better with low bitrate stereoscopic video applications as 
coded depth image quality is more dependent on the motion data than the highly compressed 
residual data.
6.2.3 Results and Discussion
The encoder/decoder parameters used are shown in Table 6.1. The quantization parameter (QP) 
of both layers is independently varied to obtain the target bitrate. The depth bitrate is kept below 
25% of its corresponding colour video bitrate. The SVC bit-streams generated for each test 
sequence are utilized for error performance investigations. The image qualities of the generated 
SVC bit-streams at error free conditions are shown in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.1: Encoder/Decoder parameters
Encoder/Decoder Parameter Value
Encoder/Decoder Modified JSVM reference software codec Version 9.4
Encoder average bitrate 1Mbps
Test sequences Orbi, Interview
Sequence length 4s
Resolution 720 X 576
Sequence format IPPP...
Reference frames 1
Entropy coding CABAC (Content Adaptive Binary Arithmatic Coding)
Decoder error concealment JSVM-FC, Proposed frame concealment method
Table 6.2: Image quality of Orbi and Interview at 1Mbps
Orbi Interview
Colour
Y-PSNR(dB)
Depth 
Y-PSNR (dB)
Colour 
Y-PSNR (dB)
Depth 
Y-PSNR (dB)
37.5497 38.5598 38.8384 40.4408
The network simulation parameters used are shown in Table 6.3. If the first fragment of a frame is 
lost, it is assumed that the whole frame is lost, as the header data is unrecoverable without adding 
redundant information. Furthermore, it is assumed that the sequence headers (Sequence Parameter 
Set (SPS) and Picture Parameter Set (PPS)) and the packets of first I frame of both colour and 
depth image sequences are received error free. The corrupted bit-streams are later decoded using 
the modified JSVM reference decoder. The missing depth frames are concealed with the proposed 
error concealment method while JSVM-frame copying (JSVM-FC) method is used to conceal the 
missing frames of the colour image sequence. If the corresponding colour video frame is also 
corrupted, then JSVM-FC is employed to conceal the missing depth frame. The performance of
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the proposed method is compared with the JSVM-FC applied for missing frames of both colour 
and depth video at base and enhancement layers respectively.
Table 6.3: Network simulation parameters
Network Simulation Parameter Value
No. of frames 1000
NAL units per video frame 1
NAL Unit fragment size 1400 Bytes
Error pattern IP Core network error patterns [125]
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the average reconstructed image qualities of the Orbi and Interview 
sequences using the proposed depth frame concealment method. Furthermore, the colour video 
quality at corresponding PLR is also presented in the figures. According to Figures 6.4 and 6.5, 
the proposed method utilizing colour motion data outperforms JSVM-FC in depth map 
reconstruction. Moreover, the gain is significant in highly dynamic Orbi sequence as motion of 
the Orbi sequence is correctly restored using the MVs of the corresponding colour video frames. 
For example, at 5% packet loss rate, the average reconstructed image quality of the Orbi depth 
sequence is 33.8dB and 31.6dB with the proposed method and JSVM-FC method respectively. 
The gain margin between the motion reuse scheme and JSVM-FC of the Interview sequence is 
lower compared to that of Orbi sequence. This is due to the better performance of JSVM-FC 
method in low motion sequences like Interview. Figure 6.6 shows the error concealment results of 
sequence Orbi (frame 64 of the sequence at 10% PLR), where the proposed method can get better 
depth image quality than JSVM-FC scheme. However, the performance of the proposed method is 
slightly affected due to the areas of uncorrelated motion of colour and depth map sequences and 
the loss of corresponding colour frames. The quality of the reconstructed depth image sequences 
are also affected as no residual information is used during depth map recovery. This effect is 
minimized in case of low bitrate applications as image quality depends more heavily on the 
motion data than on the coded residual data. However, error propagation can be avoided using 
intra-coded MBs at selected locations of inter-predicted frames.
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As reasonable quality depth maps are required to render good quality 3-D video (e.g. with no 3-D 
impairments) with DIBR method, the depth map quality improvements achieved with the 
proposed depth frame concealment method can be utilized to increase the 3-D perception under 
error prone channel conditions. Even though subjective tests are not conducted in this study, the 
PSNR values of depth map sequences imply the improved 3-D perception possible with the 
proposed method compared to the existing method.
Depth quality using JSVM-FC 
Depth quality using the proposed method 
Colour quality using JSVM-FC
% 33
z  32
>  29
Packet Loss Rate (%)
Figure 6.4: Image quality of the Orbi sequence
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Depth quality using JSVM-FC 
Depth quality using the proposed method 
Colour quality using JSVM-FC
“ 37
o> 35
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8 10  12  
Packet Loss Rate (%)
Fig. 6.5; Image quality of the Interview sequence
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(b) JSVM-FC
(a) Original image
(c) Proposed method
Figure 6.6: Depth map quality comparison for frame 64 of the Orbi sequence at 10% PLR; (a) 
Original image, (b) JSVM_FC and (c) Proposed method
6.3 Error Concealment Scheme for Stereoscopic Video Using the 
Shared Motion Information Send by the Encoder
6.3.1 Introduction
As colour/texture information is directly viewed by the users, a loss of a colour video frame is 
more crucial than the loss of a depth frame. For example, the performance evaluation (i.e. 
stereoscopic video over IP) carried out in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3 highlights the importance of 
the colour image sequence towards the quality of the rendered video. Therefore, efficient error 
concealment mechanisms are necessary to conceal both colour and depth map sequences in order 
to produce good 3-D perception with DIBR method. This study proposes an efficient frame 
concealment scheme for stereoscopic video using the shared motion information sent by the
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sender. Unlike, the depth frame concealment method proposed in Section 6.2, this scheme 
recovers missing frames of both colour and depth video. This study also exploits the motion 
correlation of colour and depth map sequences. The proposed technique reuses the colour MVs 
during depth map encoding with no degradation to depth map quality. Later this shared motion 
information is transmitted in both colour and depth bit-streams as redundant data in order to 
conceal transmission errors. Then at the decoder, the correctly received MVs of the corresponding 
view (Colour or depth map video) are utilized to conceal the missing frames of the 3-D video 
sequence.
As discussed in Subsection 6.2.1, the colour and depth image sequences have almost coincided 
object boundaries in the scene and similar motion patterns. As the motion of colour images and 
corresponding depth information are closely correlated, the colour motion information can thus be 
used as candidate motion information for the depth video. Hence, the bandwidth for low bitrate 
stereoscopic video applications can be further reduced as motion information is transmitted only 
once. Furthermore, this reduces the encoding time and complexity of the 3-D video encoder. The 
analysis of motion correlation of ‘colour and depth’ sequences and a MV sharing scheme based 
on MPEG-2 and H.264/AVC are described in [161] and [162], respectively. These developments 
are mainly focused on reducing the bandwidth, complexity and encoding time of the 3-D video 
encoder. This study exploits the correlation of motion to encode the depth map sequences 
utilizing colour motion information and later conceal the frame losses using the shared motion 
information available in both colour and depth video packets.
This study is presented as follows. Section 6.3.2 elaborates on the proposed error concealment 
method based on the layered architecture of SVC. The experimental setup, motion correlation 
analysis, error concealment results, and discussion of the results are presented in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.2 Method
The MV sharing scheme for the proposed concealment method is implemented on the SVC based 
layered encoding architecture introduced in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. However, the encoder 
module of the scalable extension of H.264/AVC is modified to implement the MV sharing 
scheme as shown in Figure 6.7.
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Enhancement 
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Figure 6.7: The MV sharing architecture based on SVC
During the encoding process of colour image sequence, one MV is generated for each Macro- 
Block (MB) using the motion estimation process (i.e. 16x16 MB mode of H.264/AVC) and no R- 
D optimization is performed to select the best encoding mode. However, two encoding modes are 
utilized to perform R-D optimization during depth map coding, namely ‘MB Skip’ and ‘Motion 
Compensation’. As large numbers of MBs in the depth image sequence have a uniform texture 
without high frequency components, the MB Skip’ mode is used to increase the compression 
efficiency. The ‘Motion Compensation’ mode does not perform motion estimation. Instead, it 
reuses the MVs of the corresponding colour image MBs to predict the current depth image at the 
enhancement layer. Then, the difference between the predicted and original frames is transform 
coded. The ‘Motion Compensation’ mode is performed faster than conventional motion 
compensation modes as motion estimation does not take place during depth map coding. Finally, 
an R-D optimized encoding mode is selected to encode the MBs of the depth image. Hence, the 
global SVC bit-stream consists of both base and enhancement layer units, which include headers, 
shared MVs and coded residual texture data. The colour motion information are duplicated at both 
base and enhancement layers. Therefore, the proposed frame concealment method can use the 
redundant motion available in the corresponding view to conceal the missing frames of both 
colour and depth image sequences.
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In order to reduce the required bandwidth for stereoscopic video application, the overhead added 
due to the depth information needs to be kept at a smaller percentage of its corresponding colour 
video. Due to the scene areas where the motion of colour and depth map is not highly correlated, 
the MV sharing scheme imposes a bit budget penalty during depth map coding. However, high 
quality depth maps can be obtained by adjusting the depth information percentage within an 
acceptable percentage of colour bitrate. Thus, the average depth bitrate is kept below 25% of its 
corresponding colour video bitrate. The depth bitrate percentage is obtained after series of 
experimental tests.
The proposed frame concealment scheme using shared MVs is implemented on the scalable
H.264/AVC decoder module as illustrated in Figure 6.8. If a colour video frame is missing due to 
packet losses, the MVs of the lost frame can be recovered using the correctly received 
corresponding depth video frame. Similarly, when a depth frame is lost, then the MVs can be 
recovered from the uncorrupted corresponding colour video frame. The recovered MVs from the 
corresponding view are used to predict the current frame. Furthermore, the motion of the 
reconstructed sequences will be intact and error propagation will be minimized by this proposed 
method. The quality of the reconstructed images are lower compared to that of error free decoding 
as residual information is not used during reconstruction. However, this effect will be minimized 
for low bitrate stereoscopic video application as residual data is highly quantized. If both 
corresponding video frames are lost, then a conventional error concealment algorithm needs to be 
used to recover the lost frames. The proposed frame concealment method with MV sharing 
improves the image quality of both colour and depth map video, and thus ultimately improves the 
perceptual quality of the reconstructed 3-D video.
Lost depth frame
Depth frame n -1
M Vs
Colour frame n-1
Lost colour frame
Depth w am e n
Colour frame n
Figure 6.8: Frame concealment using shared MVs
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6.3.3 Results and Discussion
The encoder/decoder parameters used are shown in Table 6.4. The quantization parameter (QP) 
of both layers is varied to obtain the target bitrate. The average depth bitrate is kept below 25% of 
its corresponding colour video bitrate. For each test sequence two SVC bit-streams are generated 
using separate MV estimation at both layers and the proposed MV sharing method. The image 
qualities of the generated SVC bit-streams using separate MVs and the shared MVs schemes are 
shown in Table 6.5. Due to the areas of uncorrelated motion, the image quality with the MV 
sharing scheme is slightly lower compared to the image quality with separate MVs at the given 
bitrate.
Table 6.4: Encoder/Decoder parameters
Encoder/Decoder Parameter Value
Encoder/Decoder Modified JSVM reference software codec Version 9.4
Encoder average bitrate 2Mbps
Test sequences Orbi, Interview
Sequence length 4s
Resolution 720 X 576
Sequence format IPPP...
Reference frames 1
Entropy coding CABAC (Content Adaptive Binary Arithmatic Coding)
Decoder error concealment JSVM-FC, Proposed frame concealment method
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Table 6.5: Image quality of Orb! and Interview at 2Mbps
Encoding
Method
Orbi Interview
Colour 
Y-PSNR (dB)
Depth 
Y-PSNR (dB)
Colour 
Y-PSNR (dB)
Depth 
Y-PSNR (dB)
Separate MVs 40.13 38.10 41.05 42.34
Shared MVs 39.69 37.25 41.05 40.27
In order to illustrate the motion correlation between colour and depth image sequences, an 
analysis is performed using the bit-streams generated with separate MVs (i.e. MVs are generated 
for both colour and depth map sequences). The two-dimensional correlation coefficient r for the 
vertical and horizontal components is calculated with Equation 6.1. The MBs coded in ‘MB Skip’ 
mode are considered to have zero motion in both horizontal and vertical direction.
r =
I
—ZZ^ "mn mn
Equation 6.1
The matrices A and B contain the vertical or horizontal components of the motion vector fields of 
one 2-D video (colour) frame and one depth map. If the correlation between the field components 
is strong the coefficient r will be nearly one. Otherwise if the correlation is small r will be close to 
zero. The m and n parameter represent vertical and horizontal dimensions of a frame.
The two-dimensional correlation coefficients r for the Orbi and Interview sequences are shown in 
Figure 6.9. According to the results, both sequences show close motion correlation between 
colour and depth image sequences. The horizontal camera movement of the Orbi sequence has 
provided high correlation to the horizontal components of the motion vectors. Moreover, vertical
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motion components of the Interview sequence demonstrates close correlation towards the end of 
the sequence due to the vertical hand shaking movements of the scene. However, the correlation 
values are smaller in general. This is due to the fact the colour image has larger number of 
dynamic objects compared to the depth image, which has fewer number of objects in movement. 
Furthermore, the depth image coding uses more number of ‘MB Skip’ mode MBs due to the 
uniform texture areas of the depth maps. Therefore, an improved correlation values could be 
demonstrated, if only the common object boundaries are considered in this analysis.
Orbi
0 .15
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0.1
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Interview
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Figure 6.9: Two-dimensional coefficient correlation, r: (a) Orbi, (b) Interview
The network simulation parameters used are shown in Table 6.6. The first fragment of a NAL unit 
contains the important header data of the frame NAL unit. Hence, if the first fragment of a frame 
is lost, it is assumed that the whole frame is lost, as the header data is unrecoverable without 
adding redundant information. Furthermore, it is assumed that the sequence headers (SPS and 
PPS) and the packets of the first I frame of both colour and depth image sequences are received 
uncorrupted. The corrupted bit-streams are later decoded using the modified JSVM decoder. The 
bit-streams generated with the separate motion estimation processes are concealed using frame 
copying method of JSVM. Initially, for the bit-streams generated utilizing the MV sharing 
scheme, the corrupted frames are concealed using frame copying. Then, the lost frames are 
concealed with the proposed frame concealment technique. The proposed technique utilizes the 
duplicated MVs from the corresponding depth or colour frame to recover the missing frames. If 
the corresponding MVs are also corrupted, then frame copying is used to conceal the current 
frame.
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Table 6.6: Network simulation parameters
Network Simulation Parameter Value
No. of frames 1000
NAL units per video frame 1
NAL Unit fragment size 1400 Bytes
Error pattern IP Core network error patterns [125]
Decoder error concealment JSVM-FC, Proposed frame concealment method
Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the reconstructed image qualities of the Orbi and Interview sequences 
with different frame concealment methods. According to Figures 6.10 and 6.11, the proposed 
frame concealment method using shared MVs, outperforms both of the frame copying methods, 
based on separate motion estimation and shared MVs. This is more visible in the case of colour 
image quality as depth frames are more likely to survive compared to corresponding colour video 
frames which are larger in size. The redundant data of the depth image sequences accounts for the 
uncorrelated motion areas of the scene. As redundant data of the depth image is not used in the 
frame recovery method, the depth map quality is more affected compared to the colour image 
quality. The gain is also clearer in highly dynamic Orbi sequence as motion of the Orbi sequence 
is correctly restored using the duplicated MVs from the corresponding view. Moreover, the 
correctly restored motion has limited error propagation. Due to low motion of the ‘Interview’ 
sequence, even frame copying method achieves comparable results compared to proposed frame 
concealment method. The reconstructed image quality of the frame copying methods based on 
MV sharing and separate MV estimation performs similarly apart from the error free condition. 
At error free conditions the colour and depth video quality with shared MVs is slightly lower due 
to the areas of uncorrelated motion.
The reconstructed colour and depth image sequences (99^ frame) using the frame copying and the 
proposed method with motion information sharing scheme are illustrated in Figures 6.12 and 6.13 
respectively. The error propagation is inevitable in the frame copying method as motion is not 
correctly recovered in the error recovery process. However, the proposed frame concealment 
method with MV sharing has accurately reconstructed the colour and depth map sequences with 
no error propagation (see Figure 6.13). Moreover, the objects of both sequences have sharp object
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boundaries compared to the colour and depth sequences shown in Figure 6.12. Therefore, the 
recovered good quality colour/texture video together with accurate depth maps using the proposed 
error concealment method, will improve the 3-D perception in general.
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Figure 6.10: Image quality of the Orbi sequence (a) Colour image sequence (b) Depth image sequence
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Figure 6.1.1: Image quality of the Interview sequence (a) Colour image sequence (b) Depth image
sequence
Figure 6.12: Orbi Sequence @5% PLR with frame copying (separate MVs)
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1
Figure 6.13: Orbi Sequence @ 5% PLR with the proposed method (shared MVs)
6.4 3-D Video Concealment Using Associated Shape Information
6.4.1 Introduction
The error concealment methods introduced in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 are proposed for whole frame 
loss concealment and may not be suitable to recover the losses in the packetized video, in which a 
video frame is divided into a number of video packets such as in low bitrate video applications. 
Moreover, these methods are heavily dependent on the motion correlation of colour and depth 
map sequences.
Shape information associated with image objects can be utilized to describe the basic structure of 
the scene. Any degradation to shape information (i.e. basic structure of the image) would hinder 
user perception because human eye is more sensitive to overall structural change than individual 
texture differences [137]. This study therefore proposes a novel error concealment method for 
colour plus depth 3-D video based on shape concealment principles. The proposed method 
employs object-based error concealment for 3-D video coded with block-based approach. The 
corrupted depth information is segmented using an automatic video object segmentation 
algorithm. This segmented depth information is then considered as the shape information 
associated with the colour and depth map stereoscopic video. The corrupted shape information is 
concealed utilizing a temporal shape concealment algorithm based on global motion
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compensation to recover missing information of shape data. The concealed shape information is 
then utilized to recover the corresponding colour and depth map video frames.
The study is organized as follows. Subsection 6.4.2 elaborates on the proposed error concealment 
methodology. This Subsection also describes the generation of shape information using the depth 
segmentation and temporal shape concealment using a global motion model in detail. The 
experimental setup, results and discussion are presented in Subsection 6.4.3.
6.4.2 M ethod
The proposed error concealment algorithm for stereoscopic video is illustrated in Figure 6.14. The 
proposed solution integrates segmentation and object-based error concealment methods for 2-D 
video plus depth error concealment. The idea is to use information from the depth to help error 
concealment of the 3-D video. The corrupted depth information is segmented to obtain the shape 
information (refer to Subsection 6.4.2.1). The generated shape information and corrupted colour 
and depth image sequence are then fed into the temporal error concealment module. The temporal 
error concealment module will initially conceal the corrupted shape using a shape concealment 
algorithm (refer to Subsection 6.4.2.2). Based on the concealed shape information, both colour 
and depth map sequences can then be concealed. Finally, the concealed 2-D and depth video can 
be utilized to reconstruct a stereoscopic 3-D video sequence with improved quality. The graphical 
representation of the proposed error concealment methodology is presented in Figure 6.15. The 
proposed method can be used with either block-based or object-based stereoscopic video. In case 
of object-based stereoscopic video, the shape information (object mask) may be sent by the 
encoder and then the depth segmentation based shape generation is not necessary.
Corrupted Colour
Temporal Error 
Concealment of
Concealed
Colour Segmentation
of
Depth
Colour
Corrupted
Depth Map Shape
Shape, Depth and 
Colour images Concealed
Depth  ^ Depth
Figure 6.14: Proposed object based error concealment method for stereoscopic video.
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Figure 6.15: The graphical representation of the proposed object based error concealment method
for stereoscopic video.
The method described in this section assumes that the channel errors will manifest themselves as 
bursts of consecutive erroneous 16x16 blocks, which have to be detected by an error detection 
stage before application of the concealment itself. This assumption is reasonable as most 
image/video codecs can work with 16x16 blocks (i.e. 16 x 16 pixels). For example, H.264/AVC 
based video coding standards can split a picture into one or several self contained slices. Each 
slice contains a sequence of 16 x 16 macro blocks, regardless of the encoding mode being used 
[33]. Error detection is possible at the decoder based on the transmitted header data syntax. For 
instance, slice, SPS and PPS headers of H.264/A VC can be utilized to detect missing packets of 
the video stream [33], A detailed description about the shape information generation using depth 
map segmentation is provided in Subsection 6.4.2.1. Subsection 6.4.2.2 elaborates on the 
methodology of recovering corrupted shape, colour and depth map utilizing an object based error 
concealment algorithm.
6.4.2.1 Depth Map Segmentation
The depth map segmentation can be performed in three steps:
1. Depth Intensity image (Dl) generation: a D1 is generated by transforming the depth 
information on the XY plane (depth map) to the XZ plane (DI). Let g(x,y) be the grey level 
of point p at position (x,y) in the depth map and I(x,y) be the depth map with grey levels in 
the range [0,L], then the vertical position of point p in the Dl is:
Z = {L -  ^ ( x ,  y) I ( x ,  y) e  / ( x ,  y)} Equation 6.2
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The value at position (x,z) of the DI denotes the number of points at position x in the depth 
map that have the same grey level. In order to remove noisy points, let g(x,z) be the value at 
point (x,z) of the DI, the point at position (x,z) will be discarded if g(x,z) is less than a 
threshold t;.
2. After a morphological opening and closing operation to remove noisy points and connect 
nearby points, points are grouped using a connected component analysis technique. Each 
connected component is marked as an object region if its area is larger than t].
3. The depth map is then segmented according to the DI. The horizontal range of each 
connected component in the DI shows the location and width of each foreground object and 
the z-coordinates indicate the depth range of each of them. All corresponding points in the 
depth map are labelled as different objects according to their grey level and others are 
labelled as a background image.
In practice, for videos with a resolution of 720x576, ti and t% are given values of 3 and 150, 
respectively. The value of ti is chosen so that most noisy points are removed, and those belonging 
to object regions are retained. Small regions, such as those consisting of less than 150 points, are 
eliminated since it is difficult to get acceptable change difference masks for these regions in the 
motion segmentation stage. Another benefit of depth map segmentation is the background update. 
In this work, a global Background Image (BI) is kept and updated when a new depth map is 
added. A pixel is registered as part of the BI if it does not belong to any foreground object in the 
current depth map. The DI as shown in Eigure 6.16 (b) is obtained from the depth map (Figure 
6.16 (a)) and Figure 6. I 6 .C  shows the depth map segmentation result.
m
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.16: Density map and depth map segmentation: (a) Initial depth map; (b) Density map; (c) 
Depth map segmentation based on the density map; (d) Binary image of object masks.
Depth map tends to blur and expand object boundaries. Therefore, a Change Detection Mask 
(CDM) is used to improve the object masks. The CDM is derived from two difference images.
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The first difference image is obtained from the previous frame and the current frame, and the 
second difference image is found from the current frame and the next frame. If a point is marked 
as a changing point in the two difference images, it is labelled as a CDM point. In addition, the 
difference between the current frame and the current BI is also taken into account to ensure that 
stationary objects are segmented. The initial object masks are calculated as:
O M  (%, y )  =
1 ifCDM (x, y) =  1 and(x, y) e  ORD  
0 otherwise
Equation 6.3
Where OM is the object mask, CDM denotes the change detection mask, and ORD; is an object 
region in the depth map. The interior of each object mask can be filled using a fill-in technique 
developed in [163]. A binary image of the object masks are shown in Figure 6.16 (d). This binary 
image is needed as the object based error concealment works with the binary/shape image or so 
called alpha plane. Figure 6.17 shows sample frames of depth images and generated binary 
images using the depth segmentation algorithm described in this section. Note that in this work, 
only foreground-background segmentation is considered. Therefore, the scene can not be 
segmented into multiple objects with the used segmentation algorithm in this study. A detailed 
description about this segmentation algorithm can be found in [164] [165].
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.17: Sample depth images (left) and generated binary/shape information (right); (a) Orbi, (b)
Interview
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6.4.2.2 Temporal Concealment of Shape/Texture/Depth Information Using a 
Global Motion Model
The shape error concealment algorithms conceal the errors introduced to the shape information 
associated with object-based video communication applications. The proposed algorithms utilize 
spatial and temporal information to conceal the corrupted shape data [166] [167]. The algorithm 
proposed in [167] conceals the errors based on a global motion model which describes the shape 
changes in consecutive time instances. In this method, based on the locally estimated global 
motion parameters, the decoder tries to conceal the corrupted shape by global motion 
compensating the shape data from the previous time instant. Due to the better performance of this 
temporal shape concealment method compared to other alternative shape concealment algorithms 
in the literature [167], this method is employed to recover the errors of corrupted 3-D video. The 
major steps of this shape concealment algorithm are shown in Figure 6.18.
Corrupted
Shape
Concealed
Shape
Global Motion CompensationGlobal Motion Parameter 
Computation
Post-processing for Small 
Regions Removal
Replacement of Corrupted 
Shape Blocks
Figure 6.18: Temporal shape concealment process
The functionality of each building block of this shape error concealment algorithm is described in 
the following.
Global motion parameter computation: The affine four parameter model is utilized to 
determine global motion parameters of the shape data in two time instances [168]. Due to the 
characteristics of the shape information (i.e. uniform on either side of the video object contour) 
the global motion parameters correspond to the motion of the contour. Therefore, this motion 
computation process can be completed in three major steps;
• Extraction of the available video object contour.
• Determination of MVs associated with a set of contour points: This step determines 
motion information for a set of selected contour points of the current shape with respect 
to the corresponding points in the previous shape information. The texture information
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associated with contour points can also be utilized to determine the relative motion 
more accurate MVs [167].
• Determination of the global motion parameters.
Global motion compensation: Based on the calculated global motion information, the decoder 
determines the new coordinates for the previous shape information in the current time instance 
where the concealment is to be applied.
Replacement of corrupted shape blocks: The corrupted blocks of the current shape are now 
replaced with the corresponding alpha plane blocks from the global motion compensated previous 
shape information. Similarly, the corrupted blocks of colour and depth map images are concealed 
based on the global motion compensated shape information.
Post processing for small regions removal: In order to improve the subjective quality small 
regions that appear in the concealed images are removed.
More details about this temporal shape concealment algorithm with graphical illustrations can be 
found in [167].
The performance of this method is going to affect when the selected global motion model fails to 
determine accurate global motion parameters. This is mainly due to the existence of local motion 
in some areas of the shape (non-rigid areas). In this study, a local motion refinement is not 
performed. Therefore, the quality of the concealed colour and depth map sequences will be 
affected in the areas of local motion.
6.4.3 Results and Discussion
Orbi and Interview sequences are encoded using the scalable coding configuration described in 
Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. The encoder/decoder parameters used are shown in Table 6.7. The 
packets of coded bit-streams are randomly dropped and as a result the error positions of the colour 
and depth image sequences are not overlapped. The corrupted depth image sequence and the 
previous depth image sequence are segmented and shape data are generated for two consecutive 
time instances. Then the temporal shape concealment method is utilized to conceal the corrupted 
shape information and later both colour and depth texture information are concealed based on the
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concealed shape infoimation. Performance of the proposed method is compared with a 
conventional block-based error concealment method. The missing slices (i.e. block of MBs) are 
concealed using the corresponding slices of the previous frame.
Table 6.7: Encoder/Decoder parameters
Encoder/Decoder Parameter Value
Encoder/Decoder JSVM reference software codec Version 9.8
No. of Slices per MB row 3
Test sequences Orbi, Interview
Sequence length 4s
Resolution 720 X 576
Sequence format IPPP...
Reference frames 1
Entropy coding CABAC (Content Adaptive Binary Arithmatic Coding)
Decoder error concealment
JSVM-Slice copy. Proposed object based error 
concealment method
Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show the image quality of each frame with and without the proposed error 
concealment algorithm for Orbi and Interview sequences respectively. Error free image quality 
and quality achieved with the slice copy method are also shown in these figures for performance 
comparison. Both colour and depth image sequences have achieved improved image quality with 
the proposed method. Moreover, the achieved quality enhancement with this method is superior 
compared to the quality achieved with errors. However, the quality with the shape concealment 
method is always lower than that of the error free conditions. This is due to the local motion of the 
image sequences and hence the used global motion model has not accurately modelled the motion 
of two consecutive frames. The inaccurate shape information generated with depth segmentation 
has also affected the performance of the proposed method (see Figure 6.17). Due to these 
inefficiencies, the error propagation is inevitable and it is clearly visible towards the end of the 
sequence in Figures 6.19 and 6.20. Furthermore, the slice copy method has outperformed the
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proposed method for both colour and depth map quality. However, shape concealment method 
has gained almost similar performance as the slice copy method for the Orbi sequence. This is due 
to the effective modelling of camera motion in this sequence with the used global motion 
estimation model. Due to the static background and less motion of the Interview sequence, the 
slice copy method has achieved better image quality than the proposed method. The global 
motion estimation model used in shape concealment method has not correctly modelled the local 
motion in the Interview sequence and as a result the performance is lower than block-based error 
concealment algorithm (i.e. slice copy). Moreover, this performance lag is partly due to the 
inaccurate shape/binary images generated for the Interview sequence (see Figure 6.17 (b)) with 
the employed segmentation algorithm. The average PSNR of each image sequence with and 
without the error concealment algorithm is shown in Table 6.8. Therefore, it is evident that the 
proposed method improves the quality of reconstructed colour and depth map sequences in 
general. For example, the achieved image qualities of these sequences (i.e. average image quality) 
are at least 35dB. However, the average image quality is lower than block-based error 
concealment algorithm as tested with slice copy method in this investigation.
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Figure 6.19: The PSNR vs. Frame No. for Orbi, (a) Colour image sequence (b) Depth image sequence
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Figure 6.20: The PSNR vs. Frame No. for Interview, (a) Colour image sequence (b) Depth image
sequence
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Table 6.8: Average image quality with and without error concealment method
Average Image Quallty/PSNR (dB)
E rror Condition Orbi Interview
Colour Depth Colour Depth
Error free 38.06 40.07 37.16 42.17
With Errors 22.22 23.02 20.51 22.19
With Proposed 35.39 37.31 35.48 38.94
With Slice Copy 35.75 37.67 36.91 41.90
The graphical illustrations of the proposed concealment method are shown in Figures 6.21 and 
6.22 for Orbi and Interview respectively. The first row of each figure shows the shape information 
generated using depth segmentation and the concealed shape information. The colour and depth 
images with and without errors and the concealed images using the reconstructed shape are shown 
in 2"^  and 3"^  ^rows of these figures respectively. The quality of both texture and depth sequences 
are recovered well with the proposed method. However, there are some visible errors in the 
concealed images, for example in the concealed Orbi depth image there is an artefact between the 
nose and the right eye brow of the human face object compared to the its original depth image 
(see 2"^  row of Figure 6.21). Moreover, inaccurate depth segmentations can be visible in the 
Interview sequence. For instance, the table of the Interview sequence is not complete in the 
generated shape data (see row of Figure 6.22). Therefore, the errors occurred in these areas will 
not be accurately concealed with the proposed method.
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I I
Shape from original depth Shape from corrupted depth Concealed shape
Error free depth Depth with errors Concealed depth
Error free colour Colour with errors Concealed colour
Figure 6.21: Temporal Colour and Depth object-based error concealment for Orbi.
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Shape from original depth Shape from corrupted depth Concealed shape
Error free depth Depth with errors Concealed depth
Error free colour Colour with errors Concealed colour
Figure 6.22: Temporal Colour and Depth object-based error concealment for Interview.
6,5 C onclusion
Media streaming over packet networks is affected by packet losses. Hence, effective error 
concealment algorithms are required to improve the perceptual quality of reconstructed 3-D 
video. The chapter has addressed the need for effective error concealment methods for colour plus 
depth stereoscopic video applications. The proposed methods exploit inherent characteristics of 
colour and depth map sequences to achieve better concealment.
A novel frame concealment scheme is proposed and evaluated for depth maps associated with 
‘colour plus depth’ 3-D video representation. The proposed method exploits the motion 
correlation of colour and depth map sequences to recover depth frame losses at the decoder. Thus,
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the correctly received MVs of the corresponding colour frame are utilized to predict the missing 
depth frame. The proposed method is implemented on a backward compatible, SVC encoding 
architecture. The objective results and subjective illustrations show that the proposed error 
concealment strategy improves the reconstructed quality of the depth maps, which is important in 
synthesizing novel views using DIBR. Hence, this method can be effectively used to improve the 
reconstructed quality of low bitrate stereoscopic video applications based on ‘colour plus depth’ 
video. Even though this study aims at providing frame concealment for stereoscopic video, the 
resultant accurate depth maps from the proposed method can be effectively used in rendering 
good quality novel views in multi-view video applications (e.g. free view-point video).
In order to render good quality stereoscopic video, both colour and depth map images needs to be 
concealed efficiently for channel introduced noise. Therefore, the proposed depth frame 
concealment algorithm is extended to support both colour and depth map video. This method also 
exploits the motion correlation between monoscopic vieo and depth map. Hence, the proposed 
method made reuse of the MVs of colour information during depth map encoding. The duplicated 
colour information is utilized to conceal the lost frames at the decoder. The SVC based encoding 
architecture is employed to encode the source video for backward compatibility. The 
experimental results and subjective illustrations show that the reconstructed quality of colour and 
depth map video over packet networks can be vastly improved by the proposed method. More 
importantly, conventional 2-D video users will also get better quality pictures with the proposed 
method. Therefore, the proposed frame concealment method can be deployed in colour and depth 
map based stereoscopic video communication applications in order to improve the perceptual 
quality under error prone channel conditions.
Basic structure of an image can be represented by the associated shape information. Therefore, 
any degradation to the structure of the image objects can be attributed to the corresponding 
corrupted shape. Therefore, a shape concealment based error concealment algorithm is proposed 
and evaluated in this chapter. The required shape information is generated by segmenting the 
depth map sequence. Then the corrupted shape information is concealed using temporal shape 
concealment algorithm based on global motion estimation model. The errors in the colour and 
depth sequences are later concealed based on the motion compensated shape information. The 
results show that the proposed method improves the quality of corrupted colour and depth map 
sequences. However, the performance is lower than the conventional block-based error 
concealment method (Slice copy). The performance of the proposed method is affected due to 
local motion of the scenes and inaccurate shape information generated with the used depth
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segmentation algorithm. Therefore, accurate depth segmentation algorithms and a motion model 
which accounts for local motion of the image objects would provide comparable and even better 
results with the proposed method compared to that of the block-based error concealment method.
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Chapter 7
7: Conclusion
7.1 Overview
3-D video capture and display technologies have experienced rapid growth and commercial 
success during the last decade. Driven by the powerful vision of being able to communicate in 3- 
D, the integration of 3-D video and communication technologies are underway. Immersive 
communication applications provide more natural conditions for effective human interaction. 3-D 
video communication is demanding due to the stringent requirements on quality and the enormous 
amounts of data involved. The work described in this thesis has examined and investigated 
efficient compression methodologies, objective quality metrics and quality enhancement methods 
for the transmission of 3-D video services over wired and wireless networks.
3-D content needs to be compressed before transmit them over communication channels due to 
the large amount of raw image data associated with 3-D video. Research carried out in this thesis 
showed that 3-D content can be effectively compressed by exploiting the inherent characteristics 
of 3-D video. Compression of immersive content introduces coding artefacts, which hinder the 
perception of depth in 3-D video. Therefore, the proposed methods have been designed to reduce
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the bitrate required without any degradation to overall perception. In addition, an objective quality 
metric has been proposed to predict the quality of asymmetrically coded binocular content.
3-D content generation and visualization have been reported in the literature, but its 
wired/wireless transmission has not been thoroughly investigated so far. The loss of video data is 
propagated to other regions of the video because of the inter-dependencies of compressed video 
data. Various schemes exist in the literature to mitigate the effects of errors during transmission of
2-D video data. However, the transmission of compressed 3-D video data needs to be analyzed for 
various channel conditions. The work described in this thesis, proposed several quality 
enhancement methods for 3-D video over bandwidth-limited and error prone networks. The 
proposed methods exploited the scene characteristics of 3-D video format and the individual 
contribution towards overall perceived quality to provide better error protection and concealment. 
The quality under packet losses has been investigated using objective and subjective quality 
models. The relationships between these quality models are also derived for a range a packet loss 
rates.
7.2 Research Achievements
The background work in this thesis is described in Chapter 2 while the original work is set out in 
Chapters 3-6. The main achievements of the research are summarized below.
7.2.1 Exploration of Efficient Coding Configurations for Colour Plus Depth 
based Stereoscopic Video
A review of some of the most prominent methods for encoding stereoscopic colour and depth 
video is carried out and their respective coding efficiencies are investigated. A new configuration 
for encoding colour and depth stereoscopic video based on scalable H.264/AVC video coding 
standard is also proposed. The proposed encoding configuration allows us to encode stereoscopic 
video with backward compatibility. Furthermore, the coding of colour and depth map video can 
be independently controlled with this method and thus the rate for stereoscopic video applications 
can be changed based on the available bandwidth of the communication channel. The 
performances are compared in terms of coding efficiency and implementation factors (e.g.
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backward compatibility, one-stream output) with the MPEG-4 MAC and H.264/AVC 
configurations. It is found that the proposed configuration performs similarly to H.264/AVC and 
outperforms the MPEG-4 MAC based configuration in terms of coding efficiency. In terms of 
implementation factors the proposed configuration provides wider flexibility compared to all 
other configurations. The R-D performance comparison of the colour and depth video obtained 
using the depth-range cameras vs. left and right video is also analyzed at low bitrates using the 
proposed SVC configuration. The results show that the stereoscopic video quality achieved with 
encoded colour and depth video is better than the quality achieved with encoded left and right 
views at low bitrates.
7.2.2 Asymmetric Coding Approaches for Encoding Colour Plus Depth 
Video
The 3-D broadband services require more bandwidth compared to broadband video applications. 
Two asymmetric coding methods are proposed to reduce storage and bandwidth requirements for 
stereoscopic video based on the inherent characteristics of the colour and depth video. The 
proposed methods are designed using coarsely quantized and temporally down-sampled depth 
map coding. These methods are implemented on the proposed scalable video coding configuration 
in Chapter 3. Both asymmetric coding techniques achieve good image quality for the rendered left 
and right video especially at low overall bitrates compared to the requirements of MPEG-2 coded 
video for IP-TV applications. For example, with coarsely quantized depth images the depth bitrate 
as a percentage of colour video bitrate can be reduced up to 14% at overall bitrate of 1Mbps while 
achieving rendered left and right video quality above 36dB. Therefore, the proposed methods with 
the backward compatible encoding architecture can be employed to scale existing IP-TV services 
into stereoscopic TV application with a minimum overhead for depth information compared to the 
corresponding colour video. Moreover, the proposed coding approaches can be utilized to control 
the rate requirements for stereoscopic streaming applications adaptively.
7.2.3 Stereoscopic Video Performance over IP
The performance of stereoscopic video content over IP networks is analyzed. Both prioritized and 
conventional 3-D video transmission cases are studied. This suggests that the image quality of 
rendered stereoscopic video over IP can be vastly improved by prioritizing the colour video 
packets ahead of depth video packets. These findings can be utilized to optimize the perceived
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quality for streaming stereoscopic video applications. For example, UEP and UPA algorithms can 
be designed after considering perceptual importance of both colour and depth image sequences.
7.2.4 Quality Evaluation of Colour Plus Depth Video at a Range of 
Compression Ratios and Packet Loss Rates
The artefacts introduced to 3-D video during coding and transmission affect several perceptual 
attributes such as overall image quality and depth perception. Measuring 3-D video quality using 
objective quality metrics may not always account for the depth reproduction in 3-D video. 
Therefore, subjective quality measurements are always providing accurate measurements for 3-D 
video artefacts. However, subjective tests take a longer time to complete, and controlled test 
environments are required to conduct standard tests. This hinders the possibility of deploying new 
3-D services widely in a short time period. Therefore, the relationships between subjective and 
candidate objective quality metrics are derived for a range of compression ratios and packet loss 
rates in this thesis. Overall results show that the predicted image quality of the colour video and 
the rendered left and right views using VQM is a good model prediction for both the perceived 
overall image quality and depth of 3-D video. This is true for a range of coding ratios and packet 
loss rates. In addition, correlation between different perceptual attributes is also analyzed. This 
suggests that, while subjective test results remain as the best and precise judgment of 3-D video 
quality, the use of objective quality assessment metrics, as described in this thesis, is an 
acceptable compromise for the 3-D video research community.
7.2.5 Error Resilience Mechanisms for 3-D Video Transmission over 
Wireless Networks
Error resilience mechanisms can be employed to recover the errors caused due to channel errors. 
However, sending error protection codes with 3-D video streams will further increase the 
bandwidth required for 3-D video applications. Therefore, different techniques to provide unequal 
error protection are examined in the thesis. The transmission power and access priorities to the 
wireless medium are varied to achieve unbalanced protection for the transmitted 3-D video. The 
proposed error protection schemes are based on the perceptual importance of coded 3-D video 
components. These methods allocate more protection to the colour video packets than the depth 
map packets in order to receive good quality 2-D/3-D video. The proposed UEP schemes are
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designed for 3-D video transmission over WiMAX and WLAN (IEEE 802.1 le). The results show 
that the proposed methods can be effectively used to deliver good quality multimedia content to 
the viewers of both 2-D and 3-D video.
7.2.6 Error Concealment Algorithms for 3-D Video Communications
Error concealment algorithms recover the errors which are not protected by error resilience 
methods. Three error concealment algorithms are proposed and validated in the work presented in 
this thesis.
A novel frame concealment algorithm for depth maps is proposed using information from the 
corresponding colour image sequence. The proposed method exploits the motion correlation of 
colour and depth map image sequences. The missing depth frames are concealed using the motion 
information of the correctly received colour video frame. Experimental results show that the 
proposed scheme can effectively restore the lost depth frames giving both good objective and 
subjective quality. The resultant accurate depth maps with the proposed system will facilitate 
accurate novel view rendering with the DIBR method.
A frame concealment method for colour and depth map stereoscopic video is also proposed. This 
method also exploits the motion correlation of colour and depth map image sequences. The colour 
motion information is reused for motion compensation during depth map coding and transmitted 
with both colour and depth streams. The redundant motion information is then utilized to conceal 
transmission errors at the decoder. The experimental results show that the proposed frame 
concealment scheme performs better than applying frame copying method for colour and depth 
map video separately in a range of packet error conditions.
The possibility of using shape concealment based error concealment for 3-D video is examined. 
The depth images are segmented to obtain the associated shape information. Then global motion 
estimation based temporal error concealment is applied to conceal the generated shape. The 
corrupted colour and depth map sequences are later concealed based on the concealed shape. The 
results show improved quality compared to the quality achieved with errors. However, quality 
achieved with the proposed method is lower than applying block-based slice copy algorithm. This 
is mainly due to the local motion of the scenes and inaccurate shape information. Therefore, 
further improvements are necessary to gain better performance with the proposed method.
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7.3 Areas for Future Research
This section describes some of the issues, which remain to be tackled in the provision of 3-D 
communication services and outlines the author’s view of the future of 3-D multimedia 
communications.
Efficient coding approaches are proposed for colour plus depth stereoscopic video applications in 
Chapter 3. The conventional block-based coding algorithms are utilized to encode both colour and 
depth image sequences in the proposed methods. Motion parameters for colour and depth map 
video are estimated using 2-D motion search algorithms. However, 2-D motion estimations will 
not account for all the motion in the depth images. For example, the motion in the direction of z- 
axis will not be tackled by the 2-D motion estimation process. Therefore, dedicated 3-D motion 
estimation algorithms can be designed to get better compression efficiency than the use of 2-D 
motion search algorithms.
The proposed asymmetric coding approaches in Chapter 3 can be effectively used in reducing the 
storage and bandwidth required for 3-D video applications without any degradation to perceived 
quality. This can be further extended to support bandwidth variations in the network adaptively. 
Closed-loop rate adaptation algorithms can be designed to optimize the 3-D video quality under 
changing network conditions. Furthermore, the proposed asymmetric coding methods can be 
extended to design Joint Source Channel Coding (JSCC) methods. For instance, when channel 
conditions are bad, the depth image can be encoded with reduced resolution to allow for more 
channel protection to be applied to the 3-D stream. The full resolution depth images can be sent 
with reduced protection at good channel conditions. In case of a backward compatible 3-D video 
service, the transmitter can only send the colour video stream with full protection at bad channel 
conditions by neglecting the associated depth stream.
Even though coding of colour plus depth based stereoscopic video is considered in this thesis, the 
proposed techniques can also be applied to emerging multi-view plus depth map representation. 
Unlike stereoscopic video, the demand for system resources (e.g. storage and bandwidth) is
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enormous for multi-view video applications. Therefore, the proposed asymmetric coding 
approaches can be extended to design bandwidth friendly multi-view video applications.
The effects of asynunetric coding and packet errors on perceived 3-D video quality attributes are 
evaluated in the thesis. Furthermore, the relationships between objective and subjective quality 
measures are derived. Only two important perceptual attributes namely, overall image perception 
and perceived depth are considered in this investigation. The artefacts introduced due to coding 
and transmission errors influence other 3-D perceptual attributes such as presence, naturalness, 
viewing experience, eye strain, etc. Therefore, the effects of coding and packet losses on these 
multi-dimensional perceptual attributes also need to be investigated. Moreover, the relationships 
between each of these quality attributes and their contributions towards overall 3-D perception 
need to be evaluated. This study can be further extended to different scene capture/representations 
(e.g. left and right view stereoscopic video and multi-view video) and display technologies (e.g. 
holographic displays and auto-stereoscopic displays), because these factors influence user 
perception of depth in 3-D scenes. Then a generic objective quality metric for 3-D video, which is 
highly correlated to HVS can be designed to evaluate the effects from 3-D capture to display 
technologies without restoring to full subjective test campaigns.
UEP method for backward compatible 3-D video transmission over WiMAX is proposed in 
Chapter 5. The allocation of transmission power is varied to support unequal error protection for 
colour plus depth video. Even though the quality is optimized in this approach the transmission 
power can also be optimized with the proposed method. Furthermore, this method can also be 
extended to multi-view video applications. For example, selected number of views can be highly 
protected based on the user’s head position. In addition, the use of transmission power to provide 
unequal protection would be more suitable for multi-view applications, because adding 
redundancies for protection may not be the best way to provide protection due to the high 
bandwidth demand of these applications.
3-D video distribution in a home environment is also addressed in Chapter 5 of the thesis. A 
prioritization scheme is proposed for 3-D video distribution over wireless network based on their 
importantance towards better perceptual quality. This work can be further extended to optimize 3- 
D video quality adaptively based on the type of network traffic in the premises. For instance, 
when there is not much video traffic, both colour and depth streams can be mapped to a high 
priority traffic class whereas depth stream is mapped to a lower priority traffic class compared to 
that of the colour stream when the network is flooded with video traffic. The multi-view plus
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depth video distribution can also be prioritized based on the proposed prioritization scheme. For 
example, the important views which are necessary to be able to render other views can be 
allocated a higher priority traffic class to optimize the rendered 3-D video quality.
Depth error concealment algorithm is proposed for colour plus depth stereoscopic video in 
Chapter 6. This method exploits the existing correlation between colour and depth map 
sequences. The motion correlation between colour and depth map frames may not be high at all 
time instances. Therefore, the proposed method can be joined with conventional frame 
concealment algorithms (e.g. frame copy) to achieve better results. Accurate depth maps are 
required to render novel views in multi-view plus depth 3-D video. Hence, the proposed method 
can be utilized to render good quality novel views for multi-view applications.
The proposed error concealment method for 3-D video described in Chapter 6 utilizes the shared 
colour motion information sent by the encoder to recover the missing frames of both colour and 
depth videos. In this method, depth information is encoded with the use of colour motion vectors. 
However, compression efficiency is affected in the areas when colour and depth map motion is 
not highly correlated. Therefore, improved compression efficiency can be achieved if the motion 
information is selected adaptively. For example, when motion vectors of colour and depth video 
are not matching, the depth images can be encoded using its own estimated motion vectors.
The possibility of using shape concealment principles for 3-D video is examined in Section 6.4 of 
Chapter 6. However, performance of the proposed method is hindered due to the local motion in 
the scene areas, and as a result the performance is not comparable to other conventional error 
concealment algorithms. Therefore, this method can be further improved with the addition of 
local motion based shape concealment algorithm. In addition, joint use of object-based and block- 
based error concealment algorithms will provide better results compared to the use of shape 
concealment alone.
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